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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with the mathematical formulations of higher gauge
theory. Firstly, we develop a complete description of principal 2-bundles with string
2-group model of Schommer-Pries, which is obtained by defining principal smooth
2-group bundles as internal functors in the weak 2-category Bibun of Lie groupoids,
right principal smooth bibundles and bibundle maps. Furthermore, this formalism
allows us to construct the known string Lie 2-algebra by differentiating this model
of the string 2-group. Generalizing the differentiation process, we provide Maurer-
Cartan forms leading us to higher non-abelian Deligne cohomology, encoding the
kinematical data of higher gauge theory together with their (finite) gauge symme-
tries. Secondly, we prove the non-abelian Poincaré lemma in higher gauge theory
in two different ways. That is, we show that every flat local connective structure in
strict principal 2-bundles is gauge trivial. The first proof is based on the result by
Jacobowitz, which explains solvability conditions for equations of differential forms.
The second is an extension of a proof by T. Voronov and yields the explicit gauge
parameters connecting a flat local connective structure to the trivial one. Finally,
we develop a method that shows how higher flatness appears as a necessary inte-
grability condition of a linear system by translating the usual matrix product into
categorified settings. Moreover, we comment how this notion can be also generalized
to the case of higher principal bundles with connective structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Most of the materials in this chapter are taken from the introductions of the papers

[29] and [30] with a little expansion and re-arrangements.

Higher gauge theory [3, 6, 70] is an interesting generalization of ordinary gauge

theory that describes consistent parallel transport of higher dimensional objects.

This requires the introduction of higher form potentials, and the usual no-go the-

orems [26] concerning non-abelian higher form theories are circumvented by cate-

gorifying the underlying mathematical structures in ordinary gauge theory. In par-

ticular, parallel transport of extended objects [1, 6, 55], which arises e.g. in string

and M-theory, where point particles are replaced by one-, two- and five-dimensional

objects demands the higher structures: (weak) Lie n-groups [4, 95] and their cor-

responding Lie n-algebras [2, 67, 72]. Accordingly, these objects have great sig-

nificance to illustrate the kinematical data on higher principal bundles. In recent

years, different approaches have been used to discuss bundles in different perspec-

tives [1, 6, 8, 70, 92]. For instance, in [34], the authors have described strict principal

2-bundles over Lie groupoids using Lie 2-groupoid generalized morphisms, whereas

in [65], the authors have discussed the notion by replacing the base manifold by

categorified space.

The most pressing issues in the study of higher principal bundles are identifying

the “appropriate” (weak) Lie n-group that can be differentiated to the corresponding

Lie n-algebra. Consequently, knowing the integrating Lie n-algebra is important in

order to provide a complete description of higher gauge theory on higher principal
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Chapter 1: Introduction

bundles. But, this was not an easy task even for the simplest cases of semistict

Lie 2-algebras, [42]. As a result, in order to work with string Lie 2-group bundles

with connective structures, either we have to incorporate infinite dimensional spaces

[7, 70] or consider a more general 2-group object called smooth 2-groups [71]. There

is in fact an equivalence between a smooth 2-group and a weak Lie 2-group [93, 95,

94]. Since smooth 2-groups form the most general notion of 2-group objects, which

includes ordinary Lie groups as well as strict Lie 2-groups, the notion of principal

2-bundles with structure smooth 2-groups is very comprehensive, and we think that

studying principal smooth 2-group bundles might answer many open problems in

theoretical physics and higher geometry, e.g. the lack of solutions to higher gauge

equations which are truly non-abelian and the study of their integrating Lie 2-algebra

of Morita equivalent smooth 2-groups. Specifically, no higher principal bundle with

connection is known that is not gauge equivalent to the trivially embedded abelian

gerbe with connection. This is particularly unfortunate because knowing such a

solution would lead to immediate progress in higher gauge theory, both on the

mathematical and the physical aspects.

Therefore, it is important to consider another sort of generalization of the current

formulations of higher gauge theory by studying principal 2-bundles with smooth

2-groups. We focus our attention in particular on the smooth 2-group model of the

string groups given by Schommer-Pries [71].

This 2-group model of the string group is interesting for a number of reasons.

First, recall that the most relevant examples of non-abelian monopoles on R3 and

instantons on R4 form connections on principal bundles with structure group SU(2),

where this gauge group is intrinsically linked to the spin groups Spin(3) ∼= SU(2)

and Spin(4) ∼= SU(2)× SU(2) of the isotropy groups SO(3) and SO(4) of the under-

lying spacetimes. Correspondingly, one might expect the higher version of the spin

group, the string group, to be relevant in the description of higher monopoles and

instantons.

Second, to work on principal 2-bundles with string Lie 2-algebra valued connec-

tive structures, we need to know the “appropriate” smooth 2-group (finite dimen-

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

sional) which differentiates to the string Lie 2-algebra. But, since H3
smooth(G,A) = 0,

for a compact Lie group G and an abelian Lie group A, cf. [57, 39], it can not be

a semistrict Lie 2-group in the sense of [4]. These motivates us to consider a more

general 2-group objects, and the aforementioned smooth string 2-group model.

The main goals of this thesis are:

1) To identify the “appropriate” categorified group, which can be differentiated

to the string Lie 2-algebra and pursue the differentiation process to obtain

the string Lie 2-algebra, and to describe the kinematical data of higher gauge

theory on principal 2-bundles. That is, we want to illustrate the formalisms

of connective structures, and corresponding gauge transformations so that the

results can be applied to construct self-dual string solutions.

2) In ordinary principal bundles, to show a one-to-one correspondence between

the trivial connection and a class of flat connections, we need the Poincaré

lemma. This idea can be extended to principal 2-and 3-bundles, in order to

develop gauge equivalences between a class of flat local connective structures

and the trivial ones. So, in this thesis we present two proofs of the higher

Poincaré lemma for strict principal 2-bundles1.

3) The linear system (d + A)g = 0, where g is a matrix group valued smooth

function and A is a matrix Lie algebra valued differential 1-form implies that

A = dgg−1, that is A is pure gauge. Moreover, it can only have a solution

if the curvature F := dA + 1
2
[A,A] vanishes. The Frobenius theorem or,

equivalently, the Poincaré lemma then states that the condition of flatness

is sufficient for the existence of a solution. It is then interesting to see how

these statements can be generalized to the categorified case. Do there exist

analogous statements in principal 2-and 3-bundles and in what sense?

1By a strict principal 2-bundle, we mean a principal 2-bundle whose structure 2-group is a strict
Lie 2-group.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Main results

Broadly speaking, this thesis contains three major results. We present them as

follows.

1.1.1 Principal Sw
λ -bundles and differentiation

Currently, there is no systematic treatment of constructing the string Lie 2-algebra

by differentiating a smooth 2-group. The result in Theorem 5.2.5 gives the full

description of the string Lie 2-algebra obtained by differentiating the weak Lie 2-

group Sw
λ . Furthermore, this construction enables us to present equivalent gauge

transformations

β ⊗ ω′ = ω ⊗ β + dKβ , (1.1a)

ψ′ = ψ − dKζ − λ0,3(β, ω′, ω′) + λ0,3(ω, β, ω′)− λ0,3(ω, ω, β) . (1.1b)

This in turn is important when developing the complete features of higher gauge

theory on principal Sλw-bundles as shown in (5.49) and (5.51).

Returning to the topic of differentiating the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ , the main

technicality is the argument to obtain the linearized non-trivial 3-cocycle λ0,3 ∈

H3(g,R) ∼= H3
dR(G), which is crucial to obtain the non-trivial µ3 in Theorem 5.2.5.

To be precise, the linearized 3-cocycle λ0,3 must not be cohomologous to zero in order

to obtain a non-trivial µ3. We justify this by taking into account of the integration

procedure developed in [32]. Hence, Theorem 5.2.5 provides another method of

constructing the string Lie 2-algebra.

1.1.2 Higher Poincaré lemma

The difficulty in proving the higher Poincaré lemma, “flat local connective struc-

tures are gauge equivalent to the trivial connective structure” is that the Frobenius

theorem can not be readily extended. That is, it does not seem possible to give a

definition of involutive higher distributions using the notion of smooth manifolds.

See Appendix E for a proposed hypothesis on this aspect, but further research is

needed to give a full picture of involutive higher distributions. This might be clear

4



Chapter 1: Introduction

by using the notion of NQ-manifolds. Fortunately, for the purpose of the completion

of Subsection 6.1.3, we apply a generalization of the reformulation of Frobenius the-

orem as an equation of differential forms by Jacobowitz [40]. This result is sufficient

to establish the first proof of higher Poincaré lemma in Theorem 6.1.3.

The second proof generalizes a proof by T.Voronov [90]. Here, the explicit gauge

parameters relating a flat connection to the trivial one are constructed from the

Cauchy problem. We find a nice generalizations of this using the Cauchy problems

ġ = −At g + gt(Λt) ,

Λ̇x = g−1 B Bt + dxΛt +
(
g−1Axg + g−1dxg

)
B Λt

(1.2a)

with initial conditions

g(x, 0) = 1G and Λ(x, 0) = 0 for x ∈ U , (1.2b)

which are obtained from the gauge transformations of local connective structures in

(6.3).

Both proofs are for strict principal 2-bundles over smooth manifolds, which can

be possibly extended to principal 3-bundles is mentioned, cf. Subsection 6.1.6.

1.1.3 Higher integrability

The idea in formulating higher integrability conditions comes from critical obser-

vations of the ordinary cases. Section 6.2 presents the categorified analogue of the

notion of having a matrix group for a crossed module H
t−→ G of matrix Lie groups is

to have an underlying A∞-algebra structure. Thus, if the products of this structure

extend to the corresponding Lie groups, then one can write down a linear system

involving local connective structure (A,B) on principal 2-bundles as

(
m̃1 + m̃2(A, -)− m̃2(B, -)

)(
g +X + Y

)
= 0 , (1.3)

where m̃1 and m̃2 are products in the 2-term A∞-algebra, g is a (matrix group)

G-valued smooth function and X and Y are Lie(G)-and Lie(H)-valued differential

5



Chapter 1: Introduction

forms, respectively, cf. Lemma 6.2.5. Therefore, Theorem 6.2.6 shows that the con-

nective structure (A,B) is gauge equivalent to the trivial one and the corresponding

curvatures vanish.

1.2 Thesis outline

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 contains introductory material, the

next three chapters (3 to 5) are based on [30] and Chapter 6 is derived from our

paper [29]. Below, we give a brief outline of each chapter.

In Chapter 2, we review background material with emphasis on the weak 2-

category Bibun. Moreover, in order to provide a different view on the concepts

and terms in the later chapters, we discuss the weak 2-category of Lie groupoids,

generalized morphisms and their 2-morphisms between the generalized morphisms

Gen, which is biequivalent to Bibun.

In Chapter 3, we deal with internal categories in Bibun, which are important

for introducing the basic properties of principal smooth 2-group bundles. Further-

more, the concept of internalization is vital in the generalization of the notions

on ordinary principal bundles. For instance, Lie groupoid functors are considered

as internal functors in Bibun, while their natural transformations induce internal

transformations. Equivalently, the broad notion of internal categories in Bibun sub-

sumes Lie groupoids, weak Lie 2-groups, smooth 2-groups, and Lie 2-groupoids, cf.

Subsection 3.2.2. Consequently, the axioms of internal functors and natural transfor-

mations in Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 are generalizations of smooth 2-group 1-and

2-homomorphism axioms introduced in [71].

In Chapter 4, we begin by considering smooth 2-group bundles as objects of a

slice weak 2-category. Then we define principal smooth 2-group bundles as internal

functors in Bibun in which we illustrate the case for ordinary Lie group principal

bundles and strict principal 2-bundles. Finally, as a main results of the chapter, we

give cocycle and coboundary relations of principal Sw
λ -bundles, cf. Theorems 4.3.4

and 4.3.5.

In Chapter 5, we start by differentiating the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ to the known

6



Chapter 1: Introduction

string Lie 2-algebra, this procedure is known to be the adjoint of the integration

functor in the sense of [32], see also [77]. Knowing the corresponding Lie 2-algebra

helps us to construct Sw
λ -valued Deligne cohomology, which is important to give a

complete description of higher gauge theory on principal 2-bundles with structure

2-group Sw
λ , cf. Section 5.3.

Chapter 6 treats the proofs of higher Poincaré lemma by making use of the

Cauchy problems obtained from the gauge transformations for local connective struc-

tures on strict principal 2-bundles. Moreover, we present a way of extending the

classical integrability condition on principal bundles to the case of strict principal

2-bundles. We also conjecture the construction of corresponding 2-term A∞-algebra

from a 2-term L∞-algebra obtained from the differential crossed module of the struc-

ture Lie 2-group.

Finally, in Chapter 7, we summarize the key results and sketch an example

showing how we may possibly apply our constructions in order to feature solutions

of self-dual strings, though a more general solution needs future study.

1.3 Preliminaries on weak 2-categories

Here, with the assumption that the reader has a prerequisite knowledge of category

theory, we present the following review of weak 2-categories as first given in [10].

We will use these terminologies in this thesis.

A weak 2-category [10] C consists of:

• a class of objects a, b . . . ,

• for any two objects a, b ∈ C , there is a hom-category C (a, b) whose objects

are all 1-morphisms of the form f, g : a → b, while morphisms ξ : f ⇒ g

are 2-morphisms in C , together with the multiplication ◦ (also called vertical

multiplication of 2-morphisms in C ), and

• for any objects a, b, c ∈ C , and terminal category2 C (∗, ∗), there are functors3

ua : ∗ → C (a, a) and ⊗a,b,c : C (a, b)× C (b, c)→ C (a, c)

2Here, ∗ is the terminal object in C , for simplicity, we also denote C (∗, ∗) by ∗.
3These are usually called as the unit and horizontal multiplication functors.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

such that the two multiplication laws of 2-morphisms called the vertical multiplica-

tion ◦, (which is always associative)

(
a b

f

g

ξ

χ

)
=

(
a b

f

g

χ◦ξ

)

Figure 1.1: Vertical multiplication χ ◦ ξ of 2-morphisms

and the horizontal multiplication ⊗,

(
a b c

f1

g1

f2

g2

ξ χ

)
=

(
a c

f2⊗f1

g2⊗g1

χ⊗ξ

)

Figure 1.2: Horizontal multiplication χ⊗ ξ of 2-morphisms

need to satisfy the interchange law (χ2⊗ χ1) ◦ (ξ2⊗ ξ1) = (χ2 ◦ ξ2)⊗ (χ1 ◦ ξ1) as

depicted below

(
a b c

f1

g1

ξ1

χ1

f2

g2

ξ2

χ2

)
=

(
a c

f2⊗f1

g2⊗g1

ξ2⊗ξ1

χ2⊗χ1

)

=

(
a b c

f1

g1

χ1◦ξ1

f2

g2

χ2◦ξ2

)

Figure 1.3: Interchange law for 2-morphisms

Furthermore, since the horizontal multiplication is associative up to natural 2-

isomorphisms called the associator a, and the unit laws for multiplication of 1-

morphisms hold up to the natural 2-isomorphisms called the right r and left l unitors,

we need these natural 2-isomorphisms to satisfy the coherence axioms, cf. [10].

Remark 1.3.1. If all the natural 2-isomorphisms are trivial, the weak 2-category C

is called a strict 2-category.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.4 Conventions and notations

Throughout this thesis all structures are assumed to be smooth and finite dimen-

sional. For example, Man∞ denotes the category of finite dimensional smooth man-

ifolds and smooth maps, and whenever necessary the field is either R or C, and the

open covers are good covers. Moreover, we use the following notations:

• Set := the category of sets, and functions between them.

• Man∞Cat := the strict 2-category of categories in Man∞, functors and natural

transformations,

• LieGrpd := the strict 2-category of Lie groupoids, Lie groupoid functors and

natural transformations,

• Bibun := the weak 2-category of Lie groupoids, right principal bibundles and

bibindle maps, and

• Gen := the weak 2-category of Lie groupoids, Lie groupoid generalized mor-

phisms and 2-morphisms between generalized morphisms.
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Chapter 2

Lie groupoids and bibundles

The main objective of this chapter is to give a review on the weak 2-categories Bibun

and Gen. We follow closely the discussions in [71], [51] and [12]. See also [58] for

bibundles of topological groupoids.

We begin our discussion with the strict 2-category LieGrpd, and then the weak

2-categories Bibun and Gen. We will denote the objects of these 2-categories by G,

H, K, J , . . . , but we use three different notations for the 1-morphisms in Bibun:

• right principal (G,H)-bibundle B,

• right principal bibundles Φ0, Φ1, Ψ0, and Ψ1 if we want to emphasise the

morphism nature, or

• simply a right principal bibundle B : G → H.

Moreover, the collection of all right principal (G,H)-bibundles is denoted by

Bibun(G,H), and as usual it constitutes the hom-categories with objects right prin-

cipal (G,H)-bibundles and bibundle maps as morphisms. We will not prove here

that it forms a category. We refer the reader to [12] for related discussions. See also

[11] for general axioms of weak 2-categories.

2.1 Lie groupoids and their actions

This section is devoted to the 2-category LieGrpd of Lie groupoids, functors and

natural transformations between the functors. Moreover, we will give some examples

10



Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

to motivate the definitions and results. The original material on Lie groupoids is

available in [53]. To discuss gauge theories, we have to describe various actions on

fields. Such actions are most naturally described using the language of groupoids.

We begin by stating the definition of groupoids and Lie groupoids.

2.1.1 Preliminaries on Lie groupoids

A groupoid G = (G0,G1) is a small category that consists the sets of invertible arrows

G1 and objects G0 together with the five structure maps called the source s, target

t, identity id, inverse inv and multiplication ◦:

G1 s×tG1 G1 G0
◦

inv

s

t

id

satisfying all the axioms of category, see [89, 50] for the discussions of basic

category theory.

Definition 2.1.1. A Lie groupoid G = (G0,G1) is a groupoid internal to Man∞. That

is, its set of objects G0 and morphisms G1 are smooth manifolds and the structure

maps s, t, id, inv and ◦ are all smooth. In particular, we need s and t to be surjective

submersions in order to have the pullback G1 ×G0 G1 as a smooth manifold, since

submersion maps are transversal, which is a sufficient for the existence of pullbacks.

We give some examples of Lie groupoids, which are important for later discus-

sions. A reader curious about Lie groupoids and their constructions may consult

[53]. Our discussion here depends on this material.

Example 2.1.2. As a first example, for any smooth manifold X, the discrete Lie

groupoid X ⇒ X is a Lie groupoid with the trivial structure maps.

Example 2.1.3. For any Lie group G, we have a Lie groupoid G ⇒ ∗ with the

structure maps s(g) = t(g) = ∗, Lie group multiplication ◦, and the trivial map id.

11



Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

Example 2.1.4. Another important example, which generalizes the previous two

examples, is the action groupoid that arises from a smooth right-action of a Lie

group G on a smooth manifold X. The action groupoid X//G has as its set of

objects X and set of morphisms X × G with structure maps

s(x, g) = x , t(x, g) = xg , id(x) = (x,1G) ,

(x, g) ◦ (x̃, g̃) = (x̃, g̃g) ,

(2.1)

whenever s(x, g) = x = x̃g̃.

Example 2.1.5. For any smooth manifold X, we have the pair groupoid X ×X ⇒

X; whose set of objects are X and set of morphisms X×X together with the structure

maps

s(x, y) = x , t(x, y) = y ,

id(x) = (x, x) , (x, y) ◦ (y, z) = (x, z) ,

(2.2)

for any x, y, z ∈ X.

Example 2.1.6. Lastly, for an open covering U =
⊔
Ui −→ X of a smooth manifold

X, we have the Čech groupoid U ×X U ⇒ U with the structure maps

s(y1, y2) = y1 , t(y1, y2) = y2 , id(y1) = (y1, y1) ,

(y1, y2) ◦ (y2, y3) = (y1, y3) .

(2.3)

We denote it by Č(U), as it is constructed using the open cover U .

Since Lie groupoids are internal categories in Man∞, we recall their internal

functors, natural transformations and actions on the objects of Man∞.

2.1.2 The strict 2-category LieGrpd

Analogously to functors between categories, we present internal functors between

Lie groupoids. They are important to discuss weak-equivalences and generalized Lie

groupoid morphisms in the later sections.

A functor of Lie groupoids p : G −→ H consists of two smooth maps

p0 : G0 −→ H0 and p1 : G1 −→ H1 such that they commute with all the structure

12



Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

maps of G and H. Now to motivate the definition, we give some examples, which

are available in [53].

Example 2.1.7. A functor p between discrete Lie groupoids X ⇒ X and Z ⇒ Z is

induced by a smooth map f : X −→ Z of smooth manifolds as p0 = p1 = f .

Example 2.1.8. Let X and Z be smooth manifolds and let G be a Lie group with

right-actions on both X and Z. Then any G-equivariant map f : X −→ Z induces

a functor p with p0 = f and p1 = f × idG between the action groupoids X//G and

Z//G. In general, due to the commutativity of the structure maps of the respective

groupoids, any Lie groupoid functors between two action groupoids are of this type.

Now in order to finalize our discussion of the 2-category LieGrpd, we provide here

the definition of natural transformations. Similar to Lie groupoid functors, which

are internal functors in Man∞, the natural transformations are also smooth maps.

Let p, q : G −→ H be Lie groupoid functors. A natural transformation from p

to q is a smooth map T : G0 −→ H1 such that for all g ∈ G1 the following digram is

commutative.

p0(s(g))

q0(s(g))

p0(t(g))

q0(t(g))

p1(g)

q1(g)

T (s(g)) T (t(g))

Figure 2.1: Lie groupoid natural transformation T

Remark 2.1.9. Here, for any x ∈ G0, T (x) is an isomorphism, since it is in G.

All together, we have the well known strict 2-category LieGrpd with objects

Lie groupoids, 1-morphisms Lie groupoid functors and 2-morphisms the natural

transformations. We recall this as follows.

Proposition 2.1.10. Lie groupoids together with Lie groupoid functors and natural

transformations form a 2-category LieGrpd which is a full subcategory of Man∞Cat.
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Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

2.1.3 2-pullbacks in LieGrpd

This section recalls basic definitions of 2-pullbacks of Lie groupoids. Additional

materials of the topic is also found in [56]. Here, we begin our discussion by defining

2-pullbacks in LieGrpd.

The 2-pullback of two Lie groupoid functors, p : G −→ H and q : K −→ H,

denoted by G ×H K has

• objects of the form (x, h, y), where x ∈ G0, y ∈ K0 and h : p0(x) −→ q0(y) in

H1, and

• morphisms from (x1, h1, y1) to (x2, h2, y2) are pairs (g, k) with g : x1 −→ x2

and k : y1 −→ y2 in G1 and K1 such that the following diagram commutes.

p0(x1) p0(x2)

q0(y2)q0(y1)

p1(g)

h2

q1(k)

h1

Figure 2.2: Commutative diagram on morphisms of a 2-pullback in LieGrpd

Moreover, the groupoid multiplication is defined component-wise:

(x1, h1, y1)
(g1,k1)−−−−−→ (x2, h2, y2)

(g2,k2)−−−−−→ (x3, h3, y3) , (2.4)

gives a morphism (g2 ◦ g1, k2 ◦ k1):

g2 ◦ g1 : x1 −→ x3 , and k2 ◦ k1 : y1 −→ y3 , (2.5)

from (x1, h1, y1) to (x3, h3, y3), and the commutativity of Figure 2.2 trivially follows.

Note that also the inverse of a morphism (g, k) is (g−1, k−1).

Here, one can easily see that the groupoid obtained from the above construction

may not be necessarily a Lie groupoid. In particular, the set of objects may not

always be a smooth manifold. Hence, to remedy this, we need either spr2 or tpr2 in

14



Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

Figure 2.3 to be a surjective submersion1. In fact, the set of morphisms (G×HK)1 :=

G1 tp1
×H0,sH1 t×H0,sq1K1 is always a smooth manifold, since s and t are surjective

submersions.

G0 p0
×H0,tH1 spr2

×H0,q0K0 K0

H0G0 p0
×H0,tH1

q0

spr2

Figure 2.3: The set of objects of the 2-pullback G ×H K

As depicted in Figure 2.3, the set of objects will also be a smooth manifold if

either p0 or q0 is a surjective submersion. Therefore, one can impose this condition

on one of the Lie groupoid functors p or q, in order to make G ×HK a Lie groupoid.

See [85] for more general cases.

Remark 2.1.11. In the above construction, the name 2-pullback implies that the

2-commutativity of the following pullback square. That is, it is commutative up to a

natural transformation T : (G ×H K)0 −→ H1, defined by T (g, h, k) = k.

G ×H K K

HG

q

p

T

Figure 2.4: 2-commutative pullback square of Lie groupoid functors p and q

Typically, T is specified as part of the structure of the 2-pullback, and it is univer-

sal among diagrams of the form Figure 2.4. If T is the trivial natural transformation,

then the 2-pullback becomes the ordinary pullback.

In general, in a any (weak) 2-category, a 2-pullback is a 2-commuting square,

and its universality property determines the uniqueness of the 2-morphism, see [85]

for discussions of 2-pullbacks in any 2-category.

1Here, spr2 and tpr2 are the compositions of the source and the target maps with the obvious
projection map onto the second factor.
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2.1.4 Lie groupoid actions

Recall that Lie groupoids are groupoid objects in Man∞Cat, which are also internal

categories in Man∞. Therefore, it is natural to discuss their actions on the objects

of the original category Man∞. See [22] and [66] for general discussions on the

actions of internal categories. In particular, the latter deals with actions of internal

2-categories.

Here, we review Lie groupoid actions on smooth manifolds, similar to the usual

action of groups on objects of Set2. The actions of Lie groupoids are useful to define

bundles and bibundles.

The action Lie groupoid shown in Example 2.1.4 is constructed by considering

the right-action of any Lie group on a smooth manifold X. Similarly, here we can

generalize this construction by taking the action of any Lie groupoid. Now let us

begin our discussion by recalling the definition of the actions of Lie groupoids.

Definition 2.1.12. A smooth right-action of a Lie groupoid G on a smooth manifold

X consists of smooth maps

σ : X −→ G0 , and · : X σ×G0,tG1 −→ X , (2.6)

satisfying the following three conditions

(i) σ(x · g) = s(g), for all (x, g) ∈ X σ×G0,tG1,

(ii) x · idσ(x) = x,

(iii) (x · g1) · g2 = x · (g1g2).

Similarly, we can define the left-action by using the source map. For the sake of

simplification, we write xg instead of x · g. The smooth map σ usually called the

base/moment map.

Example 2.1.13. For any Lie groupoid G, there is always a natural right-action of

2Set is the usual category of sets and functions.
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G both on the set of objects G0 and morphisms G1 as described below.

σ := id : G0 −→ G0 and s : G1
∼= G0 id×G0,tG1 −→ G0 ,

σ := s : G1 −→ G0 and ◦ : G1 s×G0,tG1 −→ G1 .

(2.7)

Based on the action of Lie groupoids, we can construct the semidirect product

Lie groupoid, which is a generalization of the action Lie groupoid in Example 2.1.4.

Definition 2.1.14. For a right-action of a Lie groupoid G on X, the semidirect

product groupoid X oG has objects X and morphisms X σ×t,G0G1, together with the

source, target and multiplication maps

s(x, g) = xg , t(x, g) = x , (x, g1) ◦ (y, g2) = (x, g1g2) , (2.8)

provided that y = xg1 and s(g1) = t(g2).

Remark 2.1.15. In Definition 2.1.14, the pullback X σ×t,G0G1 as depicted below is

a smooth manifold, since t is a surjective submersion.

X σ×t,G0G1 G1

X G0

t

σ

Figure 2.5: Arrow part of semidirect product groupoid

In the following section, we will discuss a special type of Lie groupoid actions

and bibundles within the framework of finite dimensional Lie groupoids, which are

important for the construction of the string 2-group model by Schommer-Pries [71]

in Chapter 3. We will follow closely [71] and [51]. See also [58] for bibundles of

topological groupoids.

2.2 The weak 2-category Bibun

Here, we review the bicatgory Bibun. Moreover, we shall discuss equivalences and

2-pullbacks in this 2-category . Our main references are [71] and [51].
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Chapter 2: Lie groupoids and bibundles

We begin our discussion by stating the definitions of Lie groupoid bibundles.

Next, we will give some examples of right principal bibundles to illustrate the def-

inition. Finally, we state a theorem that characterizes Bibun. This theorem might

also give us partial insight in proving the biequivalence between Bibun and Gen,

which was conjectured in [27]. We will not give the proof of this conjecture here.

But, we leave it for future research.

2.2.1 Right principal-bibundles

Now, let us define bibundles and right principal bibundles as a generalizations of

principal bundles. Recall that, for a Lie group G, a principal G-bundle B over a

smooth manifold X consists of an action of G and a smooth map. Analogously, in

order to define bibundles, we generalize this by considering Lie groupoid actions and

by taking X to be any Lie groupoid acting on the left of B. See the references [71],

[51] and [12] for discussions on Lie groupoid bibundles.

Definition 2.2.1. A (G,H)-bibundle is a smooth manifold B equipped with a left-

action of G and a right-action of H (as shown below)

B

H0

H1

G0

G1
τσ

Figure 2.6: (G,H)-bibundle B

satisfying the following three conditions:

(i) σ(xh) = σ(x), for all (x, h) ∈ B τ×H0,tH1,

(ii) τ(gx) = τ(x), for all (g, x) ∈ G1 s×G0,σB,

(iii) (gx)h = g(xh), for all g ∈ G1, h ∈ H1 and x ∈ B.

In this definition, conditions (i) and (ii) show that σ and τ respectively are H-

and G- invariant, and (iii) gives the commutativity of the two actions. Furthermore,

we follow [12, 51, 71] to provide the definition of right principal bibundles.
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Definition 2.2.2. A (G,H)-bibundle B is right principal if

(i) the base map σ : B −→ G0 is a surjective submersion, and

(ii) the smooth map B τ×H0,tH1 −→ B ×G0 B defined by (b, h) 7−→ (b, bh) is a

diffeomorphism.

Pictorially, a right principal (G,H)-bibundle is described by

B

H0 H1G0G1

B ×G0 B

B ×H0 H1

∼=

τσ

t

Figure 2.7: Right principal (G,H)-bibundle B

Here, the double arrow on σ is to denote it is a surjective submersion.

In this definition, condition (ii) implies the action of H on the fibers of

σ : B −→ G0 is free and transitive. The term right principal bibundle generalizes the

known terms bispaces, smooth maps, Lie groupoid functors and principal bundles.

2.2.2 Examples of right principal bibundles

Below, we give some examples by considering a particular cases on the Lie groupoids

G and H, see [51] and [12] for additional examples of Lie groupoid bibundles.

The first source of examples come from Lie groupoid functors. That is, if p :

G −→ H is a Lie groupoid functor, then one can construct the right principal

bibundle p̂ corresponding to p, which is called the bundlization of p. We depict p̂ as

follows

p̂ := G0 p0
×t,H0H1

H0

H1

G0

G1

spr2pr1

Figure 2.8: A right principal (G,H)-bibundle as a bundlization of p
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where s is the source map in H and pr1 and pr2 are the obvious projections. The

left and right-actions of G and H on p̂, respectively are given by

g(x, h) := (s(g), p1(g)h) and (x, h1)h2 := (x, h1h2) , (2.9)

for g ∈ G1, h, h1,2 ∈ H1 and (x, h) ∈ p̂, with s(g) = x, and t(h2) = s(h1). Therefore,

any Lie groupoids functor gives rise to a corresponding right principal bibundle.

It is clear that p̂ is a smooth manifold since t is a surjective submersion. More-

over, one can easily check that all the conditions in Definition 2.2.2 are satisfied.

For instance, to check right principality of the H-action, it suffices to verify the

two conditions. It is clear that the action is transitive and free. That is for any

two elements (x, h1), (x, h2) ∈ p̂, we have a unique element h1h
−1
2 ∈ H1 such that

(x, h1)(h−1
1 h2) = (x, h2). And as we can easily see it from the definition of p̂, the base

map pr1 is also a surjective submersion. Thus, p̂ is a right principal (G,H)-bibundle.

In particular, if p = idG : G −→ G, then we evidently have the identity right

principal bibundle3 from a Lie groupoid G to itself as depicted below:

G1

G0

G1

G0

G1
st

Figure 2.9: The identity principal bibundle 1 as the bundlization of idG

Consequently, smooth maps between smooth manifolds and Lie group homomor-

phisms are also included as right principal bibundles obtained from bundlization.

Conversely, a right principal bibundle between discrete4 Lie groupoids X ⇒ X and

Y ⇒ Y reduces to a smooth map X → Y by condition (ii) in Definition 2.2.2,

which implies that the total space is X. That is, right principal bibundles between

discrete Lie groupoids arise from a bundlization of smooth maps between mani-

folds. Similarly, right principal bibundles between Lie groupoids G = (G ⇒ ∗)

and H = (H ⇒ ∗) for Lie groups G and H arise from bundlization of Lie groupoid

3We denote the identity right principal bibundle by 1.
4By discrete, we shall always mean categorically discrete and not topologically.
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functors corresponding to Lie group homomorphisms.

2.2.3 Smooth bibundle maps

In order to define morphisms between right principal bibundles, let us first define

equivariant smooth maps between Lie groupoid functors. See also [58] for discussions

on equivariant continuous maps between topological groupoid functors.

Definition 2.2.3 ([58]). Let p : G −→ K and q : H −→ J be Lie groupoid functors.

A smooth map χ between a right principal (G,H)-bibundle B1 and a right principal

(K,J )-bibundle B2

B1

H0

H1

G0

G1

B2

K0

K1

J0

J1

τ1σ1

τ2

p0

χ

q0

σ2

Figure 2.10: (p, q)-equivariant map

is called (p, q)-equivariant if it satisfies

p0 ◦ σ1 = σ2 ◦ χ , q0 ◦ τ1 = τ2 ◦ χ , and χ(gxh) = p1(g)χ(x)q1(h) , (2.10)

for all g ∈ G1, x ∈ B1, and h ∈ H1 with t(g) = σ1(x) and τ1(x) = s(h).

Remark 2.2.4. A morphism between two right principal (G,H)-bibundles is an

(idG, idH)-equivariant smooth map χ, hence a diffeomorphism χ satisfying

σ1 = σ2 ◦ χ , τ1 = τ2 ◦ χ , and χ(gxh) = gχ(x)h . (2.11)

We now have all the ingredients to discuss the weak 2-category Bibun and its
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hom-categories. Therefore, we state the following results without proof, cf. [12].

The following results are based on the basic axioms of bicategories in [11].

Lemma 2.2.5. The collection of right principal (G,H)-bibundles as objects and bi-

bundle isomorphisms as morphisms together with the usual smooth map composition

and the identity map as identity morphism form a category Bibun(G,H).

Thus, Bibun(G,H) is a category under the appropriate notions of morphisms,

composition and identity morphism. This constitutes the first step in constructing

the weak 2-category Bibun. Moreover, one can give a functor uG : ∗ → Bibun(G,G),

where ∗ is the terminal category and G is any object in Bibun.

The other points we need to address to show that Bibun is a weak 2-category

are the bibundle multiplication, the associator and the unitors, which are defined

below. We follow closely the general discussions in [11].

The multiplication on objects can be defined using pullbacks over H0. We give

the construction of right principal bibundle multiplication as discussed in [71].

Let B1 and B2 be objects in Bibun(G,H) and Bibun(H,K), respectively. Then

the product B2 ⊗B1 is given by

B2 ⊗B1 := (B1 ×H0 B2)/H , (2.12a)

which is a smooth manifold, since σ2 is surjective submersion and theH-action is free

on B1. The quotient is defined by the induced right H-action (x, y)h = (xh, h−1y).

Pictorially we have

B1

B2 ⊗B1

H0

H1

G0

G1

B2

K0

K1τ1σ1 σ2 τ2

σ3 τ3

Figure 2.11: Bibundle multiplication
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together with the smooth maps

σ3[(x, y)] := σ1(x) , and τ3[(x, y)] := τ2(y) . (2.12b)

Moreover, the left-action of G and right-action of K on B2 ⊗ B1 along these base

maps are defined by

G1 s×G0,σ3(B2 ⊗B1) −→ B2 ⊗B1 , (g, [(x, y)]) 7−→ [(gx, y)] ,

(B2 ⊗B1) τ3×K0,tK1 −→ B2 ⊗B1 , ([(x, y)], k) 7−→ [(x, yk)] .

(2.12c)

It is clear that this bibundle is right principal, since σ3 is a surjective submersion and

the action of K is free and transitive. Thus, using the language of hom-categories,

we shall state the following lemmata. See also [11] for general discussions on weak

2-categories.

Lemma 2.2.6 (Bibundle multiplication). For any objects G, H, and K in Bibun we

can define a bifunctor ⊗G,H,K: Bibun(G,H)× Bibun(H,K) −→ Bibun(G,K).

Moreover, the multiplication ⊗ is associative up to a right principal bibundle

natural isomorphism. That is if B1, B2, B3 are right principal (G,H)-, (H,K)- and

(K,J )-bibundles, respectively, then there is a natural bibundle 2-isomorphism:

aB1,B2,B3 : (B1 ⊗B2)⊗B3 =⇒ B1 ⊗ (B2 ⊗B3) . (2.13)

This can be restated as follows.

Lemma 2.2.7. For any objects G, H, K, J , there is a natural isomorphism (called

the associator)

aG,H,K,J : ⊗G,K,J ◦ (⊗G,H,K × 1) =⇒ ⊗G,H,J ◦ (1×⊗H,K,J ) , (2.14)

satisfying the Pentagon identity, cf. [11]. The naturality of the associator arises

from the universal property of pullbacks.

Furthermore, by taking the identity right principal bibundle 1 as (G,G)-bibundle

for any Lie groupoid G, we can show that it is both left and right identity for the
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bibundle multiplication ⊗ up to natural bibundle 2-isomorphisms called right and

left unitors l and r, respectively. Therefore, if B is a right principal (G,H)-bibundle

and 1 is the identity right principal (H,H)-bibundle, then the right principal (G,H)-

bibundle 1⊗B is isomorphic to B. That is there exists a bibundle isomorphism,

r : B −→ (B ×H0 H1)/H , x 7−→ [x, idτ(x)] , (2.15)

which is an equivariant diffeomorphism5. We can also state this as follows by using

the hom-categories and the respective functors between them.

Lemma 2.2.8. For any objects G and H in Bibun, one can define a pair of natural

isomorphisms

lG,H : ⊗G,G,H ◦ (uG × 1) =⇒ 1 ,

rG,H : ⊗G,H,H ◦ (1× uH) =⇒ 1

(2.16)

called left and right unitors satisfying the Triangle identity, cf. [11].

Finally, using the Lemmata 2.2.5, 2.2.6, 2.2.7, and 2.2.8, we can conclude that

Bibun is a weak 2-category. We summarize this by the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2.9 ([58]). The collection of Lie groupoids as objects, right principal

smooth bibundles as 1-morphisms and bibundle isomorphisms as 2-morphisms form

the weak 2-category Bibun.

In the following section, we present the relation between the strict 2-category

LieGrpd and the weak 2-category Bibun. Let us first discuss bibundle maps induced

by natural transformations.

2.2.4 Bibundle maps induced from natural transformations

We have explained that bundlization takes Lie groupoid functors, which are 1-

morphisms in the strict 2-category LieGrpd, into 1-morphisms in the weak 2-category

Bibun. In order to extend this to a functor, we have to consider also the natural

5Note that, the natural 2-isomorphisms r and l are interchanged here, due to our definition of
the multiplication bifunctor.
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transformations, which are the 2-morphisms in LieGrpd. The following result gives

the correspondence between natural transformations and bibundle isomorphisms.

Proposition 2.2.10 ([52]). Bibundle maps between bundlizations p̂ and q̂ are in

one-to-one correspondence with natural transformations T : p⇒ q.

The proposition asserts that bibundle isomorphisms between p̂ and q̂ are induced

from the natural transformation between the corresponding Lie groupoid functors

p and q. Therefore, combining with bundlization, there is a strict 2-functor F :

LieGrpd −→ Bibun, which is identity on the level of objects, bundlization on the

level of 1-morphisms and the induced bibundle maps on the level of 2-morphisms.

That is, if T : p⇒ q is a natural transformation between the Lie groupoid functors

p and q, then the induced bibundle map χ has the form

p̂ = G0 p0
×H0,tH1

H0

H1

G0

G1

q̂ = G0 q0
×H0,tH1

spr2pr1

χ

spr2pr1

Figure 2.12: The bibundle map χ induced from the natural transformation T

χ(x, h) := (x, T (x) ◦ h), where (x, h) ∈ G0 p0
×H0,tH1.

2.2.5 Facts about Bibun

We now state a very nice characterization of right principal bibundles arising from

bundlization, which also assures that there are right principal bibundles that can not

be obtained from Lie groupoid functors. This shows that the set of right principal

bibundles is larger than that of Lie groupoid functors. Of course, this assertion is

evident from the existence of weak-equivalences in LieGrpd, cf. Appendix A. The

following proposition is based on [58] and [51].
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Proposition 2.2.11 ([58]). For a right principal (G,H)-bibundle B, the smooth

map σ : B � G0 admits a smooth section if and only if B is diffeomorphic to a

bundlization of some Lie groupoid functor p : G −→ H.

Proof. Suppose that a right principal (G,H)-bibundle B has a smooth section

σ̃ : G0 −→ B. Then we have to construct a Lie groupoid functor p : G −→ H and a

diffeomorphism χ : B −→ p̂.

Thus, the functor p can be defined by p0(x) = τ(σ̃(x)) on the objects. Moreover,

since B is right principal (free and transitive action of H), for any pair of elements

b1, b2 ∈ B, there is a unique element h ∈ H1 such that b2 = b1h. Thus, for any g ∈ G1,

by considering σ̃(s(g)) and gσ̃(t(g)) in B, we have a unique element p1(g) := h ∈ H1

such that

gσ̃(t(g)) = σ̃(s(g))h . (2.17)

This defines p on morphisms and one can easily check that p is a Lie groupoid

functor.

Thus, by taking the bundlization of p as

p̂ = G0 p0
×H0,tH1 , (2.18)

we can define the diffeomorphism χ : B −→ p̂ by χ(b) := (σ(b), h), where

b = σ̃(σ(b))h, and its smooth inverse χ−1(x, h) := σ̃(x)h. Here, it is clear that

t(h) = τ(σ̃(σ(b))) = p0(σ(b)), and χ is an equivariant smooth map, cf. Definition

??.

Conversely, let χ : p̂ −→ B be a diffeomorphism between the two right principal

(G,H)-bibundles. Then we can define a smooth section σ̃ : G0 −→ B by

σ̃(x) := χ(x, idx), which is possible by using the commutativity of the following

diagram and the smooth section of p̂.
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B

H0

H1

G0

G1

p̂

τσ

χ

spr2

σ̃

pr1

Figure 2.13: Smooth section of a right principal bibundle diffeomorphic to p̂

Let us give additional characterizations of the weak 2-category Bibun. In partic-

ular, we discuss here the 2-pullbacks and equivalences in Bibun. We will use these

properties to define internal categories in this weak 2-category. See [52] and [51] for

discussions of 2-pullbacks and equivalences in Bibun.

Definition 2.2.12. A right principal (G,H)-bibundle B is an equivalence if there

exists a right principal (H,G)-bibundle B−1 (defined by reversing the roles of σ and

τ) such that B ⊗ B−1 ∼= 1 and B−1 ⊗ B ∼= 1. In this case we call B and B−1

biprincipal bibundles, since they are both right and left principal. Two Lie groupoids

G and H are equivalent, if there is such a right principal bibundle equivalence between

them.

Note that the weak 2-category Bibun can be regarded as the 2-category of “stacky

manifolds”, cf. [12]. In particular, bibundle equivalence amounts to Morita equiva-

lence of Lie groupoids. Moreover, we have the following result, which relates weak-

equivalences in LieGrpd and equivalences in Bibun. Accordingly, this proposition can

be counted as the main reason of constructing the weak 2-category Bibun.

Proposition 2.2.13 ([58]). Let p : G → H be a weak-equivalence in LieGrpd. Then

the bundlization p̂ is a right principal bibundle equivalence. Moreover, every right

principal bibundle equivalence B ∈ Bibun(G,H) is of this type.

This proposition gives that all right principal bibundle equivalences are obtained

from weak-equivalences in LieGrpd. Therefore, the weak 2-category Bibun gives us
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more freedom in order to invert Morita equivalences, which is the main advantage of

constructing higher categories at the expense of non-trivial natural isomorphisms.

We present some examples of equivalences in Bibun, we begin by recalling the defi-

nition of Lie group crossed modules.

Definition 2.2.14. A crossed module of Lie groups (H
t−→ G,B) is a pair of Lie

groups G and H together with a group homomorphism t : H → G and an action by

automorphism B of G on H. The group homomorphism and the action satisfy the

following compatibility conditions for all g ∈ G and h, h1,2 ∈ H:

t(g B h) = gt(h)g−1 and t(h1) B h2 = h1h2h
−1
1 . (2.19)

The first condition guarantees equivariance of t with respect to the actions of G

on itself by conjugation and on H by B, while the second condition tells us the

homomorphism t induces the conjugation action on H, and it is called the Peiffer

identity.

Now as a first example of bibundle equivalence, let us consider the Lie 2-group

G = (G×G⇒ G), which corresponds to the crossed module G
t=id−−−→ G, cf. Subsection

3.3.3. This Lie 2-group is Morita equivalent to the trivial Lie 2-group (∗ ⇒ ∗) and

the bibundle equivalence reads as6

G

G

G× G

∗

∗ τσ

Figure 2.14: The right principal (∗,G× G⇒ G)-bibundle

The second example comes from the Čech groupoid Č(U) = (tUij ⇒ tUi) of

a covering (Ui) of a smooth manifold X, where Uij := Ui ∩ Uj. This groupoid is

equivalent to the discrete groupoid X ⇒ X as depicted below.

6The smooth map τ is the identity map on G, while σ is the trivial map.
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tUi

tUi

tUij

X

X
τσ

Figure 2.15: Biprincipal (X, Č(U))-bibundle

Remark 2.2.15. The right principal bibundle equivalence in Figure 2.15 can also

be generalized for any Lie groupoid G by considering the Čech groupoid with respect

to a cover U � G0, cf. Theorem 2.2.17.

Proposition 2.2.16 ([71], [52]). Let B1 and B2 be right principal (G,H)- and

(K,H)- bibundles together with surjective submersions B1 −→ H0 and B2 −→ H0.

Then the 2-pullback B1 ×H B2 in Bibun exists.

The proposition gives us the existence of 2-pullbacks in Bibun. The proof of this

result is available in [71] and [52]. The 2-pullback of B1 and B2 in Bibun exists if

both right principal bibundles B1 and B2 are equivalences.

Moreover, in Proposition 2.2.16, if the Lie groupoid H is a discrete groupoid,

then the 2-pullback in Bibun is the same as the 2-pullback in LieGrpd. We will use

this result in Chapter 3 to define internal categories in Bibun.

The following theorem gives an additional characterization of Bibun, which is

also important to prove biequivalence between the two bicategories Bibun and Gen.

See also [27] and [23] for previous considerations on the correspondence between

these 2-categories.

Theorem 2.2.17. The weak 2-category Bibun satisfies the following conditions.

(i) Any right principal bibundle B is isomorphic to p̂⊗ q̂−1, where p and q are Lie

groupoid functors, in particular q is a weak-equivalence in LieGrpd.

(ii) There is a unique bibundle map between any two biprincipal bibundles.

In the following section, we review the weak 2-category Gen of Lie groupoids,

generalized morphisms and maps between generalized morphisms.
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2.3 Lie groupoid generalized morphisms

We recall some basic definition and properties of the weak 2-category Gen of Lie

groupoids, generalized morphisms and morphisms between them, cf. [27, 23]. Our

aim is to use the correspondence between right principal bibundles in Bibun and

Lie groupoid generalized morphisms in Gen. Constructing an indirect proof (using

Theorem 2.2.17) of the biequivalence between these weak 2-categories will not be

covered in this thesis, but we shall consider it in future research. In fact, here, we

will use the correspondence constructed in [27] and the direct proof given in [23].

Let us first give the definition of Lie groupoid generalized morphisms.

A generalized morphism r : G −→ H consists of a Lie groupoid K, a functor p

and a weak-equivalence r. It is denoted by G r←− K p−−→ H.

Remark 2.3.1. Here, r is also a Lie groupoid functor as it is a weak-equivalence

between the Lie groupoids G and K. And the middle Lie groupoid K is weakly-

equivalent to G.

Similar to right principal bibundle maps, we can define morphisms between gen-

eralized morphisms, which are a special type of generalized morphisms between the

middle Lie groupoids. These will constitute the 2-morphisms in the weak 2-category

Gen, see also [27, 23].

A 2-morphism T : r1 =⇒ r2 between two generalized morphisms G r←− K p−−→ H

and G r′←−− K′ q−→ H consists of a Lie groupoid E and two weak-equivalences s and

s′ such that the diagram

K

E HG

K′

r
s

s′

p

qr′

Figure 2.16: Morphism between Lie groupoid generalized morphisms
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2-commutes. That is, there are two natural transformations S and T such that

S : rs =⇒ r′s′ , and T : ps =⇒ qs′ . (2.20)

Moreover, the multiplication s ⊗ r of two generalized morphisms r : G −→ H and

s : H −→ J can be defined by taking the 2-pullback7 as depicted below:

G K H

K′

J

K ×H K′ pr2

pr1

r p

r′

q

s

u

Figure 2.17: Multiplication s⊗ r of Lie groupoid generalized morphisms

By considering the functors s = rpr1 and u = qpr2 between the respective Lie

groupoids, and as a composition of weak-equivalences is also a weak-equivalence,

the multiplication s⊗ r is a generalized morphism from G to J .

The above multiplication is also associative up to a natural isomorphism obtained

from the universality of 2-pullbacks called the associator. Moreover, for any Lie

groupoid G, the identity (up to a natural 2-morphism) generalized morphism id is

given by using the identity Lie groupoid functor on G. That is G id←−− G id−−→ G.

Thus, we state the following proposition.

Proposition 2.3.2 ([27]). The collection of Lie groupoids as objects, Lie groupoid

generalized morphisms as 1-morphisms and morphisms between generalized mor-

phisms as 2-morphisms form a weak 2-category Gen.

In the following section, we will review biequivalence between the two weak 2-

categories Bibun and Gen, which is useful to define the multiplication in Sλ, cf.

7Here, since r′ is a weak-equivalence, then the 2-pullback K ×H K′ is a Lie groupoid, cf. Sub-
section 2.1.3.
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Chapter 3 using these formalisms. See [27] for the original treatment of biequiva-

lences in these weak 2-categories and [23] for the more general case.

2.4 Comments on biequivalence between Bibun and

Gen

In [27], the author has conjectured a biequivalence between the two weak 2-categories

Bibun and Gen. The author has also shown the correspondence between right prin-

cipal bibundles and Lie groupoid generalized morphisms. For the purpose of this

thesis this result is enough.

A biequivalence between Bibun and Gen is a functor

F : Bibun −→ Gen (2.21)

such that F is surjective up to equivalence on objects in Bibun and locally an

equivalence. That is for any Lie groupoids G and H the respective hom-categories

Bibun(G,H) and Gen(G,H) are equivalent.

Proposition 2.4.1. ([27]) There is a 1-1 correspondence between Lie groupoid gen-

eralized morphisms from G to H and right principal (G,H)-bibundles.

Therefore, we will use the notion of Lie groupoid generalized morphisms in order

to define principal sooth 2-group bundles as generalized internal functors in Chapter

4. Moreover, in Chapter 3, one can use this formalism to discuss the structure maps

of the Schommer-Pries smooth 2-group model Sλ.
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Categories in Bibun and the

Schommer-Pries model of the

string group

The material in this chapter is also available in our paper [30].

In this chapter we will apply the notion of internalization in order to explore

internal categories in Bibun. Furthermore, it is essential to study smooth 2-groups in

general and the Schommer-Pries model of the string group in particular. Categorified

groups constitute the basic ingredients of higher principal bundles. Here, we shall

discuss smooth 2-groups as internal categories in Bibun. We will use the notion

of smooth 2-groups in order to define smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors

in Chapter 4. Moreover, we will give a self-contained review of the string group

model by Schommer-Pries. Now, we begin the chapter by recalling differentiable

hypercohomology of Lie groups as first treated in [75].

3.1 Simplicial manifolds and differentiable hyper-

cohomology

This section briefly reviews Segal-Mitchison group cohomology [75]. Recall that

given a simplicial set S• =
⋃∞
m=0 Sm, we have face and degeneracy maps
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fmi : Sm → Sm−1 and dmi : Sm → Sm+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ m, which satisfy the suitable

simplicial identities. The former can be combined into a boundary operator ∂ :

Sm → Sm−1 via ∂ =
∑m

j=0(−1)jfmj . This boundary operator induces a coboundary

operator on functions f on S• via (δf)(s) := f(∂s) for s ∈ S•.

3.1.1 Simplicial manifolds and simplicial covers

Now we are interested in simplicial objects in Man∞ and hence simplicial maps

between them are the collection of morphisms in Man∞. See [86] for discussions of

simplicial objects in any category C . Here, we follow the sequential definition of

simplicial objects, which can be generalized by employing the nerve construction for

small categories. Thus, roughly speaking, a simplicial manifold X• is a sequence of

objects in Man∞ together with the usual face and degeneracy maps between them.

In many constructions of category theory, and in particular in higher category

theory, it is more convenient to use the nerve of a category than the actual category

itself. We use this to recall differentiable hypercohomology of compact Lie groups.

First, we review two standard examples of the nerve construction and its applications

in computing the geometric data of the corresponding simplicial object.

The first example is for a smooth manifold X together with a good cover V1 =

ti(Vi), one can define a simplicial manifold by taking the nerve of the Čech groupoid,

which is the fibered product1

V• =
∞⋃
m=0

V
[m+1]

1 =
∞⋃
m=1

V1 ×X V1 ×X . . .×X V1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(m)− times

. (3.1)

Maps from V
[m]

1 into a sheaf S over X are called Čech (m − 1)-cochains. These

cochains together with the corresponding simplicial coboundary operator δČ form

a complex. Thus, the Čech cohomology with values in the sheaf S is simply the

cohomology of that complex.

The second example is obtained by considering the simplicial manifold G• =⋃∞
m=0 G

×m, for any compact Lie group G considered as a Lie groupoid (G⇒ ∗),
1If πi : Vi → X define the cover, then the fibered product is defined as Vi ×X Vj :=

{(i, j, x)|πi(x) = πj(x)}.
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cf. Example 2.1.3 together with the face and degeneracy maps2

fmi (g0, . . . , gm) =


fmi (g1, . . . , gm) if i = m ,

fmi (g0, . . . , gm−1) if i = 0 ,

(g0, . . . , gi−1gi, gi+1, . . . , gm) else ,

dmi (g0, . . . , gm) = (g0, . . . , gi−1, gi, gi, . . . , gm) ,

(3.2)

we give the double complex, see [35], which discusses the Čech cohomology of the

Lie groupoid (G⇒ ∗).

We now present the definition of a simplicial cover, which is also important to

review differentiable hypercohomology of a compact Lie group G. See [20] and [91]

for relevant explanations of simplicial good covers of a compact Lie group G and

their constructions.

Definition 3.1.1 ([20]). A simplicial cover (V•, I•) of a simplicial manifold X• is a

simplicial set I• together with a simplicial manifold V•, which is a good covering of

X•. That is, for each j ∈ Im, we have

fmi (Vm,j) ⊂ Vm−1,fmi (j) and dmi (Vm,j) ⊂ Vm+1,dmi (j) , (3.3)

where 0 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1, respectively.

Now, we briefly show how one can construct a simplicial cover of G = Spin(n),

for n ≥ 3. Here, we consider the simplicial manifold G• =
⋃∞
m=0 G

×m, which is the

nerve of the Lie groupoid (G⇒ ∗). Thus, following [20], we present the covering for

the case n = 3, and this can be readily generalized to arbitrary n.

Example 3.1.2. An element g ∈ Spin(3) ∼= SU(2) is parameterized by a real vector

(x1, x2, x3, x4) of length 1 as follows:

g =

 x1 + ix2 x3 + ix4

−x3 + ix4 x1 − ix2

 . (3.4)

2Note that our symbols for these maps differ from another widespread choice, we have used
here di for degeneracy and fi for face maps.
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A convenient cover of SU(2) is given by V1 = V
[1]

1 = ti∈I1V1,i with I1 = {1, . . . , 8}

and

V1,1 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x1 ≥ 0} , V1,2 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x1 < 0} ,

V1,3 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x2 ≥ 0} , V1,4 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x2 < 0} ,

V1,5 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x3 ≥ 0} , V1,6 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x3 < 0} ,

V1,7 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x4 ≥ 0} , V1,8 = {g ∈ SU(2)| x4 < 0} .

(3.5)

The index set I1 is now trivially extended to a simplicial set I• by using multiindices:

I2 = {(i1, i2, i3)|i1,2,3 ∈ I1} , I3 = {(j1, j2, j3, j4)|j1,2,3,4 ∈ I2} , etc. (3.6)

The actions of the face fmi and degeneracy maps dmi obviously satisfy the conditions

in Definition 3.1.1. Note that the Im’s are finite and carry a total order induced by

the lexicographic ordering of indices.

The simplicial cover V• is then obtained from the preimages of the face maps of

the nerve of BSU(2):

V2,(i1,i2,i3) := (f20)−1(V1,i1) ∩ (f21)−1(V1,i2) ∩ (f22)−1(V1,i3) ,

V3,(j1,j2,j3,j4) := (f30)−1(V2,j1) ∩ (f31)−1(V2,j2) ∩ (f32)−1(V2,j3) ∩ (f33)−1(V2,j4) ,

(3.7)

etc, where j1,2,3 ∈ I1 and i1,2,3,4 ∈ I2.

The lexicographic ordering of indices allows us to introduce a section φ1 of

π : V1 → Spin(3). In particular, φ1(g) is the element vi ∈ V1,i with π(vi) = g and i

is the smallest index. This, in turn, leads us to construct the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ .

cf. Subsection 3.4.3.

Remark 3.1.3. An index j1 ∈ I2 is identified with the triple indices (i1, i2, i3) in

I1 × I1 × I1.

We now recall, the differentiable hypercohomology as a Čech cohomology of the

Lie groupoid (G⇒ ∗). For cohomology of strict Lie 2-groups, please refer [35].
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3.1.2 Differentiable hypercohomology

To combine this simplicial complex with that arising from the Čech groupoid, we

need to consider a simplicial cover of G• as stated in Definition 3.1.1. Our definition

will come with somewhat more structure than that of [71], cf. [20]. We also denote

the differential arising as a coboundary map of this simplicial complex by δN , which

is defined by in terms of the face maps.

Now given an abelian Lie group A, we can consider the hypercohomology of

smooth A-valued Čech cochains on G•, where the differentials are induced by the

two simplicial structures. We have the double complex

...

C∞
(
V

[1]
3 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // . . .

C∞
(
V

[1]
2 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // C∞
(
V

[2]
2 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // . . .

C∞
(
V

[1]
1 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // C∞
(
V

[2]
1 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ// C∞
(
V

[3]
1 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // . . .

C∞
(
V

[1]
0 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // C∞
(
V

[2]
0 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // C∞
(
V

[3]
0 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // C∞
(
V

[4]
0 ,A

)δN

OO

δČ // · · ·

Figure 3.1: The double complex in computing H3
SM(G,A)

where each V• is a simplicial good covering of G•, and

V [m]
n = Vn ×G×n Vn ×G×n · · · ×G×n Vn︸ ︷︷ ︸

m−times

, n ≥ 0 , m ≥ 1 . (3.8)

Moreover, the differential δČ is the Čech differential while

δN : C∞
(
V [m]
n ,A

)
−→ C∞

(
V

[m]
n+1,A

)
(3.9a)
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is defined by the sum of pullbacks of the face maps as:

δN :=
n∑
i=0

(−1)i(fni )∗ , n ≥ 0 . (3.9b)

Note that V0 covers the point space ∗ and therefore the bottom line of the diagram

above is trivial. For simplicity, we shall label the (m,n)-cochains by Cm,n(A) :=

C∞(V
[m+1]
n ,A) in the following. The Segal-Mitchison cohomology groups [75] are

now the total cohomology of this double complex, which is independent of the the

choice of the simplicial cover, cf. [20, 75]. The underlying differential is

δSM = δČ + (−1)mδN :
k⊔

m=0

C∞(V
[m+1]
k−m ,A) =

k⊔
m=0

Cm,k−m(A) →
k+1⊔
m=0

Cm,k+1−m(A) ,

(3.10)

where m is the Čech degree of the cochain that δSM acts on.

As an example, consider a representative λ of an element in H3
SM(G,A). Such an

element encodes a model for the string group as shown in Section 3.4.2. It is given

by four smooth maps3

λ = (λ3,0 = 0, λ2,1, λ1,2, λ0,3) , (3.11a)

where the cocycle condition δSMλ = 0 reads as

0 = δČλ
2,1 , δNλ

2,1 = δČλ
1,2 , δNλ

1,2 = δČλ
0,3 , δNλ

0,3 = 0 . (3.11b)

Evidently, the map λ2,1 defines an element in Čech cohomology Ȟ2(G,A) and there-

fore, encodes an abelian gerbe [38, 59, 92] over G. Moreover, we shall always work

with a normalized 3-cocycle λ = (λ2,1, λ1,2, λ0,3). Hence, we give the following re-

mark.

Remark 3.1.4. A 3-cocycle λ is said to be normalized if all the components

λ2,1 : V
[3]

1 → A , λ1,2 : V
[2]

2 → A and λ0,3 : V
[1]

3 → A . (3.12)

3For comparison, λ1, λ2 and λ3, δh and δv in [71] correspond to λ2,1, λ1,2, λ0,3, δČ and δN ,
respectively.
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are so. That is, if they satisfy the conditions

λ2,1(vi, vi, vj) = λ2,1(vi, vj, vj) = 0 , λ1,2(yi, yi) = 0 , and λ0,3(za) = 0 , (3.13)

whenever π(f20(f30(za))), or π(f22(f32(za))), or π(f20(f33(za))) (= 1G).

Note that the construction of normalized cocycles is always possible by refining

the simplicial covering, cf. [93].

3.2 Internalization in Bibun

Recall that internalization can also be considered as the method of categorification

within a 2-category. In this section, we deploy this method in order to explain in-

ternal categories in Bibun. Usually, a category D = (D0,D1) internal to another

category C is a pair (D0,D1) of objects in C together with source, target, identity

and multiplication morphisms in C such that the usual compatibility conditions

between these structure maps for categories hold. Fully analogously, one can de-

fine internal functors and internal natural transformations, which are important for

describing principal 2-bundles.

3.2.1 Categories internal to Bibun

In order to define principal 2-bundles with smooth structure 2-groups, we need the

notion of a category internal to Bibun.

The concept of an internal category has been weakened in the past to allow for

categories internal to strict 2-categories [31]. Here, we need a slight extension of this

to weak 2-categories in order to define categories internal to Bibun.

In dealing with internal categories, a more technical issue is that of the existence

of 2-pullbacks, which do not all exist in Bibun, cf. Proposition 2.2.16, similarly to the

case of LieGrpd. We can circumvent this problem by applying the aforementioned

proposition. Therefore, we are now ready to define the notion of categories internal

to Bibun.
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A category C internal to Bibun is a pair of Lie groupoids C0 and C1 together

with right principal bibundles

s, t : C1 ⇒ C0 , id : C0 → C1 , Bc : C1 ×C0
C1 → C1 , (3.14)

called the source, target, identity and composition morphisms, respectively. We

demand that the C0-action base maps on both s and t are surjective submersions,

which guarantees the existence of the pullback C1 ×C0 C1 in Bibun, cf. Proposition

2.2.16. And the following diagrams are required to be commutative:

C1

t

��

C1 ×C0 C1
pr1oo

pr2 //

Bc

��

C1

s

��

C0 C1
too s // C0

C0
id //

1
  

C1

s,t

��

C0

(3.15)

Figure 3.2: Commutative diagram of categories in Bibun

We also have the bibundle natural isomorphisms a, l and r, which accounts for

the 2-commutativity of the following diagrams

C1 ×C0 C1 ×C0 C1

Bc×1

xx

1×Bc

&&

C1 ×C0 C1
a +3

Bc
&&

C1 ×C0 C1

Bc
xx

C1

C0 ×C0 C1
id×1

//

pr2

""

C1 ×C0 C1

Bc

��

r �&lx�

C1 ×C0 C0
1×id
oo

pr1

||

C1

Figure 3.3: Bibundle natural isomorphisms

called the associator, the left- and right-unitors, respectively. Coherence of the

associator and the unitors amounts to the (internal) Pentagon identity,
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[
Bc ⊗ (1×Bc)

]
⊗ (Bc × 1× 1)

(a⊗1)◦∼=

$,
Bc ⊗

[
(Bc × 1)⊗ (Bc × 1× 1)

]
(a⊗1)◦∼=

2:

1⊗(a×1)

��

Bc ⊗
[
(1×Bc)⊗ (1× 1×Bc)

]

Bc ⊗
[
(Bc × 1)⊗ (1×Bc × 1)

] (a⊗1)◦∼= +3
[
Bc ⊗ (1×Bc)

]
⊗ (1×Bc × 1)

(1⊗(1×a))◦∼=

KS

Figure 3.4: The internal Pentagon identity

as well as the (internal) Triangle identity,

[
Bc ⊗ (Bc × 1)

]
⊗ (1× id× 1)

(a×1)⊗1 +3

(1⊗(r×1))◦∼=
&.

[
Bc ⊗ (1×Bc)

]
⊗ (1× id× 1)

(1⊗(1×l))◦∼=
px

Bc

Figure 3.5: The internal Triangle identity

In the above diagrams, we suppressed arrows for the isomorphisms ∼= between

bibundles arising from the non-associativity of horizontal or bibundle multiplication

⊗ in Bibun.

3.2.2 Examples

Now, in order to illustrate our definition of internal categories, we give some exam-

ples.

The first example is a Lie group G, which can be considered as an internal

category with all the structure morphisms s, t and id are trivial bibundles, whileBc is

the bundlization of the Lie group multiplication. Hence, the bibundle isomorphisms

a, r and l are all equalities. We denote this by

(G⇒ G)⇒ (∗⇒ ∗) , (3.16)
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with the trivial structure maps4.

The second example is obtained by denoting a Lie groupoid G as

(G1 ⇒ G1)⇒ (G0 ⇒ G0) , (3.17)

whose structure morphisms are obtained by bundlizations. In particular, the multi-

plication Bc becomes the bundlization of the Lie groupoid composition.

Finally, recall that, roughly a Lie 2-groupoid is a (weak) 2-category in which all

the set of objects, 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms are smooth manifolds, cf [4, 95].

Thus, it can be expressed as an internal category in Bibun as

(G1 ⇒ G0)⇒ (X ⇒ X) . (3.18)

See [4, 95] for general discussions of Lie 2-groupoids. Therefore, Lie 2-groupoids are

also another examples of internal categories in Bibun, in which case the structure

morphisms are obtained by bundlizations.

In all the above examples, the structure morphisms are bundlizations of Lie

groupoid functors, hence all the natural isomorphisms are induced from natural

transformations. In Section 3.3, we will provide a more substantial example of

internal categories whose structure maps might not be necessarily obtained from

bundlizations.

3.2.3 Internal functors

Analogous to functors between any two categories, we now define internal functors

between internal categories. See e.g. [4] for strict version of internal functors. But,

our internal functors can be taken as homomorphisms of general bicategories. Given

two categories C and D internal to Bibun, an internal functor Φ : C → D consists

of right principal bibundles Φi : Ci → Di, for i = 0, 1 and bibundle isomorphisms

Φ2,c and Φ2,id such that the following diagrams (2-)commute:

4In general, one can use the functors Man∞
discrete−−−−−−→ LieGrpd

bundlization−−−−−−−−−→ Bibun.
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C1

Φ1

��

s
// C0

Φ0

��

C1t
oo

Φ1

��

D1 s
// D0 D0t

oo

C1 ×C0 C1
Bc //

Φ1×Φ1

��

C1

Φ1

��

D1 ×D0 D1
Bc //

Φ2,c

6>

D1

C0
id //

Φ0

��

C1

Φ1

��

D0
id //

Φ2,id

:B

D1

Figure 3.6: (2-)commutative diagrams of internal functors

These bibundle isomorphisms have to satisfy coherence axioms, which amount

to the following diagrams commuting5:

Bc ⊗
[
(Φ1 × Φ1)⊗ (Bc × 1)

]
Φ2,c◦∼=

$,
Bc ⊗

[
(Bc × 1)⊗ (Φ1 × Φ1 × Φ1)

]1⊗(Φ2,c×1)
08

a◦∼=
��

Φ1 ⊗ (Bc × (Bc × 1))

1⊗a
��[

Bc ⊗ (1×Bc)
]
⊗ (Φ1 × Φ1 × Φ1)

(1⊗(1×Φ2,c))◦∼= &.

Φ1 ⊗ (Bc × (1×Bc))

Bc ⊗
[
(Φ1 × Φ1)⊗ (1×Bc)

]Φ2,c◦∼=

2:

Figure 3.7: Coherence axiom-I of internal functors

Bc ⊗
[
(Φ1 × Φ1)⊗

[
(1× id)⊗ (1, s)

]]
Φ2,c◦∼=

$,
Bc ⊗

[
(1× id)⊗

[
(Φ1 × Φ0)⊗ (1, s)

]]1⊗(1×Φ2,id)
19

r

&.

[
Φ1 ⊗Bc

]
⊗
[
(1× id)⊗ (1, s)

]
(1⊗r)◦∼=

qy
Φ1

Bc ⊗
[
(id× 1)⊗

[
(Φ0 × Φ1)⊗ (t, 1)

]]l

08

1⊗(Φ2,id×1) %-

[
Φ1 ⊗Bc

]
⊗
[
(id× 1)⊗ (t, 1)

](1⊗l)◦∼=
em

Bc ⊗
[
(Φ1 × Φ1)⊗

[
(id× 1)⊗ (t, 1)

]]Φ2,c◦∼=

2:

Figure 3.8: Coherence axiom-II of internal functors

5Note that in these diagrams, the structure 1- and 2-morphisms in C and D are labelled by the
same symbols.
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We again suppressed additional arrows for isomorphisms arising from the non-

associativity of horizontal composition in Bibun. Moreover, we write (B1, B2) for

the morphism (B1 × B2) ⊗∆, where ∆ is the diagonal morphism ∆ : G → G × G.

The first diagram contains bibundles from C1×C0 C1×C0 C1 to D1, while the second

diagram contains bibundles from C1 to D1.

Similarly, we give here the definition of internal natural transformations. Dis-

cussions of internal natural transformations between internal 2-categories is also

available in [4].

3.2.4 Internal natural transformations

Given two internal functors Φ and Ψ between categories C and D internal to Bibun,

a natural transformation χ : Φ ⇒ Ψ consists of a right principal (C0,D1)-bibundle

χ1 together with a bibundle isomorphism χ2 rendering the diagrams

C0

Ψ0

~~

χ1

��

Φ0

  

D0 D1t
oo

s
// D0

C1

(Φ1,t⊗χ1)

��

(s⊗χ1,Ψ1)
// D1 ×D1

Bc

��

D1 ×D1

χ2

5=

Bc // D1

Figure 3.9: (2)-commutative diagram of internal natural transformations

(2-)commutative.

In addition, we have coherence rules amounting to the commutative diagrams
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Bc ⊗
[
(1×Bc)⊗

[
(Φ1 × χ1 ×Ψ1)⊗ (1× (t, 1))

]]
a−1

s{[
Bc ⊗ (Bc × 1)

]
⊗
[
(Φ1 × χ1 ×Ψ1)⊗ (1× (t, 1))

]
∼=◦(1⊗(1×χ2))◦∼=

��

Bc ⊗
[
(1×Bc)⊗

[
(Φ1 × Φ1 × χ1)⊗ ((t, 1)× 1)

]]
KS

∼=◦a

1⊗(χ2×1)

ck

[
Bc ⊗ (Bc × 1)

]
⊗
[
(χ1 ×Ψ1 ×Ψ1)⊗ (1× (1, s))

]
a

��

[
Bc ⊗ (Bc × 1)

]
⊗
[
(Φ1 × Φ1 × χ1)⊗ ((t, 1)× 1)

]
(1⊗(1×Φ2,c))◦∼=

��

[
Bc ⊗ (1×Bc)

]
⊗
[
(χ1 ×Ψ1 ×Ψ1)⊗ (1× (1, s))

]

(1⊗(Ψ2,c×1))◦∼=
#+

Bc ⊗
[
(Φ1 × χ1)⊗

[
(Bc × 1)⊗ ((t, 1)× 1)

]]
χ2t|

Bc ⊗
[
(χ1 ×Ψ1)⊗

[
(Bc × 1)⊗ (1, (1, s))

]]
Figure 3.10: Internal natural transformation: axiom I

χ1

(r◦∼=)−1

#+
Bc ⊗

[
(id× 1)⊗ (Φ0, t⊗ χ1)

]l◦∼=

19

1⊗(Ψ2,id×1)

��

Bc ⊗
[
(1× id)⊗ (s⊗ χ1,Ψ0)

]
1⊗(1×Φ2,id)

��
Bc ⊗

[
(Φ1, t⊗ χ1)⊗ id

]
χ2⊗idid

+3 Bc ⊗
[
(s⊗ χ1,Ψ1)⊗ id

]
Figure 3.11: Internal natural transformation: axiom II

The first diagram gives isomorphisms between right principal bibundles from

C1 ×C0 C1 to D1 and on this Lie groupoid we have (1 × (t, 1)) = ((1, s) × 1). The

second diagram describes isomorphisms between right principal bibundles from C0

to D1 and involves the bibundle isomorphism

χ2 ⊗ idid : Bc ⊗ ((Φ1, t⊗ χ1)⊗ id)⇒ Bc ⊗ ((s⊗ χ1,Ψ1)⊗ id) . (3.19)
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3.3 2-group objects in Bibun

Having the concept of internalization, one can define categorified groups in any weak

2-category with finite products and terminal object. The 2-groups we are interested

in are obtained as an internal categories in the weak 2-category Bibun. We therefore

begin by presenting a brief review of 2-group objects, see e.g. [4, 71].

3.3.1 Preliminaries on 2-groups

Definition 3.3.1 ([4, 71]). A 2-group object in a weak 2-category C with finite

products and terminal object ∗ is an object G in C together with the 1-morphisms

m : G × G → G and e : G → ∗ and the natural 2-isomorphisms

a : m⊗ (m× 1)⇒ m⊗ (1×m) ,

l : m⊗ (e× 1)⇒ 1 and r : m⊗ (1× e)⇒ 1 ,

(3.20)

such that the 1-morphism (pr1,m) : G ×G → G ×G has to be an equivalence and the

natural 2-isomorphisms a, l and r must satisfy the (internal) Pentagon and Triangle

identities in C , cf. [71].

For instance, considering the ordinary category Set as a strict 2-category with

identity 2-morphisms gives the definition of a group, which is just an object G of Set

together with the multiplication, identity and inversion morphisms m : G×G −→ G,

e : ∗ −→ G, and inv : G −→ G such that the following diagrams are commutative6:

6Here ∆ is the diagonal map.
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G× G× G
idG×m //

m×idG

��

G× G

m
��

G× G m // G

∗ × G = G× ∗ idG×e //

e×idG

��

=

))

G× G

m
��

G× G m // G

G ∆ //

  

G× G
inv×idG //

idG×inv
��

G× G

m

��

G× G
m

))∗ e // G

Figure 3.12: Group axioms

Similarly, one can consider a Lie group as a group object in Man∞.

Let us now restrict the above definition to a weak 2-category Bibun.

3.3.2 Smooth 2-groups

We now recall the definition of smooth 2-groups as first studied in [71], which are

internal categories in Bibun s, t : G ⇒ (∗ ⇒ ∗) in Bibun, cf. Subsection 3.2.1.

Explicitly, we have the following definition.

Definition 3.3.2 ([71]). A smooth 2-group is given by a Lie groupoid G together

with a right principal bibundles Bm : G × G → G and e : (∗ ⇒ ∗) → G as well as

bibundle natural isomorphisms

a : Bm ⊗ (Bm × 1)⇒ Bm ⊗ (1×Bm) ,

l : Bm ⊗ (e× 1)⇒ 1 and r : Bm ⊗ (1× e)⇒ 1

(3.21)

such that the right principal bibundle (pr1, Bm) : G × G → G × G is an equivalence

and the bibundle natural isomorphisms a, l and r have to satisfy certain coherence

axioms; the (internal) Pentagon and Triangle identities, cf. Figure 3.4 and Figure

3.5, see also [71].

Note that, these identities are obtained by considering the two obvious 2-isomorphisms
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(Bm ⊗ (Bm × 1))⊗ (Bm × 1× 1)
44

**

Bm ⊗ ((1×Bm)⊗ (1× 1×Bm)) (3.22)

and

Bm ⊗ ((Bm ⊗ (1× e))× 1)
77

''

Bm ⊗ (1× 1) (3.23)

in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 with Bc replaced by Bm. Moreover, here we are using

our notion of the idenity right principal bibundle 1 in contrary to the notation idX

in Definition 3.3.1.

The definition of smooth 2-groups includes all the previously known notions of

Lie 2-groups [4]. See also [71] for more examples of smooth 2-groups. Here, we

present the some of them.

3.3.3 Examples of smooth 2-groups

First, a Lie group G, regarded as a Lie groupoid (G⇒ ∗) is a smooth 2-group. Here,

Bm is the bundlization of the Lie group multiplication in G.

Second, crossed modules of Lie groups (H
t−→ G) as shown in Definition 2.2.14

give rise to strict Lie 2-groups, which are also smooth 2-groups, cf. [4]. Consider the

Lie groupoid (Gn H⇒ G), with structure maps

s(g, h) := t(h)g , t(g, h) := g and idg := (g,1H) , (3.24a)

vertical multiplication

(g, h) ◦ (t(h)g, h′) = (g, h′h) , (3.24b)

and the horizontal multiplication

g ⊗ g′ := gg′ and (g, h)⊗ (g′, h′) := (gg′, h(g B h′)) , (3.24c)

where g, g′ ∈ G, h, h′ ∈ H and B: G× H→ H is the action in the crossed module of

Lie groups. One can even show categorical equivalence between crossed modules of
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Lie groups and strict Lie 2-groups, cf. [4].

Finally, weak Lie 2-groups, that is, weak 2-groups internal to Man∞Cat are also

examples of smooth 2-groups in which case all the structure morphisms are again

obtained by bundlizations. Moreover, the natural isomorphisms are induced from

the natural transformations in Man∞Cat. Later, we will discuss a more general

example of smooth 2-groups whose structure morphisms are not all obtained from

Lie groupoid functors, cf. Subsection 3.4.2.

3.3.4 Homomorphisms and central extension of smooth 2-

groups

One of the methods of constructing the string group String(n) involves the classifi-

cation of the exact sequence as extension of Spin(n). Therefore, classifying smooth

2-group extensions of Spin(n) is important to develop a smooth 2-group model, cf.

[71]. That is, he considered a more general extension, which is in the categorified

settings, as done in [71, Def. 75]. We will describe this notion based on this reference.

An earlier approach in the context of (symmetric) categorified group extensions is

also available in [16, 24, 25, 33, 44]. We now give the definition of smooth 2-group

homomorphisms in order to review the classification of central extension of Spin(n)

given in [71].

A homomorphism Φ between smooth 2-groups G and H is an internal functor

in Bibun. And hence it consists of a right principal bibundle Φ1 : G → H and 2-

isomorphisms Φm : Bm ⊗ (Φ1 × Φ1) → Φ1 ⊗ Bm and Φ0 : e → Φ1 ⊗ e satisfying the

coherence axioms, cf. Figure 3.6. see also [71].

An extension of a smooth 2-group G by a smooth 2-group A consists of a

smooth 2-group E together with homomorphisms Φ : A → E , Ψ : E → G and

2-homomorphism, (which is an internal natural transformation) χ : Ψ⊗Φ⇒ 0 such

that E is a principal A-bundle over G, cf. Chapter 4.

We are interested in central extensions of a smooth 2-group G = (G ⇒ G)

(compact semisimple Lie group G) by a smooth 2-group A = (A ⇒ ∗) (abelian Lie

group A), which forms the weak 2-category, denoted by Ext (G,A), [71]. This weak
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2-category can be encoded in a Segal-Mitchison cocycle H3
SM(G,A), and gives the

following theorem:

Theorem 3.3.3. [71, Theorem 1] Let G be a compact Lie group and A be an abelian

Lie group, viewed as a trivial G-module. Then the isomorphism class of central

extension of smooth 2-groups

A −→ E −→ G , (3.25)

where G = (G⇒ G) and A = (A⇒ ∗) are in natural bijection with H3
SM(G,A).

Theorem 3.3.3 gives a bijection between smooth 2-group central extension E of G

by A and the characteristic class [λ] ∈ H3
SM(G,A). But, as conjectured in [79], for a

compact Lie group G and an abelian Lie group A, H3
SM(G,A) ∼= H4(BG, K(π1(A), 0)),

where K(π1(A), 0) is the Eilenberg-MacLane space, while π1(A) is the fundamental

group of A.

In particular, if G = Spin(n) and A = U(1), then K(π1(A), 0) = Z and

H4(BSpin(n),Z) ∼= Z, for n ≥ 3; and the generator corresponds to the string group

String(n), cf. [71, 63, 79]. See also [87, 18] for discussions on the integral coho-

mology of spin groups and their classifying spaces. The next section discusses the

construction of this 2-group model String(n) by Schommer-Pries [71].

3.4 The string 2-group model of Schommer-Pries

In this section, we will review the string 2-group model of Schommer-Pries, and

later we will explain why this smooth 2-group is in fact equivalent to a Lie quasi-

groupoid7 with the trivial space of objects, due to the nature of the multiplication

Bm. In fact it is well known that every smooth 2-group is equivalent to a weak Lie

2-group, see [94, 95]. For discussions of general quasi-categories consult [13]. Now

let us start the section by recalling general remarks on the string group.

7This is due to the fact that the multiplication Bm does not give a unique object, but there is
always an isomorphism between them.
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3.4.1 General remarks on string groups

The string group String(n) is a 3-connected cover of the spin group Spin(n), for

n ≥ 3. It fits within the Whitehead tower of the orthogonal group O(n). Recall

that each space X(i+1) of the Whitehead tower of a space X is constructed by killing

the i-th homotopy group πi(X
(i)), hence it lifts X into (i− 1)-connected space X(i).

Thus, it consists of a sequence of spaces

∗ → . . .
µi+1−−−−→ X(i) µi−−→ . . .

µ3−−→ X(2) µ2−−→ X(1) µ1−−→ X , (3.26)

where the maps µi induce isomorphisms on all homotopy groups in degree k ≥ i and

πk(X
(i)) = 0 for k < i. In the case of X = O(n), we have

. . .→ String(n)→ Spin(n)→ Spin(n)→ SO(n) ↪→ O(n) . (3.27)

Moreover, the string group can be constructed for any compact Lie group G with

π3(G) ∼= Z as a based loop space of a homotopy fiber of half of the first Pontryagin

class 1
2
p1 ∈ H4(BSpin(n),Z) ∼= Z, cf. [32].

As a result, the string group is only defined up to homotopy, and therefore the

group structure can only be determined up to homotopy equivalences. Moreover

the smooth structure on the string group is not determined at all, this is the reason

for having various models. The first geometric model as a topological group was

constructed by Stolz [83] and Stolz and Teichner in [84]. Because π1 and π3 of

String(n) both vanish, the string group cannot be a finite-dimensional Lie group

[15]. Rather, it is an infinite-dimensional Lie group. To remedy this, considering

categorified group models is vital, [71] and [61].

Moreover, in order to restrict the arbitrariness in the definition of the string

group, one is naturally led to Lie 2-group models of the string group [4]. These

are Lie 2-groups endowed with a Lie 2-group homomorphism to Spin(n), regarded

as a Lie 2-group. A first such model was constructed in [7], which is a strict but

infinite-dimensional Lie 2-group. Closely related is the construction of [37], which

is obtained by integrating the string Lie 2-algebra as a simplicial manifold. There is
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also an infinite-dimensional model as a strict Lie 2-group [61], obtained by smoothing

the original Stolz-Teichner construction. The model we shall be mostly interested

in this section is constructed by Schommer-Pries [71]. He modeled the string group

by a 2-group object Sλ in Bibun, which is equivalent to a weak Lie 2-group within

the framework of finite dimensional Lie groupoids. In the following we shall give the

detail construction of Sλ and its equivalent weak Lie 2-group counterpart Sw
λ .

3.4.2 The string group model

As it is stated in Theorem 3.3.3, cf. [71], the construction of the model of the string

group corresponds to the 3-cocycle λ, we denote it by Sλ. In particular, we are

interested in the non-trivial components of λ = (λ2,1, λ1,2, λ0,3) in H3
SM(G,A) with

G = Spin(n) and A = U(1), for n ≥ 3, cf. (3.11). That is the smooth 2-group

corresponding to λ, in the central extension of (G⇒ G) by (A⇒ ∗).

Therefore, in this section, we study the explicit construction of the smooth 2-

group Sλ in Bibun, for a compact semisimple Lie group G and an abelian Lie group

A (G-module with trivial action).

Thus, starting from a simplicial cover V• of G as shown in Subsection 3.1.2, the

3-cocycle λ contains the non-trivial smooth maps

λ2,1 : V
[3]

1 → A , λ1,2 : V
[2]

2 → A and λ0,3 : V
[1]

3 → A . (3.28)

But, as remarked in Subsection 3.1.2, the map λ2,1 is in fact a Čech 2-cocycle and

defines an A-bundle gerbe over G. Identifying bundle gerbes with central groupoid

extensions, [38, 59, 92]

Sλ := V
[2]

1 × A⇒ V1 , (3.29a)

underlying the smooth 2-group corresponding to λ, cf. Theorem 3.3.3. Here the

source, target, identity and composition smooth maps are given by

s(v0, v1, a) := v1 , t(v0, v1, a) := v0 , id(v0) := (v0, v0, 0) , (3.29b)
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and

(v0, v1, a) ◦ (v1, v2, b) := (v0, v2, a+ b+ λ2,1(v0, v1, v2)) (3.29c)

for v0,1,2 ∈ V1 and a, b ∈ A.

To specify the smooth 2-group structure, note that there is a Lie groupoid functor

(f22 , f
2
0) from the Lie groupoid C2 := (V

[2]
2 ×A×2 ⇒ V2) to Sλ×Sλ, since it is a weak-

equivalence in LieGrpd, upon bundlization, it becomes an equivalence in Bibun, cf.

Proposition 2.2.13. The same is true for the Lie groupoid functor (f22 f
3
2 , f

2
2 f

3
0 , f

2
0 f

3
0)

from C3 := (V
[2]

3 × A×3 ⇒ V3) to S×3
λ .

These yield the right principal bibundles

B2 : Sλ × Sλ → C2 and B3 : Sλ × Sλ × Sλ → C3 . (3.30)

Furthermore, we have Lie groupoid functors

C2
m−→ Sλ , C3

p−→ Sλ and C3
q−→ Sλ , (3.31)

defined on the set of morphisms by

m(y0, y1, a0, a1) := (f21(y0), f21(y1), a0 + a1 + λ1,2(y0, y1)) , (3.32a)

p1(z0, z1, a0, a1, a2)

:= (f21 f
3
1(z0), f21 f

3
1(z1), a0 + a1 + a2 + λ1,2(f31(z0), f31(z1)) + λ1,2(f33(z0), f33(z1))) ,

(3.32b)

q1(z0, z1, a0, a1, a2)

:= (f21 f
3
2(z0), f31 f

2
2(z1), a0 + a1 + a2 + λ1,2(f30(z0), f30(z1)) + λ1,2(f32(z0), f32(z1))) ,

(3.32c)

for y0,1 ∈ V [2]
2 , z0,1 ∈ V [2]

3 and a0,1,2 ∈ A.

Thus, after bundlization and multiplication with the previous right principal
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bibundles, we obtain the right principal bibundles8

Bm : Sλ × Sλ → Sλ ,

Bp : Sλ × Sλ × Sλ → Sλ ,

Bq : Sλ × Sλ × Sλ → Sλ .

(3.33)

Moreover, one can also consider the natural transformation

T : V3 −→ V
[2]

1 × A , (3.34a)

defined by

T (z0) = (f1f1(z0), f1f2(z0), λ0,3(z0)) , z0 ∈ V3 , (3.34b)

and which satisfy

q1(z0, z1, a0, a1, a2) ◦ T (z1) = T (z0) ◦ p1(z0, z1, a0, a1, a2) (3.34c)

due to δČλ
0,3 = δNλ

1,2.

Thus, the natural transformation T induces the right principal bibundle natural

isomorphism a : Bp ⇒ Bq, called the associator, because the right principal bibun-

dles Bp and Bq can be identified with Bm⊗(Bm×1) and Bm⊗(1×Bm), respectively.

Moreover, here a is completely determined by T since a is the horizontal multipli-

cation of T with the identity isomorphism on the right principal (S×3
λ , C3)-bibundle

B3.

It remains to define the unit e as well as the left- and right-unitors l and r. Both

unitors are trivial (i.e. the identity bibundle isomorphism) and up to isomorphism,

the unit e is uniquely defined as the bundlization e of the trivial Lie groupoid functor

(∗⇒ ∗) −→ Sλ , (3.35)

8These can be also obtained by using the notion of Lie groupoid generalized morphisms, cf.
Proposition 2.4.1.
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which takes ∗ to vi ∈ V1,i with π(vi) = 1G, where π : V1 � G.

Let us now briefly verify that we indeed constructed a smooth 2-group. For this,

we need to check that the bibundle (pr1, Bm) is an equivalence and that the internal

Pentagon Identity is satisfied. The former is relatively clear, because B2 and thus

also (pr1, B2) are right principal bibundle equivalences. One then readily checks

that9

(1× m̂) : Sλ × C2 → Sλ × Sλ (3.36)

is a bibundle equivalence. It is obvious that the associator only affects the A-part

of the Lie groupoids Sλ, C2 and C3, and therefore the internal Pentagon Identity

reduces to the equation

λ0,3(v1, v2, v3) + λ0,3(v0, v1v2, v3) + λ0,3(v0, v1, v2)

= λ0,3(v0v1, v2, v3) + λ0,3(v0, v1, v2v3) ,

(3.37)

where v0,1,2,3 ∈ V [1]
1 . This is precisely the equation δNλ

0,3 = 0, which holds since λ

is a Segal-Mitchison 3-cocycle.

Finally, note that the interchange law, which is the compatibility condition for

the vertical and horizontal multiplications, follows from δNλ
2,1 = δČλ

1,2.

Remark 3.4.1. Although we are interested in the smooth 2-group model of the string

group Sλ given by the central extension of the smooth 2-group (Spin(n) ⇒ Spin(n))

by (A⇒ ∗), the above construction of this extension as well as most of our following

discussion readily generalizes to arbitrary compact Lie group G.

In the following section we will explain the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ , which is equiv-

alent to the smooth 2-group Sλ, [93]. See also [95, 94] for discussions of the cor-

respondence between groups in higher categories (which are also called categorified

groups, [4, 49]) and weak Lie 2-groups.

9Here, m̂ is the bundlization of the functor m.
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3.4.3 From the smooth 2-group model to a weak 2-group

model

Recall that it has been shown in [93] that smooth 2-groups are equivalent to Lie

2-quasigroupoids with a single object, which are given by certain Kan simplicial

manifolds. It differs to a weak Lie 2-group, which is a weak 2-group object internal

to Man∞Cat, is that in the latter case, horizontal multiplication of objects and mor-

phisms yields unique objects, which is not true in the case of Lie 2-quasigroupoids.

In particular, consider the horizontal multiplication of two objects (v0, v1) by the

composition bibundle Bm in the smooth string 2-group model, the result is a set of

isomorphic objects given by {τ(b)|b ∈ Bm : σ(b) = (v0, v1)}.

To give the underlying multiplication functor explicitly, we proceed as follows.

Without restriction in the cases we are interested in, we assume a simplicial cover

V• as constructed in Example 3.1.2. In particular, the simplicial index set I• has

now a total order with each subset of the simplicial set having a lowest element. We

can now use these lowest elements to fix ambiguities, like defining preferred horn

fillers and fixing a unique identity object in Sλ.

First, consider the surjective submersion (f22 , f
2
0) : V2 → V1 × V1. For each

element (v0, v1) ∈ V1 × V1, we can now choose the element va ∈ V2 over (v0, v1)

with the lowest position according to the obvious lexicographic ordering of patch

multiindices. This defines a smooth map φ2 : (V1 × V1)→ V2 satisfying

f20φ2(v0, v1) = f20(va) = v1 and f22φ2(v0, v1) = f22(va) = v0 . (3.38)

In the language of quasigroupoids and Kan complexes, the map φ2 picks a horn filler

in V2 for the horn (v0, v1) ∈ V1 × V1. Applying the face map f21 to this horn filler

then yields a preferred horizontal multiplication:

v0 ⊗ v1 := f21φ2(v0, v1) = f21(va) . (3.39)

Since the lexicographic ordering on V2 arises from that on V1, we evidently have a

relation between φ2 : V1 × V1 → V2 and φ1 : G→ V1:
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Proposition 3.4.2. The horizontal multiplication is completely induced from the

product on G:

v0 ⊗ v1 := f21φ2(v0, v1) = φ1(π(v0)π(v1)) (3.40)

for all v0,1 ∈ V1.

Corollary 3.4.3. We have the following identities:

π(v0 ⊗ v1) = π(v0)π(v1) ,

v0 ⊗ v1
∼= v2 ⊗ v3 ⇒ v0 ⊗ v1 = v2 ⊗ v3 ,

(v0 ⊗ v1)⊗ v2 = v0 ⊗ (v1 ⊗ v2) ,

(3.41)

for all v0,1,2 ∈ V1.

Proof. The first relation follows from the fact that φ1 is a section of π and therefore

π ◦ φ1 = idG. The second and third relations are then direct consequences of the

first one.

We can now readily extend φ2 : V1× V1 → V2 to higher fibered products as done

in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.4.4. The smooth map φ2 : V
[2]

1 × V
[2]

1 → V
[2]

2 with

φ2

(
(v0, v1), (v2, v3)

)
:=
(
φ2(v0, v2), φ2(v1, v3)

)
, (3.42)

where v0,1,2,3 ∈ V1 with π(v0) = π(v1) and π(v2) = π(v3), renders the following

diagram commutative:

V
[2]

2 × A× A

�� ��

V
[2]

1 × V
[2]

1 × A× A

�� ��

φ2×idA×A

oo

V2 V1 × V1φ2

oo

Figure 3.13: Lie groupoid functor φ2

and we can replace the bibundle Bm with the bundlization of this functor, making

the horizontal multiplication uniquely defined.
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We also have a surjective submersion (f30 , f
3
2 , f

3
3) : V3 → V2 × V2 × V2, and we

define a smooth map φ3 : V1 × V1 × V1 as the horn filler of φ2(v1, v2), φ2(v0, v1 ⊗ v2)

and φ2(v0, v1) with the lowest lexicographic position satisfying

f30φ3(v0, v1, v2) = φ2(v1, v2) , f20 f
3
0φ3(v0, v1, v2) = v2

f32φ3(v0, v1, v2) = φ2(v0, v1 ⊗ v2) , f22 f
3
0φ3(v0, v1, v2) = v1 ,

f33φ3(v0, v1, v2) = φ2(v0, v1) , f22 f
3
2φ3(v0, v1, v2) = v0 .

(3.43)

Altogether, we arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4.5. The Lie groupoid Sλ := V
[2]

1 ×A⇒ V1, together with the identity-

assignment

I : (∗⇒ ∗)→ Sλ , I0(∗) := 1Sλ := φ1(1G) , I1(∗) := id1Sλ := (1Sλ ,1Sλ , 0) ,

(3.44a)

the multiplication

v0 ⊗ v1 := f21φ2(v0, v1) = φ1(π(v0)π(v1)) ,

(v0, v1, a0)⊗ (v2, v3, a1) :=
(
v0 ⊗ v2, v1 ⊗ v3, a0 + a1 + λ1,2(φ2(v0, v2), φ2(v1, v3))

)
,

(3.44b)

the vertical composition

(v0, v1, a0) ◦ (v1, v2, a1) := (v0, v2, a0 + a1 + λ2,1(v0, v1, v2)) , (3.44c)

the unitors

lv = (v,1Sλ ⊗ v, 0) = (v, φ1(π(v)), 0) , rv = (v, v ⊗ 1Sλ , 0) = (v, φ1(π(v)), 0) ,

(3.44d)

and associator

av0,v1,v2 =
(
f21 f

3
2(φ3(v0, v1, v2)) , f21 f

3
1(φ3(v0, v1, v2)) , λ0,3(φ3(v0, v1, v2))

)
=
(
v0 ⊗ v1 ⊗ v2 , v0 ⊗ v1 ⊗ v2 , λ

0,3(φ3(v0, v1, v2))
)
,

(3.44e)

where v0,1,2,3 ∈ V1 and a0,1 ∈ A, forms a weak Lie 2-group, which we denote by Sw
λ .
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Note that since the unitors are non-trivial, Sw
λ is not a semistrict Lie 2-group in the

sense of [42].

This description of the smooth string 2-group model Sλ as its equivalent weak

Lie 2-group counterpart Sw
λ will simplify the explicit computations leading to the

cocycle descriptions of principal Sλ-bundles with connective structure in the next

chapter. Therefore, in the next chapter we will work with the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ

for computing the explicit cocycle and coboundary relations.
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Chapter 4

Principal smooth 2-group bundles

This chapter is an expansion of the paper [30, Section 3-5].

Higher principal bundles have been extensively studied using the tools of homo-

topification and internalization, see [6, 92], which employ categorifying the ingredi-

ents of ordinary bundles. In particular, the group actions can be replaced by actions

of categorical groups, whereas smooth maps are substituted by internal functors.

This chapter aims to generalize the previously known terms and concepts of higher

principal bundles by defining smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors in Bibun.

The main objectives of this chapter are:

• to define smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors in Bibun, which general-

ize the known formalism of principal Lie 2-group bundles as internal functors

in Man∞Cat, cf. [92, 42].

• to give the explicit cocycle and coboundary relations of principal Sw
λ -bundles.

Here, we start by recalling some preliminary concepts and terms.

4.1 Preliminaries

In this section, we review principal bundles as objects of a slice category, cf. Ap-

pendix B. Let us begin our discussion by giving an overview on the category of

G-objects Man∞//G from [45].
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4.1.1 Category of G-objects

For the category Man∞ and a Lie group G, one can construct a new category

Man∞//G, [45].

The category Man∞//G has objects (X,B), where X is an object in Man∞ and

B: G × X → X is a smooth G-action on X. A morphism f : (Z,B) → (X,B)

between any two objects is an equivariant smooth map f : Z → X in Man∞. That

is, smooth maps subject to the commutativity of

G× Z Z

XG×X

B

B

idG × f f

Figure 4.1: Morphisms between G-spaces X and Z

Furthermore, the category Man∞//G contains all objects of Man∞, since for

any smooth manifold X, one can define the trivial G-action. We denote this by

pr2 : G×X → X. Moreover, under mild assumptions, the slice category1 Man∞/X

has finite products. Thus, we can also consider the group object GX = (G×X → X)

in this category. This enables us to consider a principal G-bundle P over X as a

G-space (P,B) together with a smooth map π : (P,B)→ (X, pr2) in Man∞//G. We

illustrate this in the following subsection.

4.1.2 Ordinary principal bundles

Given a smooth manifold X ∈ Man∞, the (generalized) bundles over X are objects

in the slice category Man∞/X. That is, a generalized bundle is a smooth manifold

P with a smooth morphism P → X. See also [45] for the general discussion of the

topic.

To obtain a principal bundle P over X with structure Lie group G, we have to

demand that there is a (principal) group action of G on P and that the bundle is

locally trivial with typical fiber G. The first condition is implemented as follows. We

1cf. Appendix B.
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switch to G-objects in Man∞//G and it is clear that X together with the trivial G-

action is an object of this category. Then a principal G-bundle consists of G-objects

(P,B) and (X, pr2) together with a morphism of G-objects π : (P,B) → (X, pr2)

and a diffeomorphism (B, pr2) : G× P → P ×X P in Man∞/X. This is equivalently

expressed as principal GX-bundles in Man∞/X by considering the group object GX =

(G×X → X) and expressing P as GX-object π : P → X in Man∞/X.

To implement the second condition, we define a cover of X as a surjective submer-

sion κ ∈ Man∞(Y,X). While not all pullbacks exist in Man∞, those along surjective

submersions do. For simplicity and for reasons of familiarity, let us restrict ourselves

to ordinary covers κ : U � X given by a disjoint union of patches, U := t iUi. We

then demand that the pullback bundle κ∗P → U is G-equivariantly diffeomorphic

to the bundle G× U → U as an object of Man∞/U .

We also need a description of the principal bundle P in terms of descent data or

transition functions. For this, we use the G-equivariant diffeomorphism ρi : P |Ui →

G × Ui to define transition functions. Note that the diffeomorphism is of the form

ρi(x) = (gi(x), π(x)) for x ∈ π−1(Ui). Then the expression

gij(x) := g−1
i (x)gj(x) , (4.1a)

for x ∈ π−1(Ui ∩ Uj) depends only on π(x) since

g−1
i (hx)gj(hx) = g−1

i (x)h−1hgj(x) = g−1
i (x)gj(x) . (4.1b)

Thus we obtain a function gij : Ui ∩ Uj → G, which satisfies the condition

gijgjk = gik on Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk 6= ∅ . (4.1c)

Therefore, the (gij) form a Čech 1-cocycle with respect to the cover U . Similarly,

one readily shows that diffeomorphic principal bundles P and P ′ subordinate to the

same cover U are described by transition functions (gij) and (g′ij), which are related

by gijγj = γig
′
ij, for some local smooth functions γi : Ui → G. The (γi) form the

Čech coboundaries linking the Čech cocycles (gij) and (g′ij).
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Alternatively, one can regard the principal bundle P as a functor from the Čech

groupoid U [2] → U with U [2] := ti,jUi ∩Uj to the Lie groupoid BG = (G⇒ ∗). One

readily sees that this functor is encoded in a Čech 1-cocycle2 (gij):

U [2] G

∗U

(gij)

Figure 4.2: G-valued Čech 1-cocycles encoding principal G-bundle

Moreover, two functors corresponding to diffeomorphic principal bundles are

related by a natural isomorphism, which in turn gives rise to a Čech coboundary.

In the following section we give a description of smooth 2-group bundles as

objects of a slice weak 2-category, Bibun/X , for an object X in Bibun. See [71] for

related discussions.

4.2 Smooth 2-group bundles as G-objects

Let us now generalize the above discussion to the categorified setting. This yields

higher principal bundles as special kinds of stacks, which were already defined in

[71], and we recall the relevant definitions in the following. For a related approach,

see also [8] and [9].

Note that a 2-space is a category internal to Man∞ and here, we restrict our

attention to Lie groupoids, that is, groupoids internal to Man∞. The 2-bundles over

a 2-space X are then simply elements of (a subcategory of) the slice weak 2-category

Bibun/X , cf. [8]. This is in fact a more general approach of the previous subsection.

Let us state first the definition of group objects and G-stacks in the weak 2-category

Bibun, for a smooth 2-group G.

For a smooth 2-group G, we can trivially regard it as a 2-group object GX in

Bibun/X as follows3

2This description of principal bundles is understood due to [76].
3See Appendix B for definitions of slice bicategories.
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G1 ×X1

&&
&&

B
σ

{{{{

τ

  

X1

~~
~~

G0 ×X0 X0

Figure 4.3: A smooth 2-group object GX

Similarly, we can define G-stacks and GX -objects. See also C for the action of

2-group objects on the objects of the weak 2-category.

Definition 4.2.1 ([71]). Given a smooth 2-group G, a smooth G-stack is a G-object

in Bibun, which is an object in the weak 2-category Bibun//G, cf. Appendix C.

We also define G-stacks over other smooth stacks X , which are the objects of

Bibun.

Definition 4.2.2 ([71]). A smooth 2-group over a smooth stack X is a 2-group object

in Bibun/X . Given a 2-group object GX over a smooth stack X , a smooth GX -stack

over X is a GX -object in Bibun/X .

Finally, let us impose the condition of local triviality to arrive at higher principal

bundles. To this end, we need to introduce covers and discuss pullbacks to the

patches in the covers. It will be sufficient for us to work with covering right principal

bibundles arising from bundlization of 2-covers as defined in [6]. For a more general

perspective, see [71]. Since the 2-spaces we want to cover are Lie groupoids, we

demand that our cover is also a Lie groupoid U = (U1 ⇒ U0) internal to Man∞,

together with a functor κ : U → X such that the contained smooth maps

κ1 : U1 → X1 and κ0 : U0 → X0 are surjective submersions, cf. Subsection 2.1.3. The

bundlization of such a 2-cover gives rise to the right principal bibundle

U1

��
��

U0 κ0
×X0,tX1

pr1

yyyy

spr2

%%

X1

~~
~~

U0 X0

Figure 4.4: 2-covers of smooth stacks as bundlization
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Pullbacks exist for surjective submersions, and thus they exist along the cor-

responding bundlizations, see Proposition 2.2.16, for the existence of pullbacks of

right principal bibundles. For details, see also e.g. [8].

Definition 4.2.3. Given a smooth 2-group G over a smooth stack X , a principal

G-bundle over X is a smooth GX -stack P over X such that there exists a covering

right principal bibundle κ : U → X with κ∗(P) being G-equivariantly equivalent to

U × G as a smooth G-stack over U .

Altogether we have the following picture:

U1 × G1

�� ��

κ∗P1

�� ��

P1

�� ��

G1 ×X1

�� ��

U0 × G0 Beq
// //oooo κ∗P0 Bκ∗

// //oooo P0

η

v~

G0 ×X0

BU×G

&&

ffff

Bκ∗P

��

OOOO

BP

��

OOOO

GX

xx

OOOO

U1 //
// U0 Bκ

// //oooo X0 X1
oo
oo

Figure 4.5: The covering right principal bibundle Bκ

where BP is a GX -object in Bibun/X , η is a bibundle isomorphism, Beq is a

bibundle equivalence and BU×G ⊗Beq
∼= Bκ∗P .

Now let us work through two examples in somewhat more detail: ordinary prin-

cipal G-bundles and strict principal 2-bundles over a manifold X (considered as an

object in Bibun), where the structure 2-group is a crossed module of Lie groups. Let

us begin with the ordinary principal bundles.

Here, we consider a principal bundle π : P → X with structure Lie group G over

a manifold X with cover κ : U � X. We have an isomorphism4 ρi : G×t iUi → κ∗P

such that π◦ρi is the obvious projection. To regard these as principal bundles in the

sense of Definition 4.2.3, we first trivially extend the group object GX = (G×X → X)

to a 2-group object over a Lie groupoid, by promoting G × X and X to discrete

groupoids G = (G×X ⇒ G×X) and X = (X ⇒ X). The projection on GX induces

4κ∗P is the pullback bundle over the cover κ.
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an obvious functor between G and X , which we can bundlize to the following smooth

2-group over X :

G×X

%%
%%

G×X
=

yyyy

pr2

##

X

~~
~~

G×X X

Figure 4.6: 2-group object in Bibun/X

To obtain a covering bibundle Bκ of X , we proceed similarly. We trivially extend

a cover κ : U � X to the discrete 2-cover (κ, κ) : (U ⇒ U) � (X ⇒ X), and

bundlize the result:

U

��
��

U
=

����

κ

  

X

~~
~~

U X

Figure 4.7: The bundlization of (κ, κ)

Similarly, all the other smooth maps can be bundlized to obtain the right prin-

cipal bibundles of the corresponding Lie groupoid functors between discrete Lie

groupoids. Hence, in Figure 4.5, η is trivial.

Now let us consider strict principal 2-bundles over X with strict structure Lie

2-group G = (G n H ⇒ G). Again, we promote X and its cover U to discrete Lie

groupoids. Then we have the obvious Lie groupoid functor from G ×X to X , which

we bundlize to obtain the right principal bibundle

(Gn H)×X

''
''

G×X
=

yyyy

pr2

""

X

��
��

G×X X

Figure 4.8: Right principal ((GoH)×X ⇒ X,X)-bibundle as a 2-group object over
X

Moreover, as covering bibundle, we choose again Figure 4.7. Recall that a strict

principal G-bundle over X can be regarded as a 2-space P fibered over X, whose
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pullback along the cover is equivalent to the bundle G×(U ⇒ U), cf. e.g. [92]. Thus,

bundlization allows us to obtain biprincipal bibundles, which also enables us to fill

in all the remaining right principal bibundles in Figure 4.5 as bundlizations of the

respective Lie groupoid functors.

4.3 Smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors

Here, we discuss principal smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors in Bibun

defined from the Čech groupoid (considered as internal category) to the smooth

2-group G.

4.3.1 General remarks

For a smooth 2-group G, we give a description of principal G-bundles over an object

X of Bibun in terms of generalized Čech cocycles.

Let κ : U → X be a covering right principal bibundleof an object X ∈ Bibun. We

can construct the Čech (2)-groupoid5 Č (U) of U1 ⇒ U0 as the category internal to

Bibun. Correspondingly, we construct BG of the smooth 2-group G as a category in

Bibun, cf. Subsection 3.3.2. We then have the following definition, which generalizes

the usual Čech description of principal (2)-bundles.

Definition 4.3.1. Let G be a smooth 2-group and let X be an object in Bibun. A

principal G-bundle over X subordinate to a cover U of X is a functor internal to

Bibun and defined from the Čech groupoid Č (U) to the delooping BG of the smooth

structure 2-group G. Moreover, two principal G-bundles over X subordinate to a

cover U are called equivalent, if there is a natural isomorphism between their corre-

sponding functors.

Altogether, we depict it by the following diagram:

5See [34] and references therein.
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U1,0 ⇔ U1,1

s

��

t

��

!!

==
χ

��

Φ1

!!

Ψ1

==
G0 ⇔ G1

�� ��

U0 ⇔ U1 ∗⇔ ∗//
Ψ0

Φ0

Figure 4.9: Principal G-bundles as internal functors in Bibun

Here, Φ and Ψ are internal functors, while χ is an internal natural isomorphism

and s and t are right principal bibundles 6. We will not prove here how this definition

is equivalent to Definition 4.2.3, it needs a future study.

As a particular example, one can consider the trivial case by taking the principal

G-bundle Φ1 whose Φ1

1 -component is given by the bundlization of the Lie groupoid

functor which maps all of U1,0 to 1G ∈ G0 and all of U1,1 to id1G ∈ G1, hence, we

have the following definition.

Definition 4.3.2. A trivial principal G-bundle is a principal G-bundle which is

equivalent to the principal G-bundle Φ1.

Now let us explain how ordinary principal bundles over a smooth manifold X

with structure Lie group G fits into this definition.

4.3.2 Example: Ordinary principal G-bundles

If X is the discrete Lie groupoid X ⇒ X, then we can also choose the cover U to be

discrete. In this case, the smooth right principal bibundles s and t collapse to smooth

maps between U1,0 and U0. Moreover, the Čech groupoid Č (U) can be reduced to

the Čech groupoid of an ordinary cover U0 = U = tiUi of X and the composition

of compatible elements in U1,0 = U [2] = ti,jUi ∩ Uj is the (bundlization of) the

usual composition of double overlaps. The smooth 2-group G is now the discrete

Lie groupoid G ⇒ G with the multiplication right principal bibundle Bm, which is

the bundlization of the Lie group multiplication, trivially lifted to a Lie groupoid

6In principle, the maps (G1 ⇒ G0)⇒ (∗⇒ ∗) are also given by bibundles, but since the target
is trivial, they collapse to trivial maps.
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functor. Given this initial data, the right principal bibundles contained in Φ and

Ψ reduce to smooth maps (gij) : U [2] → G. Their composition with multiplication

appearing in the Figure 3.6 is encoded by the right principal bibundles

U [3]

!!
!!

U [3]

}}}} ##

G× G

�� ��

G× G

zzzz ""

G

��
��

U [3] G× G G

Figure 4.10: Bibundle multiplication between the bundlizations of (gij × gik) and
Bm

with

U [3] := ti,j,kUij ×M Ujk = ti,j,kUi ∩ Uj ∩ Uk . (4.2)

Notice that, here the second right principal bibundle is the bundlization of the Lie

group multiplication. This gives the right principal bibundle

U [3]

""
""

U [3]

||||
  

G

��
��

U [3] G

Figure 4.11: The right principal bibundle Bm ⊗ (gij × gjk)

Altogether, we recover the usual Čech cocycles encoding transition functions of

a principal G-bundle over X subordinate to the cover U : 7

gij(x)gjk(x) = gik(x) , x ∈ Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uk . (4.3)

Analogously, we can derive the coboundary relation by considering the bundliza-

tion of the smooth map (gi) : (Ui) → G. Thus, if (gij) and (g′ij) are the cocycles

corresponding to the functors Φ and Ψ, then we have

gi(x)g′ij(x) = gij(x) gj(x) . (4.4)

Hence, the (gi) form a Čech coboundary.

7Note that (4.3) is due to the fact that the bibundle isomorphism Φ2,m is trivial.
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4.3.3 Example: Strict principal 2-bundles

As a preparation for discussing principal 2-bundles with the smooth 2-group model

Sλ of the string group as their structure 2-group, let us also go through the explicit

derivation of the cocycle and coboundary relations for the case of principal 2-bundles

with strict structure 2-group using Definition 4.3.1.

The relevant 2-cover is again derived from the Čech groupoid of the underlying

smooth manifold X as a category internal to Bibun as done in the previous subsec-

tion. The structure 2-group is given by a strict Lie 2-group G = ((G n H) ⇒ G),

which is regarded as a category (G ⇒ ∗) internal to Bibun with the right principal

bibundle Bc being the monoidal product in the strict Lie 2-group G, cf. Subsection

3.3.3.

In this case, the right principal bibundle Φ1 (and Ψ1) no longer collapses straight-

forwardly. To simplify the discussion, we assume that the cover U is sufficiently fine

so that U [2] = ti,jUij is contractible. Then the right principal bibundle Φ1 reads as

U [2]

!!
!!

Φ1 = U [2] × H
σ

xxxx

τ

%%

Gn H

||
||

U [2] G

Figure 4.12: The right principal bibundle Φ1

where σ is the projection and the smooth right action is defined by

(i, j, x, h1) (g, h2) := (i, j, x, h1h2) . (4.5)

Here, the right principal bibundle Φ1 is now necessarily trivial over U [2] and therefore

diffeomorphic to a bundlization, cf. Subsection 2.2.2. Instead of using this fact, let

us come to this conclusion by explicitly working through the details.

Note that τ is fully fixed by its image of elements (i, j, x,1H) ∈ U [2]×H, because

the right-action fixes the remaining part of τ . In particular,

(i, j, x, h) = (i, j, x,1H)
(
τ(i, j, x,1H), h

)
, (4.6a)
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and thus by (i) of the definition of Lie groupoid right-action in Subsection 2.1.4, we

have

τ(i, j, x, h) = s
(
τ(i, j, x,1H), h

)
= t(h)τ(i, j, x,1H) . (4.6b)

We therefore define

gij(x) := τ(i, j, x,1H) , (4.6c)

implying8 τ(i, j, x, h) = t(h)gij(x).

Altogether, we see that the right principal bibundle Φ1 is simply the bundlization

of the Lie groupoid functor

U [2] Gn H

GU [2]

(gij,1H)

gij

Figure 4.13: The Lie groupoid functor inducing the right principal bibundle Φ1

This is to be expected as the right principal bibundle is trivial over U [2] and the

smooth map σ therefore allows for global section.

Let us now consider the appropriate version of the second diagram in Figure

3.6, which encodes (weak) compatibility of the internal functor with the bibundle

multiplication. We depict it as

U [3] × H

G Gn HU [3]U [3]

U [3] × H

τ ⊗ τσ

χ

τ ◦ pr13σ

Figure 4.14: The bibundle isomorphism χ

where U [3] = t i,j,kUijk. Now the smooth map χ is compatible with the princi-

pal smooth right-action and the projections σ, thus it is fully determined by the

8Here, we again abuse of notation by using t for both the target map and the crossed module

homomorphism H
t−−→ G.
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component h : U [3] → H defined implicitly according9 to

χ(i, j, k, x,1H) = (i, j, k, x, h−1
ijk(x)) , (i, j, k, x,1H) ∈ U [3] × H , (4.7)

where we chose to invert hijk for consistency with conventions e.g. in [92]. The

condition that τ ⊗ τ = (τ ◦ pr13) ◦ χ then directly translates into the expression

t(hijk(x))gij(x)gjk(x) = gik(x) , x ∈ Uijk . (4.8)

Also, the coherence axiom in Figure 3.7 amounts to

χikl ◦ (χijk ⊗ idΦkl) = χijl ◦ (idΦij ⊗ χjkl) , (4.9)

where the restrictions of χ : U [3] × H→ U [3] × H to

χijk : Uijk × H→ Uijk × H , (4.10a)

and of Φ : (U [2] ⇒ U [2])→ (Gn H⇒ G) to

Φij : (Uij ⇒ Uij)→ (Gn H⇒ G) (4.10b)

are used10. Now evaluating (4.9) on (i, j, k, l, x,1H) using the formulas (3.24) and

(4.7), we obtain the relation

hiklhijk = hijl(gij B hjkl) . (4.11)

Equations (4.8) and (4.11) are the usual cocycle relations for a principal 2-bundle

with strict structure 2-group, cf. [68, 92].

Similarly, we can derive the coboundary relations by using the same argument as

the construction of the cocycle relations discussed above. Here we give an overview

of the procedure.

9Hence, χ(i, j, k, x, h) := χ(i, j, k, x,1H) (1G, h).
10Thus, idΦij is the bibundle isomorphism induced by the trivial natural transformation idgij =

(gij ,1H).
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Given two such cocycles (gij, hijk) and (g′ij, h
′
ijk), we can consider an internal

natural transformation between them. Such a natural transformation χ is encoded in

a right principal bibundle B from U ⇒ U to GnH⇒ G and a bibundle isomorphism

χ as shown below.

Bm ⊗
(
Φ1, (t⊗B)

)
wwww

τ⊗τ

''
χ

��

U [2]
//
// U [2] G Gn Hoo

oo

Bm ⊗
(
(s⊗B),Ψ1

)
gggg

τ⊗τ

77

Figure 4.15: Internal natural transformation χ

Here as usual, Bm is the bundlization of the monoidal multiplication in the strict

2-group Gn H⇒ G and we use again the standard notation

(B1, B2) := (B1 × B2) ⊗ ∆, where ∆ : G → G × G is the appropriate diagonal

right principal bibundle. Following arguments analogous to those given above, B

is diffeomorphic to U × H and the smooth map τ : U × H → G is fully determined

by the smooth maps γi(x) := τ(i, x,1H). Moreover, the right principal bibundles

related by χ are diffeomorphic to U [2] × H, and the diffeomorphism χ is fixed by

the smooth maps χij(i, j, x,1H) := (i, j, x, h−1
ij ), where h : U [2] → H. Therefore, by

evaluating τ ⊗ τ = (τ ⊗ τ) ◦ χ at (i, j, x,1H), we obtain

γig
′
ij = t(hij)gijγj . (4.12a)

Moreover, the commutative diagram in Figure 3.10 simplifies a bit, because all the

associators are trivial. Therefore, by evaluating the bibundle isomorphisms in the

expression

χik ◦ (χijk ⊗ idγk) =
(
idγi ⊗ χ′ijk

)
◦
(
χij ⊗ idΨjk

)
◦
(
idΦij ⊗ χjk

)
(4.12b)
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at (i, j, k, x,1H) ∈ U [3] × H, we obtain

hikhijk = (γi B h′ijk)hij(gij B hjk) . (4.12c)

Equations (4.12a) and (4.12c) are the usual coboundary relations for a principal

2-bundle with strict structure 2-group, as found e.g. in [6, 68].

4.3.4 Cocycle description of principal string 2-group bun-

dles

For the differentiation of the string 2-group model Sλ, we need descent data for

principal Sλ-bundles in terms of Čech cocycles and Čech coboundaries. Let us

develop these in the following. We restrict ourselves to principal Sλ-bundles over

ordinary manifolds subordinate to a good cover U , and consequently, the covering

groupoid U = (U ⇒ U) is discrete. Following the discussion in Subsection 4.3.1, we

start from the diagram

U [2] ⇒ U [2]

s

��

t

��

!!

>>
χ

��

Φ1

!!

Ψ1

>>
Sλ

�� ��

U ⇒ U ∗⇔ ∗//
Ψ0

Φ0

Figure 4.16: Principal Sλ-bundles as internal functors in Bibun

where Sλ ⇒ (∗⇔ ∗) is a category internal to Bibun with multiplication given by

the right principal bibundle Bm. The information contained in the functors Φ and Ψ

as well as in the natural isomorphism χ, together with the coherence conditions will

yield the appropriate generalization of Čech cochains, cocycles and coboundaries

describing principal Sλ-bundles and their isomorphisms.

Now recall that since U is a good cover, U [2] is contractible. This implies that

the right principal bibundles Φ1 and Ψ1 are both trivial bundles over U [2] admit-

ting a global smooth section. By Proposition 2.2.11, this implies that Φ and Ψ are
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isomorphic to bundlizations of some Lie groupoid functors. Moreover, because of

Proposition 2.2.10, the bibundle map χ can be given by a smooth natural transfor-

mation between the corresponding Lie groupoid functors. The only right principal

bibundle which is not a bundlization here is the multiplication Bm. It appears in

the coherence diagrams for internal functors in Figure 3.7 and for internal natural

transformations in Figure 3.10 with Bc = Bm.

An explicit evaluation of the composition of bibundle isomorphisms in Figure

3.7 is rather cumbersome. To simplify our discussion, we therefore choose to switch

to the weak Lie 2-group model Sw
λ of the string 2-group model given in Section

3.4.3. Our principal 2-bundles will therefore be weak principal 2-bundles in the

sense of [42], which are given by weak 2-functors internal to Man∞Cat from the

Čech 2-groupoid to the delooping of Sw
λ . From there, we also recall the following

proposition:

Proposition 4.3.3 ([42], Prop. 3.15). Every weak principal 2-bundle Φ is equivalent

to its normalization, which is given by a normalized weak functor:

Φii := 1Sλ , (4.13)

χiij := lΦij , χijj := rΦij , (4.14)

which maps to the unit Sw
λ on Ui ∩ Ui and to the left and right unitors l and r on

Ui ∩ Ui ∩ Uj and Ui ∩ Uj ∩ Uj.

We will give the consequences of this proposition below; for more details, see

[42]. Using these, we arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3.4. The functor Φ defining a (normalized) principal Sw
λ -bundle is

described by a 1-cochain (vij) ∈ C∞(U [2], V1) together with a 2-cochain (vijk) in

C∞(U [3], V
[2]

1 × A) such that

vijk = (vik, vij ⊗ vjk, aijk) , vii = 1Sλ , viij = lvij , vijj = rvij , (4.15a)
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aikl + aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, vkl), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, vkl))

= aijl + ajkl + λ1,2(φ2(vij, vjl), φ2(vij, vjk ⊗ vkl)) + λ0,3(φ3(vij, vjk, vkl)) ,

(4.15b)

where aijk ∈ C∞(U [3],A). We call the data (vij, aijk) a degree-2 Čech cocycle over

the cover U with values in Sw
λ .

Proof. The expression in (4.15a) is readily derived from (vijk) encoding the natural

isomorphism11

Φ2,ijk : Φ1,ij ⊗ Φ1,jk ⇒ Φ1,ik , (4.16)

cf. Figure 3.6 together with Proposition 4.3.3. The coherence axioms of this natural

isomorphism read as

vikl ◦ (vijk ⊗ idvkl) = vijl ◦ (idvij ⊗ vjkl) ◦ avij ,vjk,vkl ,

vijj ◦ (idvij ⊗ id1Sλ ) = rvij and viij ◦ (id1Sλ ⊗ idvij) = lvij ,

(4.17)

cf. Figure 3.7. Now in (4.17), the last two equations are identities, cf. (3.44d). And

the first expression reduces to

(
vil, (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ vkl, aikl + aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, vkl), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, vkl))+

+ λ2,1(vil, vik ⊗ vkl, (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ vkl)
)

=
(
vil, (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ vkl, aijl + ajkl + λ1,2(φ2(vij, vjl), φ2(vij, vjk ⊗ vkl))+

+ λ2,1(vil, vij ⊗ vjl, vij ⊗ (vjk ⊗ vkl)) + λ0,3(φ3(vij, vjk, vkl))+

+ λ2,1(vil, vij ⊗ (vjk ⊗ vkl), (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ vkl)
)
.

(4.18)

The identities of Corollary 3.4.3 together with the fact that we are working with

normalized cocycles cause λ2,1 to drop out of (4.18). The remaining non-trivial part

of this equation then yields the equation on the 2-cochain (aijk).

It is now similarly straightforward to describe the natural 2-isomorphism χ given

the coboundary relations between two Čech 2-cocycles.

Theorem 4.3.5. The natural isomorphism χ : Φ⇒ Ψ giving an equivalence relation

between (normalized) principal Sw
λ -bundles Φ and Ψ described by 2-cocycles (vij, aijk)

11These are notations from the definition of internal natural functors, see Figure 3.6.
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and (v′ij, a
′
ijk) is captured by 0-cochain s (βi) ∈ C∞(U, V1) and 1-cochains (βij) ∈

C∞(U [2], V
[2]

1 × A) such that

βij = (βi ⊗ v′ij, vij ⊗ βj, αij) , βii = r−1
βi
◦ lβi = idφ1(π(βi)) , (4.19a)

αik + aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, βk), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, βk))

= αij + a′ijk + αjk + λ1,2(φ2(βi, v
′
ik), φ2(βi, v

′
ij ⊗ v′jk))

+ λ0,3(βi, v
′
ij, v

′
jk)− λ0,3(vij, βj, v

′
jk) + λ0,3(vij, vjk, βk) ,

(4.19b)

where αij ∈ C∞(U [2],A). We call the data (βi, αij) a degree-2 Čech coboundary over

the cover U with values in Sw
λ .

Proof. The first expression in (4.19a) can be directly obtained from the defining

diagram for βij in Figure 3.9. The coherence axioms then read as

βik ◦ (vijk ⊗ idβk) = (idβi ⊗ v′ijk) ◦ aβi,v′ij ,v′jk ◦ (βij ⊗ idv′jk)◦

◦ a−1
vij ,βj ,v′jk

◦ (idvij ⊗ βjk) ◦ avij ,vjk,βk ,

βii ◦ (id1Sλ ⊗ idβi) = (idβi ⊗ id1Sλ ) ◦ r−1
βi
◦ lβi ,

(4.20a)

cf. Figure 3.10 and 3.11. Here, the second expression in (4.20a) yields the identity

βii = r−1
βi
◦ lβi = (φ1(π(βi)), φ1(π(βi)), λ

2,1(φ1(π(βi)), βi, φ1(π(βi)))

= idφ1(π(βi)) .

(4.20b)

Moreover, the part in V
[2]

1 of the first expression in (4.20a) also yields an identity.
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But, the A-component gives

αik + aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, βk), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, βk))

+ λ2,1(βi ⊗ v′ik, vik ⊗ βk, (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ βk)

= αij + a′ijk + αjk + λ1,2(φ2(βi, v
′
ik), φ2(βi, v

′
ij ⊗ v′jk)) + λ0,3(βi, v

′
ij, v

′
jk)

+ λ1,2(φ2(βi ⊗ v′ij, v′jk), φ2(vij ⊗ βj, v′jk))− λ0,3(vij, βj, v
′
jk)

+ λ1,2(φ2(vij, βj ⊗ v′jk), φ2(vij, vjk ⊗ βk)) + λ0,3(vij, vjk, βk)+

+ λ2,1(βi ⊗ v′ik, βi ⊗ (v′ij ⊗ v′jk), (βi ⊗ v′ij)⊗ v′jk)

+ λ2,1(βi ⊗ (v′ij ⊗ v′jk), (βi ⊗ v′ij)⊗ v′jk, (vij ⊗ βj)⊗ v′jk)

+ λ2,1((βi ⊗ v′ij)⊗ v′jk, (vij ⊗ βj)⊗ v′jk, vij ⊗ (βj ⊗ v′jk))

+ λ2,1((vij ⊗ βj)⊗ v′jk, vij ⊗ (βj ⊗ v′jk), vij ⊗ (vjk ⊗ βk))

+ λ2,1(vij ⊗ (βj ⊗ v′jk), vij ⊗ (vjk ⊗ βk), (vij ⊗ vjk)⊗ βk) .

(4.21)

Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.3.4, terms containing λ2,1 drop out due to identities

from Corollary 3.4.3. The same is true for the third and fourth term containing λ1,2.

The remaining part is then the coboundary condition on the αij.

The above two theorems give us the cocycle and coboundary relations of principal

Swλ -bundles defined as internal functor in Bibun.

Moreover, in Chapter 2, we have mentioned a result on the biequivalence between

the two bicategories Bibun and Gen. Consequently, in the next section, we will give a

new approach of describing principal smooth 2-group bundles as generalized internal

functors.

4.4 Comments on principal smooth 2-group bun-

dles as generalized functors

Recall that a principal G-bundle over a smooth manifold X can be described by Lie

groupoid generalized morphisms (in the sense of [94]) from the discrete Lie groupoid
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X ⇒ X to G⇒ ∗. Thus, if U ↪→ X is a good cover, then we have

(X ⇒ X)
κ←−− Č(U)

(gij ,1G)−−−−−→ (G⇒ ∗) (4.22)

in LieGrpd. Note that this idea can be generalized for principal smooth 2-group

bundles by considering the so called generalized internal functors in Bibun. See

Appendix D for the definition of generalized internal functors. That is a smooth

2-group principal G-bundle over a Lie groupoid might be described by using internal

functors in Bibun. In [34], they have defined principal strict Lie 2-group bundles over

Lie groupoids as generalized Lie 2-groupoid morphisms, which are a special type of

generalized internal functors in Bibun, cf. Subsection 3.2.2.

Therefore, using generalized internal functors gives us a more general descrip-

tion. See Appendix D and [34] for the relation between Lie 2-groupoid generalized

morphisms and generalized internal functors.

Here, we only give a comment without any further explanation. The detail

discussion of the topic is beyond the scope of this thesis, and has to be postponed

to future research. Furthermore, it is also logical to ask how we can establish

equivalences between the definitions of principal smooth 2-group bundles in this

chapter.
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Differentiation and gauge theory

Basically, this chapter is taken from [30, Section 5].

Here, we differentiate the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ to the known string Lie 2-algebra

based on [78]. See also [42] for the differentiation of semistrict Lie 2-groups. Then

using the aforementioned literature, we shall show that the functor from the category

of smooth manifolds Man∞ to the category of Sw
λ -valued descent data on surjective

submersions of R0|1 × X −→ X is parametrized by elements of an NQ-manifold,

which corresponds to the string Lie 2-algebra. The adjoint of this functor can

viewed as the integration functor, which was first discussed in [77]. Furthermore,

we present the full description of principal Sw
λ -bundles with connective structures

by establishing the Maurer-Cartan forms, and the non-abelian Deligne cohomology.

Using this, we present the kinematical data of higher gauge theory on this principal

2-bundle. We begin the chapter by recalling some preliminary terms from [2] and

[48].

5.1 Preliminaries

Let us review some background materials from [2] and [48]. In particular, we present

definitions and examples of 2-term L∞-algebras and their correspondence with Lie

2-algebras and NQ-manifolds.
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5.1.1 L∞-algebras and the string Lie 2-algebra

In order to discuss the differentiation of Sw
λ to the string Lie 2-algebra, first let us

define 2-term L∞-algebras and their equivalent counterpart Lie 2-algebras.

Recall that a 2-term L∞-algebra L is a 2-term complex of graded vector spaces

a
µ1−−→ b , (5.1a)

together with the graded linear maps

µ1 : a→ b , µ2 : b ∧ b→ b , µ2 : a ∧ b→ a , µ3 : b ∧ b ∧ b→ a , (5.1b)

(of degree −1, 0,+1, respectively) satisfying the following higher homotopy Jacobi

identities:

µ1(µ2(b, a)) = µ2(b, µ1(a)) , (5.2a)

µ2(µ1(a1), a2) = µ2(a1, µ1(a2)) , µ2(a, b) = −µ2(b, a) , (5.2b)

µ1(µ3(b1, b2, b3)) = −µ2(µ2(b1, b2), b3)− µ2(µ2(b3, b1), b2)

− µ2(µ2(b2, b3), b1) , (5.2c)

µ3(µ1(a), b1, b2) = −µ2(µ2(b1, b2), a)− µ2(µ2(a, b1), b2)

− µ2(µ2(b2, a), b1) , (5.2d)
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µ2(µ3(b1, b2,b3), b4)− µ2(µ3(b4, b1, b2), b3)− µ2(µ3(b3, b4, b1), b2)

− µ2(µ3(b2, b3, b4), b1) = µ3(µ2(b1, b2), b3, b4)− µ3(µ2(b2, b3), b4, b1)

+ µ3(µ2(b3, b4), b1, b2)− µ3(µ2(b4, b1), b2, b3)− µ3(µ2(b1, b3), b2, b4)

− µ3(µ2(b2, b4), b1, b3) , (5.2e)

for all a, a1,2 ∈ a and b, b1,2,3,4 ∈ b.

A 2-term L∞-algebra a
µ1−−→ b is called strict if µ3 = 0, otherwise it is semistrict.

Moreover, a 2-term L∞-algebra a
µ1−−→ b is called skeletal if µ1 = 0.

To motivate the above definitions, let us present two examples of 2-term L∞-

algebras. The first is the known string Lie 2-algebra, which is an example of a

skeletal semistrict L∞-algebra, and the second is also a semistrict L∞-algebra, which

is equivalent to the string Lie 2-algebra of so(4).

Example 5.1.1. For a compact semisimple Lie group G, the string Lie 2-algebra is

the best known example of semistrict 2-term L∞-algebras. It is given by a = R and

b = g, hence denoted by R µ1−−→ g, together with the products

µ1 = 0 , µ2(a, b) = 0 , µ2(b1, b2) = [b1, b2]g ,

µ3(b1, b2, b3) = 〈b1, [b2, b3]g〉 , a ∈ R, b, b1,2,3 ∈ g ,

(5.3)

where 〈−, [−,−]〉 is the Killing form of the Lie algebra g of G.

We now give the second example, which is also equivalent1 to the string Lie 2-

algebra R −→ so(4). Moreover, the following construction can be generalized to an

n-sphere.

Example 5.1.2. Consider the sphere S3 embedded in R
4 as |x| = 1. We would

like to define the corresponding a 2-term L∞-algebra in terms of the Cartesian co-

ordinates xµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4. All our equations below hold modulo |x|2 = 1. The

generators of the corresponding vector spaces are given by

C∞(S3) ⊃ a = 〈 1, xµ, xµxν 〉 ,

Ω1(S3) ⊃ b = 〈 dxµ, xµdxν , x[µdxν] 〉 .
(5.4)

1In the sense of [2], cf. Proposition 5.1.5
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To calculate the higher brackets, we consider the volume

volS3 = 1
3!
εµ1µ2µ3µ4x

µ1dxµ2 ∧ dxµ3 ∧ dxµ4 =: $ (5.5)

form of S3. Then the Hamiltonian vector fields Xϑµν = Xκ
ϑµν

∂
∂xκ

should be in TS3

and therefore Xκ
ϑµν
xκ = 0. To determine Xϑµν , we use the equation ιXϑµν$ = dϑµν.

Using the usual identities for the totally antisymmetric tensors of so(4), we find that

Xϑµν = xµ
∂

∂xν
− xν ∂

∂xµ
, (5.6)

and the Lie algebra of Hamiltonian vector fields is so(4), as expected. Moreover, the

non-trivial linear maps are

µ1 := d ,

µ2(ϑµν , ϑκλ) := δνκϑµλ − δµκϑνλ − δνλϑµκ + δµλϑνκ ,

µ3 := R(−, µ2(−,−)) ,

(5.7)

where2

R(ϑµν , ϑκλ) := 1
2

(
ενκλρx

ρxµ − εµκλρxρxν + ελµνρx
ρxκ − εµνκρxρxλ

)
. (5.8)

Note that all generators are central except for ϑµν = x[µdxν].

To state the correspondence between 2-term L∞-algebras and Lie 2-algebras, we

recall the definition of the latter here.

Definition 5.1.3. A Lie 2-algebra L is an internal category in the category of Lie

algebras. That is, it consists of a 2-vector space3 L = (L0,L1) together with the

following structure maps

i) a skew symmetric bilinear functor, called the bracket:

[·, ·] : L × L → L , (5.9a)

2Note that the paper [64] contains a typographical error, and the last two signs of R(ϑµν , ϑκλ)
are interchanged in the discussion of S3.

3See [2] for discussions on 2-vector spaces.
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ii) a completely antisymmetric natural isomorphism called the Jacobiator:

Jx1,x2,x3 : [[x1, x2], x3]⇒ [x1, [x2, x3]] + [[x1, x3], x2] , (5.9b)

for all x1, x2, x3 ∈ L0 such that these maps need to satisfy the coherence iden-

tities, cf. [2].

The Jacobiator is an element of L1, this is also evident from the notion of in-

ternalization. It is also well known that Lie 2-algebras are equivalent to 2-term

L∞-algebras, cf. [2]. Now in order to switch from one formalism to the other, we

state the following proposition.

Proposition 5.1.4 ([2]). The categories of 2-term L∞-algebras and Lie 2-algebras

are equivalent.

Moreover, 2-term L∞-algebras can be classified by the skeletal ones. Correspond-

ingly, skeletal 2-term L∞-algebras are equivalent to Lie 2-algebras. The following

proposition provides this correspondence.

Proposition 5.1.5 ([2]). Every 2-term L∞-algebra is equivalent to a skeletal 2-term

L∞-algebra.

Example 5.1.6. The semistrict skeletal 2-term L∞-algebra R −→ so(4) is equiv-

alent to the one in Example 5.1.2. An explicit construction of Lie 2-algebra equiv-

alence using [2] is not difficult. But, here we follow an indirect approach. Using

the ϑµν, we can define orthonormal basis of the Lie algebra so(4) ∼= su(2) ⊕ su(2)

corresponding to the forms

ϑ1 := ϑ12 − ϑ34 , ϑ2 := ϑ13 + ϑ24 , ϑ3 := ϑ14 − ϑ23 , (5.10)

ϑ̃1 := ϑ12 + ϑ34 , ϑ̃2 := ϑ13 − ϑ24 , ϑ̃3 := ϑ14 + ϑ23 , (5.11)

which are left-invariant over S3 ∼= SU(2). Moreover, all the non-trivial linear maps

are given by

µ2(ϑi, ϑj) := −2εijkϑk , µ2(ϑ̃i, ϑ̃j) := 2εijkθ̃k , (5.12)
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µ3(ϑi, ϑj, ϑk) := 〈ϑi, µ2(ϑj, ϑk)〉 = −2εijk , (5.13a)

µ3(ϑ̃i, ϑ̃j, ϑ̃k) := 〈ϑ̃i, µ2(ϑ̃j, ϑ̃k)〉 = 2εijk , (5.13b)

where 〈−,−〉 is the inner product on R4. This concludes construction of the semistrict

skeletal 2-term L∞-algebra R −→ so(4) using the 2-term L∞-algebra in Example

5.1.2. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, this can be extended to any n-sphere

Sn ↪→ R
n+1, for n > 3.

5.1.2 2-term L∞-algebras as NQ-manfold

Recall that an NQ-manifold is a non-negatively graded manifold endowed with a

degree 1 vector field Q satisfying Q2 = 0. It plays an important role in differential

geometry. For instance, in the differentiation of Lie n-groupoids [78]. In this section,

we review the description of 2-term L∞-algebras as NQ-manifolds. Indeed, the

former are particular examples of NQ-manifolds concentrated in degree 2, see [46,

88], and [14] for more general cases. For the sake of our discussion in this section

we present the following definition.

Definition 5.1.7. Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces over the field

of complex numbers C with coordinates xα and ya. Then the shifted vector space

V [1]⊕W [2] is a degree 2 NQ-manifold, where the notation implies that elements in

V [1] and W [2] come with homogeneous gradings of 1 and 2, respectively. The vector

field Q is necessarily of the form

Q = −fαa ya
∂

∂xα
− 1

2
fγαβx

αxβ
∂

∂xγ
− faαbxαyb

∂

∂ya
− 1

3!
faαβγx

αxβxγ
∂

∂ya
(5.14)

with some structure constants f ...... ∈ C. The expression (5.14) defines graded anti-

symmetric multilinear brackets on the shifted vector space V [0]⊕W [1]. Introducing
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the grade-carrying bases (τα) and (ta) on V [0] and W [1], respectively, we have

µ1(ta) = fαa τα , µ2(τα, τβ) = fγαβτγ ,

µ2(τα, ta) = f baαtb , µ3(τα, τβ, τγ) = faαβγta .

(5.15)

Note that the linear maps µi are of degree i− 2 and the condition Q2 = 0 yields the

usual higher or homotopy Jacobi relations, cf. (5.2) between the µi defining a 2-term

L∞-algebra, cf. [47, 48, 88].

In particular, if we consider a n-dimensional ordinary Lie algebra g with gen-

erators ta as 2-term L∞-algebra, we will obtain the usual Chevalley-Eilenberg de-

scription of Lie algebras. And in this case the homological vector field Q takes the

form

Q = −1
2
f cabξ

aξb
∂

∂ξc
, (5.16)

where ξa is the basis element of g[1] dual to ta.

5.2 Functor from Man∞ to the category of descent

data

In order to differentiate the weak Lie 2-group Swλ , we use the method of differen-

tiation suggested by Ševera [78], see also [42]. The goal of this section is to Lie

differentiate the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ into the known string Lie 2-algebra. Conse-

quently, we have two main results in this section: Theorem 5.2.5, which gives us

a complete summary of the differentiation, and Theorem 5.2.6 presents equivalence

relations of local connective structures.

We start our discussion by reviewing the differentiation of a Lie group G to its

Lie algebra Lie(G).

5.2.1 Differentiation of a Lie group to its Lie algebra

This subsection is borrowed from [42], see also [41].
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Consider a Lie group G as a Lie 2-group (G ⇒ ∗). Since the object space is

trivial, it suffices to differentiate only the set of morphisms G. We also assume

that G is a matrix Lie group. Thus, we can use the usual diffeomorphism from the

neighbourhood U0 of 0 ∈ Lie(G) to the neighbourhood U1G
of 1G ∈ G. Moreover,

since we are interested in infinitesimal neighbourhoods, we can consider elements in

Lie(G)[1] multiplied by coordinates θ of R0|1. Thus, we have

(1G + ωθ)−1 = 1G − ωθ , (5.17a)

(1G + ω1θ0)(1G + ω2θ1) = 1G + ω1θ0 + ω2θ1 − (ω1 · ω2)θ0θ1 , (5.17b)

where

ω1 · ω2 + ω1 · ω2 = [ω1, ω2] , (5.17c)

is the graded Lie bracket and ω, ω1,2 ∈ Lie(G)[1].

In addition to this, we shall write the product of an element g ∈ G and ω ∈

Lie(G)[1] as gω. Thus, to provide a complete description of the Lie algebra Lie(G) of

G as discussed in [42], we use a G-valued descent datum on the surjective submersion

R0|1 ×X → X, which is just a smooth map

g(θ0, θ1) : R0|2 ×X → G , (5.18a)

satisfying

g(θ0, θ1)g(θ1, θ2) = g(θ0, θ2) . (5.18b)

Consequently, we aim to verify that the functor from the category of smooth man-

ifolds Man∞ to the category of such G-valued descent data is parametrized by the

NQ-manifold Lie(G)[1] concentrated in degree 1. We now review the properties of

the descent data in (5.18).

Proposition 5.2.1. If we let g(θ0, 0) := g(θ0) and g(θ1, 0) := g(θ1), then we have

g(θ0, θ1) = g(θ0)g(θ1)−1 , (5.19a)
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which gives also

g(0, 0) = 1G , g(θ0) = 1G + ωθ0 . (5.19b)

From these one can also obtain

g(θ0, θ1) = 1G + ω(θ0 − θ1) + 1
2
[ω, ω]θ0θ1 , (5.19c)

where 1G ∈ G, ω ∈ Lie(G)[1] and g(θ0, θ1)−1 = g(θ1, θ0).

Now we have the Lie algebra Lie(G) as a vector space. Thus, we are left to

obtain its Lie bracket. To do that, we consider the generator of the action of the

semigroup Hom(R0|1,R0|1) = R
1|1 onto Lie(G)[1], which gives us the Q-vector field.

And as mentioned earlier, the action of this vector field can be identified with the

Chevalley-Eilenberg differential of Lie(G), encoding the Lie bracket. We denote this

differential by dK and its action on smooth functions f on R0|k reads as

dKf(θ0, θ1, . . . , θk−1) :=
d

dε
f(θ0 + ε, θ1 + ε, . . . , θk−1 + ε) , (5.20)

and its application on the descent data

g(θ0, θ1) = 1G + ω(θ0 − θ1) + 1
2
[ω, ω]θ0θ1 (5.21)

yields dKω = −1
2
[ω, ω], which in turn yields the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential

Qξa = −1
2
fabcξ

b ∧ ξc , (5.22)

where the ξa’s are the coordinate functions on Lie(G)[1], cf. (5.16).

Thus, we have reviewed that the functor from Man∞ to the category of G-valued

decent datum on the surjective submersions R0|1 × X → X as defined in (5.18) is

parameterized by Lie(G)[1]. In the next subsection, we shall extend this result to

the weak Lie 2-group Swλ -valued descent datum, where the parameterizing elements

will form an NQ-manifold concentrated in degree 2, which is the known string Lie

2-algebra R → g, cf. Theorem 5.2.5. Equivalently, the theorem can be also consid-
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ered as another method of constructing the string Lie 2-algebra, which is just by

differentiating the weak Lie 2-group Swλ . See [5] and [67] for previous works on the

construction of the string Lie 2-algebra from geometric and categorical perspectives,

respectively.

5.2.2 Differentiation of the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ

Now similar to the differentiation above, we apply Ševera’s [78] differentiation tech-

nique on the weak Lie 2-group Sw
λ ,

Sw
λ := V

[2]
1 × A⇒ V1 (5.23)

to establish the string Lie 2-algebra, cf. Theorem (5.2.5). We also follow closely the

differentiation in [42], but we have to generalize due to the non-trivial unitors in

Sw
λ . Thus, we consider a functor from the category of smooth manifolds Man∞ to

the category of Sw
λ -valued descent data on the surjetive submersions R0|1×X → X,

and this functor is parametrized by an NQ-manifold concentrated in degree 2, which

corresponds to the string Lie 2-algebra. Consequently, the higher products on the

resulting 2-term complex of vector spaces is encoded by the Chevelley-Eilenberg

differential induced by the generator ∂
∂θ

of the action of Hom(R0|1,R0|1) on R0|1,

which gives the Q-vector field on the shifted vector space Lie(A)[2]⊕ Lie(G)[1].

Hence, in order to obtain the 2-term complex of vector spaces, let us begin

our discussion as usual by using the local diffeomorphisms between the respective

neighbourhoods. Likewise since we are interested in infinitesimal neighbourhoods,

U1Sw
λ

is assumed to be contained in V1,i containing 1Sw
λ

, for some i ∈ I1. And we write

the elements as 1Sw
λ

+ωθ for exp(ωθ) and aθ for exp(aθ) with ω ∈ Lie(G)[1] ∼= Lie(V1)

and a ∈ Lie(A)[1]. Similarly, one can linearize all the structure maps in Sw
λ . In

particular, we use the linearized horizontal multiplication in order to give meaning

for products of the form g ⊗ ω, for g ∈ V1 and ω ∈ Lie(G)[1]. Here, we will not

discuss in detail the linearization of the structure maps of Sw
λ , because our aim is to

construct the string Lie 2-algebra as a 2-term L∞-algebra, cf. Example 5.1.1. See

[42] for the discussion on linearization of the structure maps for the semistrict case.
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Thus, after having a 2-term complex of vector spaces Lie(A)→ Lie(G), the next

step is to give a complete description of the L∞-algebra structure. For this we shall

consider the functor from Man∞ to the category of Sw
λ -valued descent data on the

surjective submersions R0|1 ×X � X. Such a descent data can be given by a weak

normalized4 functor, which is encoded in a degree 2-Čech 2-cocyles (v, a). These

cocycles consist of V1-valued 1-cochains together with (V
[2]

1 × A)-valued 2-cochains

v(θ0, θ1) and v(θ0, θ1, θ2) =
(
v(θ0, θ2), v(θ0, θ1)⊗ v(θ1, θ2), a(θ0, θ1, θ2)

)
. (5.24)

But, as we are interested in infinitesimal neighbourhoods, open sets in V1 are fully

contained within one of the open sets, cf. Example 3.1.2. Thus, because v(θ0, θ1)

depends smoothly on the Graßmann variables, it lies on the same cover V1,i as

1Sλ . This open set contains an infinitesimal neighbourhood of 1Sλ , and we have

φ1(π(v(θ0, θ1))) = v(θ0, θ1). Hence, the cocycle relation is reduced to

v(θ0, θ1)⊗ v(θ1, θ2) = v(θ0, θ2) . (5.25a)

This, in turn, renders the λ1,2-terms to vanish in the cocycle condition (4.15) for the

a(θ0, θ1, θ2), cf. Remark 3.1.4. Therefore, we have

a(θ0, θ2, θ3)+a(θ0, θ1, θ2) =

a(θ0, θ1, θ3) + a(θ1, θ2, θ3) + λ0,3(φ3(v(θ0, θ1), v(θ1, θ2), v(θ2, θ3))) ,

(5.25b)

where φ3 : V1 × V1 × V1 → V3 is a smooth map, cf. Subsection 3.4.3. As one might

expect due to the form of the surjective submersion, the principal Sw
λ -bundle we are

dealing with here is trivial. Consequently, we have the following result.

Lemma 5.2.2. The Sw
λ -valued cochain (β, α) with the expansion

β(θ0) := v(θ0, 0) and α(θ0, θ1) := a(θ0, θ1, 0) (5.26)

forms a coboundary as defined in Theorem 4.3.5, trivializing the principal Sw
λ -bundle

4v(θ0, θ0) = v(0, 0) = 1Sw
λ

, a(θ0, θ0, θ1) = a(θ0, θ1, θ1) = 0.
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described by (5.25). Moreover, we have

β(0) = 1Sλ , α(θ0, 0) = 0 , α(0, θ0) = 0 . (5.27)

Proof. The proof follows by direct computation, and using the fact that the λm,n

vanishes if an argument is given by a sequence of degeneracy maps acting on 1Sλ .

Note in particular that a(θ0, θ0, θ1) = a(θ0, θ1, θ1) = 0 due to the normalization of

(v, a).

Now by considering the parameterizing elements ω ∈ Lie(G)[1] and ψ ∈ Lie(A)[2],

we can give the expansions of the cochain (β, α) in (5.26) in terms of the Graßmann

variables by making use of the respective local diffeomorphisms5. This leads us to

the following proposition.

Proposition 5.2.3. For parameterizing elements ω ∈ Lie(G)[1] and ψ ∈ Lie(A)[2],

we have

β(θ0) = 1Sλ + ωθ0 and α(θ0, θ1) = ψθ0θ1 , (5.28)

Proof. The first expansion is a direct consequence of β(0) = 1Sλ , the second also

follows from α(0, 0) = α(θ0, 0) = α(0, θ1) = 0.

Moreover, using the expressions for the coboundary (β, α) in (5.28), we can

compute the Graßmann expansions of the cocycle components in (5.25). And since

we are working on infinitesimal neighbourhoods of 1Sλ , the horizontal multiplication

collapses to the ordinary group multiplication in G. Thus, we have the following

proposition.

Proposition 5.2.4. The expansions of the cocycle components are given by

v(θ0, θ1) = 1Sλ + ω(θ0 − θ1) + 1
2
[ω, ω]θ0θ1 , (5.29a)

a(θ0, θ1, θ2) = ψ(θ0θ1 + θ1θ2 − θ0θ2) + λ0,3(ω, ω, ω)θ0θ1θ2 , (5.29b)

where λ0,3(ω, ω, ω) is the obvious linearization of λ0,3 around (1Sλ ,1Sλ ,1Sλ).

5The local diffeomorphisms between the neighbourhoods in V1 and T1Sλ
V1, and A and Lie(A)[2].
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Proof. Here, (5.29a) follows from the normalization v(θ0, θ0) = v(0, 0) = 1Sλ to-

gether with the expressions in (5.28), and (5.25a). Similarly, to obtain (5.29b), we

use the coboundary relations for the morphisms

α(θ0, θ2) + a(θ0, θ1, θ2) = α(θ0, θ1) + α(θ1, θ2) + λ0,3(v(θ0, θ1), v(θ1, θ2), β(θ2)) ,

(5.30)

and (5.28). But, by Remark 3.1.4

λ0,3(v(θ0, θ1), v(θ1, θ2), β(θ2)) =: λ0,3(ω, ω, ω)θ0θ1θ2 . (5.31)

Hence, (5.29b) follows.

Thus, applying the induced differential dK by the relevant generator of the action

of Hom(R0|1,R0|1) induces an action on (5.29), which is given by

dKω = −1
2
[ω, ω] , (5.32a)

dKψ = −λ0,3(ω, ω, ω) . (5.32b)

This action in turn yields the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential on Lie(G)[1]⊕Lie(A)[2]

due to the vector field Q, which in turn give us all the linear maps µi of degree (i−2)

on a 2-term L∞-algebra Lie(A)→ Lie(G), cf. Definition 5.1.7, and the condition Q2 =

0 gives the higher homotopy Jacobi identities between the µi’s. In particular, for G =

Spin(n), n ≥ 3 and A = U(1), the linear map µ3 is non-trivial, since it corresponds

to the non-trivial 3-cocycle λ0,3 ∈ H3(spin(n), u(1)). The latter is induced from the

generator half of the first Pontryagin class 1
2
p1 ∈ H4(BSpin(n),Z) ∼= Z, cf. [32]. We

summarize our findings by the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.5. The Lie 2-algebra of the string 2-group Sw
λ with G = Spin(n),

n ≥ 3 and A = U(1) is the string Lie 2-algebra, which is the 2-term L∞-algebra

R → g, (where Lie(U(1)) = R and Lie(G) = g) together with the non-trivial higher

products

µ2(x1, x2) = [x1, x2] , µ3(x1, x2, x3) = k〈x1, [x2, x3]〉 (5.33)
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for some k ∈ R. Here 〈−,−〉 and [−,−] denote the inner product and the Lie

bracket on g, respectively.

Proof. Since, G is compact and semisimple, it has the canonical 3-form 〈−, [−,−]〉.

Furthermore, the non-trivial 3-cocycle λ0,3 ∈ H3(g,R) is necessarily of the form

λ0,3(−,−,−) = k〈−, [−,−]〉 for some non-zero k ∈ R.

Theorem 5.2.5 is due to the fact that, the class of equivalent skeletal semistrict

2-term L∞-algebras R→ g is constructed with [µ3] ∈ H3(g,R) ∼= H3
dR(G), cf. [2]. In

other words, this class corresponds to the canonical 3-form on G called the Killing

form. Hence, for all non-zero k ∈ R, λ0,3(x1, x2, x3) ∼ k〈x1, [x2, x3]〉.

The following subsection gives the equivalence relations on the local connec-

tive structures (ω, ψ), which are important to derive the gauge transformations for

connective structures on principal Sw
λ -bundles. From now on until the end of this

chapter, we take A = U(1), and G = Spin(n) and we denote their corresponding Lie

algebras by u(1) and g, respectively.

5.2.3 Equivalence relations

We now extend the above differentiation process to derive equivalence relations on lo-

cal connective structures. Later we will replace the Chevalley-Eilenberg differential

by the de Rham differential and this will give us gauge transformations for con-

nective structures on principal Sw
λ -bundles, and further the full underlying Deligne

cohomology of these bundles. The idea of using Deligne cohomology with values

in categorified Lie groups was first used in [42]. The first treatment of ordinary

principal bundles is also found in [21]. Here, we follow closely the results in [42] to

give these descriptions.

Thus, given a principal Swλ -bundle on R0|1×X → X in terms of Čech 2-cocycles

(v, a), we now use a coboundary (β, α), to derive a relation with another Čech

2-cocycle (v′, a′). That is

(β(θ0), α(θ0, θ1)) : (v(θ0, θ1), a(θ0, θ1, θ2))→ (v′(θ0, θ1), a′(θ0, θ1, θ2)) . (5.34)
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And this can be translated on the level of parameterizing elements to a relation of

the form (
β(θ0), α(θ0, θ1)

)
: (ω, ψ) → (ω′, ψ′) . (5.35)

Here, we are interested in the explicit expressions that correspond to (5.34) and

(5.35). Consequently, the new Čech 2-coboundary (β, α) is necessarily of the form

β(θ0) = β − dKβ θ0 and α(θ0, θ1) = ζ(θ1 − θ0) + dKζ θ0θ1 , (5.36)

where β ∈ V1 and ζ ∈ u(1)[1]. These expressions are evident from the fact that

β(0) = β, α(0, 0) = 0, and α(θ0, θ0) = 0.

Thus, the new coboundary as shown in (5.36) is constructed in the neighbour-

hood of an arbitrary point β ∈ V1, which is different from the one given in (5.28).

Accordingly, by applying this coboundary, we can relate the normalized 2-cocycles

(v, a) and (v′, a′) as

v(θ0, θ1)⊗ β(θ1) = β(θ0)⊗ v′(θ0, θ1) , (5.37a)

α(θ0, θ2) + a(θ0, θ1, θ2) = α(θ0, θ1) + a′(θ0, θ1, θ2) + α(θ1, θ2)

+ λ0,3(β(θ0), v′(θ0, θ1), v′(θ1, θ2))− λ0,3(v(θ0, θ1), β(θ1), v′(θ1, θ2))

+ λ0,3(v(θ0, θ1), v(θ1, θ2), β(θ2)) .

(5.37b)

Therefore, using (5.29) and (5.36), the expression (5.37b) reduces to

ψ(θ0θ1 + θ1θ2 − θ0θ2)

=
(
ψ′ + dKζ + λ0,3(β, ω′, ω′)− λ0,3(ω, β, ω′) + λ0,3(ω, ω, β)

)
(θ0θ1 + θ1θ2 − θ0θ2) ,

(5.38a)

λ0,3(ω, ω, ω)

= λ0,3(ω′, ω′, ω′) + λ0,3(β, [ω, ω], ω) + . . .− λ0,3(dKβ, ω
′, ω′)− . . . .

(5.38b)

Moreover, from (5.37a) and (5.38a), we obtain

β ⊗ ω′ = ω ⊗ β + dKβ , (5.39a)

ψ′ = ψ − dKζ − λ0,3(β, ω′, ω′) + λ0,3(ω, β, ω′)− λ0,3(ω, ω, β) . (5.39b)
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The second equation of (5.38b) is then automatically satisfied. Next we summarize

our findings in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2.6. The 2-coboundaries in (5.36) relating the 2-cocycles (v, a) and

(v′, a′), which corresponds to the descent data for principal Sw
λ -bundles on surjective

submersions R0|1 × X → X are parametrized by elements β ∈ V1 and ζ ∈ u(1)[1].

Moreover, the corresponding moduli (ω, ψ) and (ω′, ψ′) are related by the expressions

in (5.39).

Now we have a complete description of the string Lie 2-algebra, thus we can

discuss connective structures on principal 2-bundles with the string 2-groups.

5.3 Higher gauge theory with the string 2-groups

This section is devoted to a complete description of higher gauge theory with the

string 2-groups by using the tensor product of an L∞-algebras with the graded

differential algebra of local differential forms Ω•(U) of a smooth manifold X, which

is important to give the local description of higher gauge theory using the Maurer-

Cartan equation on the new L∞-algebra obtained from this tensor product. The

first treatment of the topic is available in [70]. See also [42] for related discussions

on semistrict higher gauge theory with local connective structures.

5.3.1 Local description with infinitesimal gauge symmetries

The local description of higher gauge theory with the string 2-groups is readily

given without the above considerations and below we briefly recall how, cf. e.g.

[42]. The string Lie 2-algebra of a compact semisimple Lie group G is known to be

u(1) → g, cf. Theorem 5.2.5 with non-trivial higher products µ2(x1, x2) = [x1, x2]

and µ3(x1, x2, x3) = k〈x1, [x2, x3]〉, xi ∈ g and k ∈ R. This 2-term L∞-algebra can

be tensored with the graded differential algebra of differential forms Ω•(U) on a

good cover U of a smooth manifold X. The result is another L∞-algebra, L̃ whose
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degree k-element

`k ∈ ((Ωk(U)⊗ g)⊕ (Ωk+1(U)⊗ u(1))) , (5.40)

for k ≥ −1 together with the higher products µ̃i obtained by tensoring the higher

products µi on the string Lie 2-algebra with the differential of Ω•(U).

Recall that in any L∞-algebra, we can define homotopy Maurer-Cartan elements.

Consequently, here we consider the Maurer-Cartan elements φ ∈ ((Ω1(U) ⊗ g) ⊕

(Ω2(U)⊗u(1))), which are elements that satisfy the homotopy Maurer-Cartan equa-

tion
∞∑
i=1

(−1)i(i+1)/2

i!
µ̃i(φ, . . . , φ) = 0 . (5.41)

This expression exhibits a gauge symmetry, parameterized at infinitesimal level by

a degree 0 element in γ ∈ L̃, which transforms Maurer-Cartan elements to Maurer-

Cartan elements:

φ→ φ+ δφ with δφ =
∑
i

(−1)i(i−1)/2

(i− 1)!
µ̃i(γ, φ, . . . , φ) . (5.42)

Hence, from (5.41), by considering our 2-term L∞-algebra u(1)→ g, we obtain

−µ̃1(φ)− 1
2
µ̃2(φ, φ) + 1

3!
µ̃3(φ, φ, φ) = 0 , (5.43)

Moreover, (5.42) gives

δφ = µ̃1(γ) + µ̃2(γ, φ)− 1
2
µ̃3(γ, φ, φ) . (5.44)

In more explicit form, we have the following proposition, which gives us the expres-

sions of Maurer-Cartan elements and the infinitesimal gauge transformations using

the local connective structures.

Proposition 5.3.1. The homotopy Maurer-Cartan elements of L̃ are given by pairs
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A ∈ Ω1(U)⊗ g and B ∈ Ω2(U)⊗ u(1) satisfying the equations

F := dA+ 1
2
µ2(A,A) = 0 ,

H := dB − 1
3!
µ3(A,A,A) = 0 .

(5.45)

Infinitesimal gauge transformations are parameterized by pairs x ∈ Ω0(U) ⊗ g and

ζ ∈ Ω1(U)⊗ u(1) and act according to

δA = dx+ µ2(A, x) and δB = −dζ + 1
2
µ3(x,A,A) . (5.46)

Proof. These expressions directly follow from (5.43) and (5.44) by substituting φ =

A−B and γ = x+ ζ.

Having discussed the infinitesimal gauge symmetries, we now present the finite

gauge transformations. This can be done by using non-abelian Deligne cohomol-

ogy. Moreover, note that under these gauge transformations, flat local connective

structures6 remain flat.

5.3.2 Non-abelian Deligne cohomology with values in the

string 2-group

The full global description of non-abelian gauge theory of principal n-bundles with

connective structures is governed by non-abelian Deligne cohomology. We begin

here by reviewing the case of ordinary principal bundles with connections before

presenting the details for principal Sw
λ -bundles. The following discussion is based

on [69], see also [42].

Given a Lie group G with Lie algebra g, a principal G-bundle with connection

over a smooth manifold X with respect to a good cover U = tiUi � X is described

by a non-abelian Deligne 1-cocycle with values in G. Such a 1-cocycle consists of G-

valued transition smooth functions (gij) on the fibered product U×XU = ti,jUi∩Uj
6Here, by flat connective structures we mean, local connective structures that satisfy (5.45).
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and g-valued one-forms (Ai) on U satisfying

gijgjk = gik and Aj = g−1
ij Aigij + g−1

ij dgij . (5.47)

Note that the cocycle conditions glue together the local data contained in (Ai) to a

global connection. One can also obtain an expression that relates any two equivalent

1-cocycles. Thus, two such Deligne 1-cocycles (gij, Ai) and (g′ij, A
′
i) are considered

equivalent, if there exist G-valued smooth functions (gi) on U called Deligne 1-

coboundary that satisfy

g′ij = g−1
i gijgj and A′i = g−1

i Aigi + g−1
i dgi . (5.48)

The above relations are called the couboundary conditions; they describe finite gauge

transformations of the 1-cocycles.

Analogously, we can now present the explicit form of Deligne 2-cocycles and 2-

coboundaries for principal Sw
λ -bundles by using the results in Section 5.2. As usual,

in the following, X denotes the base smooth manifold of the principal Sw
λ -bundles

and U = tiUi � X is a good cover of X. Here, we will follow closely the discussions

in [42].

Definition 5.3.2. Let G be a compact semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra g.

Furthermore, let Lie(Sw
λ ) = (g × u(1) ⇒ g) be the Lie 2-algebra of the weak 2-

group model Sw
λ over G. A Deligne 2-cocycle with values in Sw

λ , which describes

a principal Sw
λ -bundle with connective structure, is then given by Sw

λ -valued Čech

2-cocycle (vij, aijk) together with local differential forms A = (Ai) ∈ Ω1(U, g), B =

(Bi) ∈ Ω2(U, u(1)) and ζ = (ζij) ∈ Ω1(U ×X U, u(1)), satisfying the following cocycle

relations:

π(vik) = π(vij ⊗ vjk) , vii = 1Sλ , (5.49a)

aikl + aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, vkl), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, vkl)) = aijl + ajkl

+ λ1,2(φ2(vij, vjl), φ2(vij, vjk ⊗ vkl)) + λ0,3(φ3(vij, vjk, vkl)) ,

(5.49b)

π(vij)Ai = Ajπ(vij) + dπ(vij) , (5.49c)
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Bi = Bj − dζij − λ0,3(vij, Ai, Ai) + λ0,3(Aj, vij, Ai)− λ0,3(Aj, Aj, vij) , (5.49d)

ζkj +λ0,3(Aj, vji, vij) = ζij +ζki+dajik+λ0,3(vji, Ak, vik)−λ0,3(vji, vik, Ak) . (5.49e)

The expressions in (5.49) are called the Deligne 2-cocycle conditions, thus the

quintuples (vij, aijk, Ai, Bi, ζij) together with these relations are called the Deligne

2-cycles for principal Sw
λ -bundles with connective structures. In particular, (5.49a)

and (5.49b) are the previously obtained Čech cocycle conditions, (5.49c) and (5.49d)

are the gauge transformations of A and B taken on double overlaps, whereas (5.49e)

gives us compatibility conditions for the transformations of the local 1-forms ζij on

triple overlaps. Moreover, on each open set Ui, we can give the fake curvature7 2-

and 3-forms as follows

Fi := dAi + 1
2
[Ai, Ai] = 0 , and Hi := dBi − 1

3!
µ3(Ai, Ai, Ai) . (5.50)

Let us now give the coboundary relations, which are Deligne 1-cochains relating two

equivalent 2-cocycles.

Definition 5.3.3. A Deligne 2-coboundary between two Deligne 2-cocycles (vij, aijk,

Ai, Bi, ζij) and (v′ij, a
′
ijk, A

′
i, B

′
i, ζ
′
ij) consists of (βi, ζi, αij) for β = (βi) ∈ C∞(U, V1),

ζ = (ζi) ∈ Ω1(U, u(1)) and α = (αij) ∈ C∞(U ×X U,U(1)) satisfying

βi ⊗ v′ij = vij ⊗ βj , βii = idφ1(π(βi)) , (5.51a)

αik+aijk + λ1,2(φ2(vik, βk), φ2(vij ⊗ vjk, βk))

= αij + a′ijk + αjk + λ1,2(φ2(βi, v
′
ik), φ2(βi, v

′
ij ⊗ v′jk))

+ λ0,3(βi, v
′
ij, v

′
jk)− λ0,3(vij, βj, v

′
jk) + λ0,3(vij, vjk, βk) ,

(5.51b)

π(βi)A
′
i = Aiπ(βi) + dπ(βi) , (5.51c)

B′i = Bi − dζi − λ0,3(βi, A
′
i, A

′
i) + λ0,3(Ai, βi, A

′
i)− λ0,3(Ai, Ai, βi) , (5.51d)

7Recall that, the fake curvature F has to vanish to make sense of the expressions in (5.49d)
and (5.49e).
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ζji − λ0,3(Ai, vij, βj) + λ0,3(Ai, βi, v
′
ij) + λ0,3(βi, v

′
ij, A

′
j) + ζj

= ζ ′ji − λ0,3(vij, Aj, βj) + λ0,3(v′ij, βj, A
′
j) + dαij + λ0,3(βi, A

′
i, v
′
ij) + ζi .

(5.51e)

If such a coboundary exists, then the two Deligne 2-cocycles (vij, aijk, Ai, Bi, ζij)

and(v′ij, a
′
ijk, A

′
i, B

′
i, ζ
′
ij) are called equivalent. Moreover, similar to the Deligne 2-

cocycle relations, the first two expressions (5.51a) and (5.51b) are Čech coboundary

relations, while (5.51c), (5.51d) and (5.51e) are the coboundary relations of the

respective gauge transformations given above.

As a consistency check, one can consider the Deligne 2-cocycle relations and

remove one index, say k. Then relabel all affected cochains as their correspond-

ing parts of a 2-coboundary, e.g. vik → vi → βi. The resulting relations have to

agree with the relations for a 2-coboundary between a Deligne 2-cocycle and the

trivial Deligne 2-cocycle, which they do. Furthermore, one can also give the gauge

transformations of the curvatures given in (5.50) on each open set Ui as

F ′i = β−1
i Fiβi , and H ′i = Hi . (5.52)

The above two definitions provide all necessary details for a global description of

the kinematical part of higher gauge theory with the string 2-group Sw
λ as structure 2-

group. In Chapter 7, we will present a possible application of this long construction.
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Higher Poincaré lemma and

higher integrability

This chapter is basically taken from [29].

The aim of this chapter is to prove the higher Poincaré lemma, (see Theorem

6.1.3) and generalize the description of the classical integrability condition on con-

nections of principal bundles to local connective structures on principal 2-bundles,

(see Theorem 6.2.6). Moreover, we sketch how these statements and proofs can be

established to principal 3-bundles. We believe that the results in this chapter pro-

vide important insights in how to generalize classical concepts and terms into the

categorified settings.

6.1 The Poincaré lemma on higher gauge theory

As the Poincaré lemma is a local statement, we shall be merely interested in the

local description of higher gauge theories. That is, we consider local connective

structures on principal 2- and 3-bundles, which are encoded in certain differential

forms on an open contractible patch of a smooth manifold. We ignore all issues

related to glueing these local objects to global ones.

The local description of higher gauge theory is readily derived, cf. e.g. [42].

Consider the tensor product of the differential graded algebra of differential forms

Ω•(U) on a good cover U of a smooth manifold with a semistrict gauge Lie 2-algebra,
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cf. Section 5.3.

Here, we restrict our attention to the case of principal 2- and 3-bundles with strict

structure 2- and 3-groups. It is not easy to imagine that an analogous statement

fails to hold in the semistrict case or for higher principal n-bundles, and a proof for

these cases along similar lines to the ones below should exist.

Recall that the classical Poincaré lemma on 1-forms states that every closed 1-

form on a contractible domain is exact. In the language of principal U(1)-bundles,

this statement means a flat connection is gauge equivalent to the trivial connection

on the trivial bundle. A more general form of this statement arises by taking arbi-

trary Lie group G, which results in a non-abelian Poincaré lemma. In this section,

we aim to discuss the proofs of analogues statements on strict principal 2-bundles

in two different ways.

6.1.1 A generalized Poincaré lemma

The usual Poincaré lemma states that the equation dα = β involving some p- and

p + 1-forms α and β can be solved in an open, contractible region if and only if

dβ = 0. In [40], Jacobowitz presented a generalization of this statement which we

briefly review below. The precise definition of having local solutions is as follows.

Definition 6.1.1. We say that the equation dω = Ψp+1(x, ω) for a p-form ω is

solvable in a region D, if for each x ∈ D and for each ω0 ∈ ∧pT ∗M |x, there is an

open neighbourhood Ux ⊂ D and an ω ∈ Ωp(Ux) such that dω = Ψp+1(x, ω) and

ω|x = ω0.

The generalized Poincaré lemma reads then as follows.

Proposition 6.1.2. The equation dω = Ψp+1(x, ω) is solvable in a region D, if

for all x ∈ D there is a neighbourhood Ux such that for all ω0 ∈ Ωp(Ux) with

dω0 = Ψp+1(ω0) at x, we have dΨp+1(ω0) = 0 at x. This statement generalizes to

systems of such equations with forms ω of varying degree.

The proof found in [40] is a generalization of the usual proof of the Frobenius

theorem.
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Recall that the ordinary Frobenius theorem states that an involutive distribution

D on a manifold X (i.e. a smoothly varying family of subspaces of the tangent

bundle, on whose sections the Lie bracket of vector fields closes) corresponds to a

regular foliation of X by submanifolds N . In modern language, the distribution

is the annihilator of a differential ideal generated by 1-forms. Such a differential

ideal comes with integral submanifolds. That is, for each point p ∈ X, we have an

embedding i : Np↪→X such that p ∈ Np and i∗α = 0 for any form α in the differential

ideal. These integral submanifolds correspond to the leaves of the foliation of X.

It does not seem to be completely clear how to generalize this picture to higher

forms. The equation dω = Ψp+1(x, ω) is certainly again encoded in a differential

ideal which, however, is no longer generated exclusively by 1-forms. Such an ideal

forms an exterior differential system, which admits integral submanifolds if and only

if Cartan’s test is passed, cf. [19]. One issue with Cartan’s test is that it does not

work in the smooth, but only in the real analytic category. In Appendix E, we

present some partial generalization of the notion of distribution, which correspond

to a differential ideal. The conditions of Cartan’s test, however, do not seem to have

a clear interpretation in the context of generalized distributions.

Now let us review connective structures on local principal 2-bundles with strict

structure 2-group. Our main reference for this subsection is [6].

6.1.2 Local flat connective structures on strict principal 2-

bundles

A principal 2-bundle is essentially the non-abelian generalization of a gerbe, see

[17, 1, 8]. Connective structures on principal 2-bundles were discussed in detail in

[6]. Here, we will only need the local description over an open, contractible patch U

of a smooth manifold X and the only non-trivial data will be the local connective

structure over the patch U .

Principal 2-bundles come with a structure Lie 2-group. The most general Lie 2-

groups are notoriously difficult to handle, and we therefore restrict our attention in

this paper to strict such 2-groups. These are well-known to be equivalent to crossed
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modules of Lie groups, cf. [4], See also Definition 2.2.14.

Now applying the tangent functor to a crossed module of Lie groups, one can

obtain its corresponding crossed module of Lie algebras. We recall its definition.

A crossed module of Lie algebras (h
t−→ g,B) is a pair of Lie algebras g and h

together with a Lie algebra homomorphism t : h→ g and an action by derivation B

of g on h. The compatibility conditions here read as:

t(x B y) = [x, t(y)] and t(y1) B y2 = [y1, y2] (6.1)

for all x ∈ g and y, y1,2 ∈ h.

Here, we only need the local description of connective structures on strict princi-

pal 2-bundles as explained in [6]. Given an open, contractible patch U of a smooth

manifold X, a local connective structure over U of a principal 2-bundle with struc-

ture crossed module (H
t−→ G,B) is given by a Lie(G)-valued 1-form A together with

a Lie(H)-valued 2-form B over U . The corresponding curvatures read

F := dA+ 1
2
[A,A]− t(B) and H := dB + A B B . (6.2)

An equivalence relation on local connective structures is given by gauge transfor-

mations, which are parameterized by a G-valued function g together with a Lie(H)-

valued 1-form Λ as follows:

A 7→ Ã := g−1Ag + g−1dg − t(Λ) ,

B 7→ B̃ := g−1 B B − dΛ− Ã B Λ− 1
2
[Λ,Λ] ,

F 7→ F̃ := g−1Fg ,

H 7→ H̃ := g−1 B H − F̃ B Λ .

(6.3)

If a connective structure is to describe a consistent parallel transport of a 1-dimensional

object along a surface, the curvature F , also called “fake curvature” has to vanish.

Note that the equation F = 0 is invariant under gauge transformations (6.3), and

recall that a local connective structure (A,B) is flat, if F = 0 and H = 0. Note also

that a flat connective structure remains flat under gauge transformations (6.3). We
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now have all the ingredients in order to explain the proofs of the higher Poincaré

lemma on principal 2-bundles with strict structure 2-groups. The following subsec-

tion contains the first method.

6.1.3 Poincaré lemma for strict principal 2-bundles: Proof-I

The higher Poincaré lemma for principal 2-bundles reads as follows:

Theorem 6.1.3. For any flat local connective structure (A,B) on a contractible

patch U and any point p ∈ U , there is a neighbourhood Up of p such that (A,B) is

pure gauge. That is, it can be written as

A = g−1dg − t(Λ) ,

B = −dΛ− A B Λ− 1
2
[Λ,Λ] ,

(6.4)

for some G-valued function g and h-valued 1-form Λ on Up ⊂ U .

Proof. For simplicity, we assume that G and H are matrix groups. The proof is,

however, readily extended to the general case. We can rewrite equations (6.4) as

dg−1 = −Ag−1 − t(Λ)g−1 =: Ψ1(g,Λ) ,

dΛ = −B − A B Λ− 1
2
[Λ,Λ] =: Ψ2(g,Λ) .

(6.5)

We regard (6.5) as a system of equations of the form dω = Ψp+1(ω, x) with dim(G)

0-forms and dim(Lie(H)) 1-forms. To apply Proposition 6.1.2, we merely have to

show that dΨ1(g0,Λ0) = 0 and dΨ2(g0,Λ0) = 0 at any x ∈ U if F = H = 0 as well

as dg−1
0 = Ψ1(g0,Λ0) and dΛ0 = Ψ2(g0,Λ0) at x. We compute

dΨ1(g0,Λ0)|x =
(
−dAg−1

0 + A ∧ dg−1
0 − t(dΛ0)g−1

0 + t(Λ0) ∧ dg−1
0

)∣∣
x

=
(
A ∧ Ag−1

0 − t(B)g−1
0 + (A+ t(Λ0)) ∧Ψ1(g0,Λ0)− t(Ψ2(g0,Λ0))g−1

0 )
∣∣
x

= 0 ,

(6.6a)
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and

dΨ2(g0,Λ0)|x = (−dB − dA B Λ0 + A B dΛ0 − [dΛ0,Λ0])|x

= (A B B + (A ∧ A− t(B)) B Λ0 + (A+ t(Λ0)) B Ψ2(g0,Λ0))|x

= 0 .

(6.6b)

This proves that dΨ1(g0,Λ0) = 0 and dΨ2(g0,Λ0) = 0 at any x ∈ U for all (g0,Λ0)

satisfying (6.5) at x whenever F = 0 and H = 0. Therefore, applying Proposition

6.1.2 on (6.5) shows that being flatness guarantees the solvability of (6.5), and hence,

also (6.4) on U . According to Definition 6.1.1, this means that there is a solution in

a neighbourhood Up ⊂ U of each point p ∈ U .

Remark 6.1.4. Note that, in this proof we have assumed that (g0,Λ0) satisfying

(6.5) at x ∈⊂ U exists, for a contractible patch U , see also [40].

6.1.4 Poincaré lemma for strict principal 2-bundles: Proof-

II

We now come to the second proof of the Poincaré lemma, which yields the explicit

gauge transformation trivializing a flat local connective structure. Our proof will be

a direct generalization of that of [90], where the author constructs a solution to a

Cauchy problem, relating pullbacks of flat connections along homotopic maps by a

gauge transformation. On a contractible patch of a smooth manifold, flat connective

structures are therefore gauge equivalent to pullbacks along constant maps. This

implies that they are locally pure gauge. Thus, we state it as follows.

Theorem 6.1.5. (Higher Poincaré lemma) Flat local connective structures are

gauge equivalent to the trivial connective structure.

Now, let us set up our notations first. Let U be an open contractible patch of

a smooth manifold X. Over U × [0, 1], let (A,B) be a local connective structure

with underlying crossed module of Lie groups (H
t−→ G,B) with the corresponding

differential crossed module (h
t−→ g,B). To simplify our notation, we assume that

G and H are matrix groups. We decompose the differential forms A and B according
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to

A = Ax + dt At and B = Bx + dt Bt , (6.7)

where ∂
∂t
yAx = 0 and ∂

∂t
yBx = 0. Similarly, we decompose the exterior derivative

dω = dxω + dt
∂

∂t
ω = dxω + dt ω̇ . (6.8)

We are interested in solutions g ∈ C∞(U × [0, 1],G) and Λ ∈ Ω1(U × [0, 1], h) to

the following Cauchy problem, which arises by considering gauge transformations of

the components Ãt and B̃t to 0, cf. (6.3):

ġ = −At g + gt(Λt) ,

Λ̇x = g−1 B Bt + dxΛt +
(
g−1Axg + g−1dxg

)
B Λt

(6.9a)

with initial conditions

g(x, 0) = 1G and Λ(x, 0) = 0 for x ∈ U . (6.9b)

Remark 6.1.6. These Cauchy problems are the general ones. For instance, one

can take Λt = 0 to get another, but too strict one.

Proposition 6.1.7. Let (g,Λ) be a solution to the Cauchy problem (6.9). Then

− g−1
1 dg1 +

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y(g−1Fg) = g−1

1 Ax|t=1 g1 − Ax|t=0 − t(Λx)|t=1 , (6.10)

where g1 := g(x, 1) and F is the fake curvature of the local connective structure

(A,B).

Proof. First, using (6.9a), we readily compute

∂

∂t

(
g−1dxg

)
= −g−1(dxAt)g + t

(
g−1dxg B Λt

)
+ dxt(Λt) , (6.11)

and

∂

∂t

(
g−1Axg

)
= g−1

(
Ȧx + [At, Ax]

)
g + t(g−1Axg B Λt) . (6.12)
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Moreover,

g−1
1 dg1 = (g−1dx g)

∣∣
t=1

and dxg|t=0 = 0 . (6.13)

Now we would like to rewrite (6.11) and (6.12) in terms of the fake curvature of

(A,B). Note that

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y(g−1Fg) =

∫ 1

0

dt g−1
(
− dxAt + Ȧx + [At, Ax]− t(Bt)

)
g

=

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t

(
g−1dxg

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t

(
g−1Axg

)
−
∫ 1

0

dt t
(
g−1 B Bt + dxΛt +

(
g−1Axg + g−1dxg

)
B Λt

)
.

(6.14)

Using (6.9a) and (6.13), we can further simplify this to

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y(g−1Fg) = g−1

1 dg1 +

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
(g−1Axg)−

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
t(Λx) , (6.15)

which is obviously equivalent to (6.10).

Next, we prove an analogous statement involving the 3-form curvature H of

(A,B):

Proposition 6.1.8. Let (g,Λ) be a solution to the Cauchy problem (6.9). Then

dxΛ1 + g−1
1 dg1 B Λx|t=1 − (Λx ∧ Λx)|t=1 +

(
g−1

1 Ax|t=1 g1

)
B Λx|t=1

= −
∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y
(
g−1 B H − (g−1Fg) B Λ

)
+ g−1

1 B Bx

∣∣
t=1
− Bx|t=0 ,

(6.16)

where g1 := g(x, 1), Λ1 = Λ(x, 1) and F and H are the fake and 3-form curvatures

of a local connective structure (A,B).

Proof. In this case we have

dxΛx|t=0 = 0 and dxΛ1 = dxΛx|t=1 . (6.17)
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Moreover, by direct differentiation and using (6.9a), we obtain

∂

∂t
(dxΛx) = dx

(
g−1 B Bt + dxΛt + (g−1Axg + g−1dxg) B Λt

)
, (6.18a)

and

∂

∂t

(
g−1dxg B Λx

)
=
(
−g−1(dxAt)g + t(g−1dxg B Λt) + dxt(Λt)

)
B Λx

+ g−1dxg B
(
g−1 B Bt + dxΛt +

(
g−1Axg + g−1dxg

)
B Λt

)
.

(6.18b)

Thus, considering the expressions of the fake and the 3-curvatures of a local connec-

tive structure (A,B) yields

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y
(
− g−1Fg B Λ + g−1 B H

)
=

∫ 1

0

dt
(
g−1dxAtg B Λx − g−1

(
Ȧx + [At, Ax]

)
g B Λx

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
(
−g−1 (dxAx + Ax ∧ Ax) g B Λt + g−1t(Bx)g B Λt

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
(
g−1t(Bt)g B Λx + g−1 B

(
Ḃx + At B Bx − dxBt − Ax B Bt

))
.

(6.19)

But by direct differentiation and using (6.9a) we have

∂

∂t

(
(g−1Axg) B Λx

)
=
(
g−1

(
Ȧx + [At, Ax]

)
g
)
B Λx + t(g−1Axg B Λt) B Λx

+ (g−1Axg) B
(
g−1 B Bt + dxΛt + g−1Axg B Λt + g−1dxg B Λt

)
,

(6.20a)

and

∂

∂t

(
g−1 B Bx

)
=
(
g−1At − t(Λt)g

−1
)
B Bx + g−1 B Ḃx . (6.20b)
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Now applying (6.9a), after combining (6.18a), (6.18b), (6.20a) and (6.20b), gives

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y
(
− g−1Fg B Λ + g−1 B H

)
=

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
(−dxΛx) +

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t

(
−g−1dxg B Λx

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t

(
−(g−1Axg) B Λx

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t

(
g−1 B Bx

)
+

∫ 1

0

dt
(
t(Λ̇x) B Λx

)
. (6.21)

After simplification of (6.21) using (6.9b) and (6.17), we finally arrive at

dxΛ1+g−1
1 dg1 B Λx|t=1 − (Λx ∧ Λx)|t=1 +

(
g−1

1 Ax|t=1 g1

)
B Λx|t=1

= −
∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y
(
−g−1Fg B Λ + g−1 B H

)
+ g−1

1 B Bx|t=1 −Bx|t=0 .

(6.22)

We can now follow [90] further and consider homotopic maps h0,1(x) : U ⇒ V

between local patches U and V of some smooth manifolds. Let h(x, t) : U×[0, 1]→ V

with h(x, 0) = h0(x) and h(x, 1) = h1(x) be a homotopy satisfying ∂
∂t
h(x, t)|t=0,1 =

0. Because the pullback is compatible with the wedge product and the exterior

derivative, Propositions 6.1.7 and 6.1.8 yield the following corollary.

Corollary 6.1.9. The pullbacks of a local connective structure (A,B) on the patch

V of some manifold along homotopic maps h0,1 : U ⇒ V are related as follows:

−g−1
1 dg1 + t(Λ1,x) +

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y(g−1h∗(F)g) = g−1

1 h∗1(Ax)g1 − h∗0Ax , (6.23a)

dxΛ1 +
(
g−1

1 h∗1(Ax)g1

)
B Λ1,x + (g−1

1 dg1) B Λ1,x − (Λ1,x ∧ Λ1,x)

= −
∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y
(
g−1 B h∗H − g−1h∗(F)g B Λ

)
+ g−1

1 B h∗1Bx − h∗0Bx ,
(6.23b)

where h denotes a homotopy between h0 and h1 with ∂
∂t
h(x, t)|t=0,1 = 0, (g,Λ) is a

solution of the Cauchy problem (6.9) and g1 = g(x, 1), Λ1 = Λ(x, 1). In particular,

the pullbacks for flat connective structures are gauge equivalent.

This corollary can now be used to prove the Poincaré lemma. Consider an open
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contractible patch U of a smooth manifold and regard it as a subset of some vector

space Rd containing the origin 0U . We are interested in the homotopy h(x, t) :

U × [0, 1] → U with h(x, t) = xtk(t) between U and the point 0U ∈ U , where k(t)

is a smooth function such that k′(t)|t=0,1 = 0, k(0) = 0 and k(1) = 1. Note that

the pullback of the connective structure on U along h0 vanishes, which implies our

main result Theorem 6.1.5.

6.1.5 Local flat connective structures on principal 3-bundles

Principal 3-bundles are one step further in the categorification of principal bundles,

and form non-abelian generalizations of 2-gerbes. The full description of principal

3-bundles with connective structures is found in [69], see also [55, 43] for partial

earlier accounts.

Principal 3-bundles use Lie 3-groups as structure 3-groups, and we shall restrict

ourselves to semistrict 3-groups for simplicity. Just as strict Lie 2-groups are cate-

gorically equivalent to crossed modules of Lie 2-groups, semistrict Lie 3-groups are

equivalent to 2-crossed modules of Lie groups. We therefore start by recalling the

latter notion [28].

Definition 6.1.10. A 2-crossed module of Lie groups is a normal complex of Lie

groups (i.e. a complex of Lie groups in which each image of t is a normal subgroup

of the next group)

L
t−−−→ H

t−−−→ G , (6.24)

together with an action, B, of G on H and L by automorphism as well as a G-

equivariant binary map {·, ·} : H× H −→ L satisfying the following conditions. For

all h, h1,2,3 ∈ H, g ∈ G and `, `1,2 ∈ L, we have

(i) t (g B `) = g B t(`) and t(g B h) = gt(h)g−1,

(ii) t ({h1, h2}) =
(
h1h2h

−1
1

) (
t(h1) B h−1

2

)
,

(iii) {t(`1), t(`2)} = `1`2`
−1
1 `−1

2 := [`1, `2],

(iv) {h1h2, h3} = {h1, h2h3h
−1
2 } (t(h1) B {h2, h3}),
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(v) {h1, h2h3} = {h1, h2}{h1, h3}{t ({h1, h3})−1 , t(h1) B h2},

(vi) {h, t(`)} = ({t(`), h})−1 ` (t(h) B `−1).

The map {·, ·} is called the Peiffer lifting and measures the failure of (H
t−→ G,B)

to be a crossed module. Sometimes we use L −→ H −→ G to denote 2-crossed modules.

Lie 2-crossed modules are generalizations of Lie crossed modules. In particular, if

the Peiffer lifting is trivial, then (6.24) becomes a crossed module. Moreover, we

can obtain a Lie crossed module from the given Lie 2-crossed module in (6.24) by

considering (L
t−→ H,B) together with the induced action

h B ` := `{t(`)−1, h} (6.25)

for all h ∈ H and ` ∈ L. Note that here all the conditions in Definition 2.2.14 follow

using (i), (ii) and (vi) from Definition 6.1.10.

Applying the tangent functor to the normal sequence (6.24), we obtain the ax-

ioms for 2-crossed modules of Lie algebras. Here, let us recall the definition of

differential Lie 2-crossed modules.

Let (l, h, g) be a triple of Lie algebras. A 2-crossed module of Lie algebras (or a

differential Lie 2-crossed module) is a normal complex1 of Lie algebras

l
t−−−→ h

t−−−→ g , (6.26)

together with actions B of g on l and h by derivation as well as a g-equivariant

bilinear map, {·, ·} : h× h −→ l satisfying the conditions

(i) t(x B z) = x B t(z) and t(x B y) = [x, t(y)],

(ii) t ({y1, y2}) = [y1, y2] − t(y1) B y2,

(iii) {t(z1), t(z2)} = [z1, z2],

(iv) {[y1, y2], y3} = t(y1) B {y2, y3} + {y1, [y2, y3]}

− t(y2) B {y1, y3} − {y2, [y1, y3]},
1i.e. a complex in which the image of each term is an ideal of the next
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(v) {y1, [y2, y2]} = {t ({y1, y2}) , y3} − {t ({y1, y3}) , y2},

(vi) −{t(z), y} = {y, t(z)} + t(y) B z,

for every x ∈ g, y, y1,2,3 ∈ h, and z, z1,2 ∈ l.

Note also that a Lie 2-crossed module of Lie groups can be partially linearized to

obtain more general actions, as e.g. the action of G onto h. More details on 2-crossed

modules can be found in [55, 69].

The local description of a connective structure on a principal 3-bundle is now

readily given, cf. [69].

Let U be a contractible patch of a smooth manifold X. A local connective

structure over U of a principal 3-bundle with structure 2-crossed module
(
L −→

H −→ G, B, {·, ·}
)

can be expressed as a triple of Lie algebra valued forms (A,B,C),

where A ∈ Ω1 (U, Lie(G)), B ∈ Ω2 (U, Lie(H)) and C ∈ Ω3 (U, Lie(L)). Corresponding

curvatures are defined according to

F := dA+
1

2
[A,A]− t(B) ,

H := dB + A B B − t(C) , G := dC + A B C + {B,B} .
(6.27)

Gauge transformations act on the Lie algebra valued forms according to

A 7→ Ã := g−1Ag + g−1dg − t(Λ) ,

B 7→ B̃ := g−1 B B − (d + Ã B)Λ− 1
2
t(Λ) B Λ− t(Σ) ,

C 7→ C̃ := g−1 B C −
(

(d + Ã B) + t(Λ) B
)

Σ + {B̃ + 1
2
(d + Ã B)Λ

+ 1
2
[Λ,Λ], Λ}+ {Λ, B̃ − 1

2
(d + Ã B)Λ− 1

2
[Λ,Λ]} ,

F 7→ F̃ := g−1Fg ,

H 7→ H̃ := g−1 B H− F̃ B Λ ,

G 7→ G̃ := g−1 B G−
(
F̃ B (Σ− 1

2
{Λ,Λ})

)
+ {Λ, H̃}

− {H̃,Λ} − {Λ, F̃ B Λ} ,

(6.28)

where g is a G-valued function and Λ and Σ are Lie(H) and Lie(L)-valued 1- and

2-forms, respectively.
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For consistency of the parallel transport described by this local connective struc-

ture, it is necessary that both the 2- and 3-form fake curvatures F and H vanish.

Moreover, a local connective structure (A,B,C) is said to be flat, if all curvatures

vanish: F = 0, H = 0 and G = 0. Again, note that as in the case of principal

2-bundles, flat connective structures on principal 3-bundles remain flat under the

gauge transformations (6.28).

6.1.6 Comments on the proofs of Poincaré lemma for prin-

cipal 3-bundles

An interesting aspect of our proof in Subsection 6.1.4 is that it is not necessary to

extend the interval [0, 1] used in the case of ordinary principal 2-bundles to [0, 1]2.

The latter arises if one wants to define the general transport 2-functor from the path

2-groupoid to the delooping of the strict Lie 2-group corresponding to the crossed

module H→ G, cf. [73].

Therefore, and since all the terms in the formulas contained in our proof have

clear meanings, one can in principle readily generalize our proof to the case of local

connective structures on principal 3-bundles. Let us here concisely summarize and

give the important steps in proving the Poincaré lemma on principal 3-bundles.

We start from a local connective structure (Â, B̂, Ĉ) on U × [0, 1], where U is a

contractible patch of a smooth manifold. Let L→ H→ G be the relevant 2-crossed

module and Lie(L) → Lie(H) → Lie(G) the corresponding linearization. Then the

Poincaré lemma reads as follows.

Theorem 6.1.11. For any flat local connective structure (A,B,C) on a patch U

and any point p ∈ U , there is a neighbourhood Up ⊂ U of p such that (A,B,C) is

pure gauge. That is, it can be written as

A = g−1dg − t(Λ) ,

B = −(d + A B)Λ− 1
2
t(Λ) B Λ− t(Σ) ,

C = − ((d + A B) + t(Λ) B) Σ + {B + 1
2
(d + A B)Λ + 1

2
[Λ,Λ], Λ}

+ {Λ, B − 1
2
(d + A B)Λ− 1

2
[Λ,Λ]} ,

(6.29)
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for some G-valued function g, Lie(H)-valued 1-form Λ and Lie(L)-valued 2-form Σ

on Up.

Proof. The proof is fully analogous to that of theorem 6.1.3, but considerably more

involved. We therefore only outline the computations. First, we rewrite (6.29) as

follows.

dg−1 = −Ag−1 − t(Λ)g−1 =: Ψ1(g,Λ,Σ) ,

dΛ = −B − A B Λ− 1
2
t(Λ) B Λ− t(Σ) =: Ψ2(g,Λ,Σ) ,

dΣ = −C − A B Σ− t(Λ) B Σ + {B + 1
2
(d + A B)Λ + 1

2
[Λ,Λ], Λ}

+ {Λ, B − 1
2
(d + A B)Λ− 1

2
[Λ,Λ]} =: Ψ3(g,Λ,Σ) .

(6.30)

Proposition 6.1.2 guarantees that (6.30) are solvable on U , if dΨ1,2,3(g0,Λ0,Σ0) van-

ish at any x ∈ U if F = H = G = 0 as well as

dg−1
0 |x = Ψ1(g0,Λ0,Σ0)|x , dΛ0|x = Ψ2(g0,Λ0,Σ0)|x , dΣ0|x = Ψ3(g0,Λ0,Σ0)|x .

(6.31)

We now have to rewrite dΨ1,2,3(g0,Λ0,Σ0) in terms of quantities which we know at

x. The exterior derivative will hit either a potential n-form or a gauge parameter.

The exterior derivatives of the gauge parameters are given in (6.30) and the exterior

derivatives of the potential n-forms can be rewritten using the flatness equations

F = H = G = 0.

Putting everything together, we find after a lengthy calculation that given (6.31),

dΨ1,2,3(g0,Λ0,Σ0) indeed vanish for flat local connective structures. Again, solvabil-

ity of (6.30) over U implies that for all p ∈ U there exists a neighbourhood Up over

which (6.30) have a solution.

Moreover, the second method of proof follows by constructing the Cauchy prob-

lem, which is again given by equations stating that the components of the connective
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structures along dt can be gauged away. Here, we have

ġ = −Atg + gt(Λt) ,

Λ̇x = g−1 B Bt + dxΛt + (g−1Axg + g−1dxg) B Λt − t(Σt) ,

Σ̇x = g−1 B Ct + . . . ,

(6.32)

where . . . stands for terms easily read off from equations (6.28). As their explicit

forms are not illuminating, we suppress them here. This will then lead to statements

analogous to Propositions 6.1.7 and 6.1.8, which are of the form

∫ 1

0

dt
∂

∂t
y(K̃) =

˜̂
P |t=1 − P̂ |t=0 . (6.33)

Here, P̂ is the potential n-form for n = 1, 2, 3 and K̂ is the corresponding curvature

n+ 1-form. Furthermore,
˜̂
P and

˜̂
K denote gauge transformed objects.

These equations describe the relation between pullbacks of a local connective

structure along homotopic maps. In particular, they imply that the pullbacks of flat

local connective structures along homotopic maps are gauge equivalent. Considering

again the homotopy h(x, t) : U × [0, 1] → U with h(x, t) = xtk(t) implies that flat

local connective structures are pure gauge.

6.2 Higher integrability

Recall that for a matrix Lie group G, and its Lie algebra g, the linear system

∇g := (d + A)g = 0 , (6.34)

where A is a g-valued 1-form, g is a G-valued smooth function and d is a differential

arises in the expressions of gauge fields of classical gauge theory. Moreover, the

linear system in (6.34) has solution if and only if the curvature F = dA + 1
2
[A,A]

vanishes.

Proposition 6.2.1. The linear system in (6.34) has a solution if and only if ∇2 = 0.

Proof. Now acting with ∇ on (6.34), we obtain ∇(∇g) = 0, which is equivalent to
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Fg := (∇)2g = 0. Note that the product in Fg = 0 is just an ordinary matrix

product. Multiplying by g−1 from the right, we see that the existence of a solution

g requires that the curvature F of ∇ to vanish. Moreover, re-arranging equation

(6.34) directly yields the relation A = gdg−1, implying F = 0.

In this section, we demonstrate how these statements and conditions can be

translated to linear systems involving local connective structures on principal 2-

bundles with strict structure 2-group. To do these we use the idea of constructing

L∞-algebras from A∞-algebras by antisymmetrization of the products, cf. [81, 82,

80]. This process resolves the issue of establishing a higher analogue of having a

matrix Lie group structure.

The approach is motivated by the observations of the linear integrable systems

(6.34) that uses the matrix Lie algebra g, which is a particular example of a 2-term

A∞-algebra.

Recall that an associative 2-term A∞-algebra is a graded vector space

A := A−1 ⊕A0 := h⊕ g together with “products” m1 : A → A and m2 : A⊗2 → A

of degrees 1 and 0, respectively, such that

m1◦m1 = 0 , m1◦m2 = m2◦(m1⊗1+1⊗m1) , m2◦(1⊗m2−m2⊗1) = 0 . (6.35)

The first equation says that m1 is a differential, the second equation states the

compatibility between this differential and the product m2 and the third equation

implies that the product m2 is associative. We use the usual sign convention for the

maps mi:

(mi ⊗mj)(a1 ⊗ a2) = (−1)m̃j ã1mi(a1)⊗mj(a2) , (6.36)

where ã1 denotes the total parity of a1 ∈ A⊗i and m̃j := 2− j.

In the next subsection, we will explain the construction of a 2-term A∞-algebra

from the corresponding 2-term L∞-algebra at least for the very particular case. The

general statement needs further study.
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6.2.1 Higher integrability on strict principal 2-bundles

In order to write down equation (6.34), it is crucial to have a matrix Lie group such

that the expressions dg and Ag make sense. Analogously, we consider a crossed

module of matrix Lie groups H
t−→ G, which yields matrix products between elements

of g := Lie(G) and G as well as h := Lie(H) and H. The Lie brackets are recovered by

antisymmetrization of the matrix product. For our construction, we need a further

product which turns into the action B: g × h → h upon antisymmetrization. As

we will explain now, the right context to look for such a product is an associative

2-term A∞-algebra.

Thus, if we antisymmetrize the products mi to antisymmetric products µi, we

obtain a 2-term L∞-algebra, cf. [81, 82, 80]. Associative 2-term L∞-algebras, in

turn, are equivalent to crossed modules of Lie algebras. In more explicit form, the

group homomorphism t is identified with m1 = µ1, the commutator on g := A0 is

given by µ2 : g × g → g, the action of g onto h := A−1 is given by µ2 : g × h → h

and the commutator on h is given by µ2 ◦ (µ1 ⊗ 1). Altogether, we conclude that

the higher analogue of demanding a matrix Lie algebra structure instead of merely

a Lie algebra structure implies to ask for an A∞-algebra underlying the L∞-algebra

corresponding to the crossed module of Lie algebras. Finally, we also need that the

A∞-product can be continued to products between the A∞-algebra and the crossed

module of Lie groups H
t−→ G, such that we have products of the form

m2 : A0×G→ A0 , m2 : A0×H→ A−1 and m2 : A−1×G→ A−1 . (6.37)

We now arrived at a complete higher analogue of having a matrix Lie group struc-

ture. Here we give a non-trivial example to illustrate the above construction.

Example 6.2.2. Consider the crossed module of Lie groups (H
t−→ G) with G = H =

GL(n,C), t = id, and the action B is just the adjoint action. Then the product m2
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on the respective elements can be defined by

m2(a, b) :=



ab a, b ∈ G ∪ Lie(G)

ab a ∈ G ∪ Lie(G) , b ∈ H ∪ Lie(H) ,

ab−1 a ∈ Lie(H) , b ∈ G ,

−ab a ∈ Lie(H) , b ∈ Lie(G) .

(6.38)

This gives us at least one example for the construction given above.

In general, it is not clear to us how to establish such an A∞-algebra for an

arbitrary crossed module of Lie algebras h→ g, but we strongly suspect that there

is such a construction, cf. Example 6.2.2. So, we provide the following conjecture.

Conjecture 6.2.3. For a differential crossed module h → g, there is a 2-term

A∞-algebra A := A−1 ⊕ A0 ⊇ h ⊕ g together with “products” m1 : A → A and

m2 : A⊗2 → A of degrees 1 and 0, respectively, such that antisymmetrization of

the products mi gives the antisymmetric products µi of the corresponding 2-term

L∞-algebra.

In this section, instead of using the conjecture, we could impose a restriction to

crossed modules admitting such a construction. This set is not empty, as the above

example shows.

Remark 6.2.4. The A∞-algebra A = A−1 ⊕ A0, resulting from this construction

may contain the crossed module as a 2-term L∞-subalgebra and therefore might be

larger than g⊕ h.

Now to deal with local connective structures and their curvatures, we have to

allow for differential forms on some contractible region U taking values in the sub-

algebra h⊕ g of the A∞-algebra A = A−1 ⊕A0. Recall that Ω•(U) is a differential

graded algebra, can be viewed as an A∞-algebra and there is a natural tensor prod-

uct between differential graded algebras and A∞-algebras. This product yields an

A∞-algebra Ã := Ω•(U)⊗A where the total degree of an element is the sum of the

degree in A and its form degree. The products are given by

m̃1(a) := da+ (−1)pm1(a) and m̃2 = m2 (6.39)
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for a ∈ Ωp(U)⊗A. For the purpose of simplification, we shall write a∗b := m̃2(a, b).

To rewrite these products in terms of the maps t and B of the crossed module which

are independent of the form degree, we choose the convention of moving all form

degrees to the left. Whenever two odd elements are moved past each other, a sign

has to be inserted. For example, we have

A ∗B +B ∗ A :=m̃2(A,B) + m̃2(B,A)

=dxµ ∧ dxν ∧ dxκ(m2(Aµ,
1
2
Bνκ)−m2(1

2
Bνκ, Aµ))

=dxµ ∧ dxν ∧ dxκ(Aµ B 1
2
Bνκ)

=:A B B ,

(6.40)

where we used some coordinates (xµ) on U to illustrate the case. In the following

subsection, we will provide a brief explanation how we employ the above construction

on proving the statements of higher integrability conditions on principal 2-bundles

with strict structure Lie 2-groups.

6.2.2 Higher flatness as integrability condition

The above constructions now suggest a higher generalization of the covariant deriva-

tive d + A to the operator

∇ := m̃1 + A ∗ −B∗ , (6.41)

where we inserted a sign for convenience. This operator will act on formal sums

consisting of differential forms with values in G, g and h. The detailed action is

given in the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2.5. For g ∈ Ω0(U) ⊗ G, X ∈ Ωp(U) ⊗ g and Y ∈ Ωq(U) ⊗ h, we have

the following equations:

∇(g +X + Y ) = dg + dX + dY + (−1)qt(Y ) + Ag + AX + A ∗ Y

−B ∗ g −B ∗X , (6.42a)
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∇2(g +X + Y ) = F ∗ (g +X + Y )−H ∗ (g +X + Y ) . (6.42b)

Proof. The expression in (6.42a) is a direct consequence of the definitions of ∇ in

(6.41) and m̃1 and m̃2.

To compute (6.42b), recall that m̃1 satisfies by definition a Leibniz rule

m̃1(a ∗ b) := m̃1(a) ∗ b+ (−1)ãa ∗ m̃1(b) . (6.43)

Then we obtain

∇2(g +X + Y ) = ∇
(
m̃1(g +X + Y ) + A ∗ (g +X + Y )−B ∗ (g +X + Y )

)
= m̃1

(
A ∗ (g +X + Y )−B ∗ (g +X + Y )

)
+

+ A ∗ m̃1(g +X + Y )−B ∗ m̃1(g +X + Y )+

+ A ∗ A ∗ (g +X + Y )− A ∗B ∗ (g +X + Y )+

−B ∗ A(g +X)−B ∗ A ∗ Y −B ∗B ∗ (g +X)

= m̃1(A) ∗ (g +X + Y )− m̃1(B) ∗ (g +X + Y )+

+ A ∗ A ∗ (g +X + Y )− A ∗B ∗ (g +X)−B ∗ A(g +X)

= F(g +X) + F ∗ Y −H ∗ (g +X) ,

(6.44)

which is the required expression, since H ∗ Y = 0.

Now we have everything at our disposal to consider the higher analogue of the

linear system (6.34) in the context of local connective structures on principal 2-

bundles with structure strict Lie 2-groups. And hence we have the following theorem,

which is also the main result of this section.

Theorem 6.2.6. For g ∈ Ω0(U)⊗ G, and Λ ∈ Ω1(U)⊗ h, the expression

∇(g − Λ ∗ g) = 0 (6.45)

implies that the local connective structure (A,B) is pure gauge and that the curvature

∇2 = (F −H) vanishes.
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Proof. Using Lemma 6.2.5 with X = 0 and Y = −Λ ∗ g, we obtain

∇(g−Λ∗ g) = dg− (dΛ)∗ g−Λ∗ (dg) + t(Λ)g+Ag−A∗Λ∗ g−B ∗ g = 0 . (6.46)

We can split this expression by form degree into

0 = dg + Ag + t(Λ)g , (6.47a)

and

B ∗ g = (−dΛ− A B Λ) ∗ g − Λ ∗ (dg + Ag) . (6.47b)

The expression in (6.47a) states that A is pure gauge, whereas (6.47b) needs further

simplification. Thus, to reformulate it, we need −1
2
[Λ,Λ], which can be obtained

from

Λ ∗ t(Λ) = 1
2

(
Λ ∗ t(Λ) + Λ ∗ t(Λ)− m̃1(Λ ∗ Λ)

)
= 1

2

(
Λ ∗ t(Λ)− t(Λ) ∗ Λ) = −1

2
t(Λ) B Λ

= −1
2
[Λ,Λ] , (6.48)

where we use the Leibniz rule as m̃1 is a derivation with respect to m̃2 and the

Peiffer identity2. Thus, using (6.48) together with Y ∗ g ∗ g−1 = Y , we can simplify

the expression in (6.47b) as

B = −dΛ− A B Λ− 1
2
[Λ,Λ] . (6.49)

Therefore, from (6.47a) and (6.49), we conclude that the local connective structure

(A,B) is pure gauge. A local connective structure which is pure gauge is clearly

flat. Equivalently, Lemma 6.2.5 implies

0 = ∇2(g − Λ ∗ g) = (F −H) ∗ (g − Λ ∗ g), (6.50)

which also leads to the same conclusion, since the expression (g−Λ∗ g) is invertible

2cf. Definition 2.2.14
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with inverse (g−1 + Λ ∗ g−1). See also [36] for the general discussion on the inverse

of a sum of matrices.

Altogether, we have shown how the usual solution and integrability condition for

the linear system (6.34) can be translated to the categorified case (6.45) by means

of an associative 2-term A∞-algebra.

6.2.3 Comments on principal 3-bundles

Finally, let us comment on the case of a local connective structure on principal

3-bundles. Again, the extension of our results in the previous subsection to the

case of local connective structures on principal 3-bundles is more or less a mere

technicality. One starts from an associative 3-term A∞-algebra whose products

extend to a 2-crossed module of matrix Lie groups. The covariant derivative is

extended by adding a 3-form potential and the generalizations of the linear system

(6.45) is rather straightforward. The same holds for the derivation of the analogous

statements in Lemma 6.2.5 and Theorem 6.2.6.
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Summary and application

In this chapter we present a summary of the main results and a possible application

of our constructions.

On the one hand, for spin groups Spin(n), the nature of the string group String(n),

n ≥ 3 is topological, on the other hand it has applications in mathematical physics

and higher geometry. Thus, in order to use it as structure 2-group of principal 2-

bundles, we need a smooth structure. Therefore, we considered the smooth 2-group

model by Schommer-Pries as reviewed in Chapter 3, which is finite dimensional and

allows us to do differential geometry, hence the construction of the known string

Lie 2-algebra, Theorem 5.2.5. Moreover, the concept of internalization was used

to define principal smooth 2-group bundles as internal functors and their cocycle

descriptions, cf. Chapter 4, which are generalizations of principal Lie 2-group bun-

dles in [92] as internal functors in Man∞Cat. Furthermore, in Chapter 4, we have

commented on a more general description of principal smooth 2-group bundles over

Lie groupoids as generalized internal functors, cf. Appendix D. This might lead to

a more general notion in this context.

The purpose of the explicit description of the equations of higher gauge theory

with string 2-group in Chapter 5 might open a door to construct a particular example

of solutions. Here, we want to apply this for the simplest case by considering a

principal Swλ -bundle over the base manifold X = R
4 \ {0}, with a covering U � X

where G = Spin(4) ∼= SU(2) × SU(2). This example is taken form our paper [30,

Section 6].
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One of the obvious candidate for dynamical constraint on such connective struc-

tures is the self-dual string equation in R4. In higher gauge theory, the self-dual

string is known to satisfy the equations1,

F = dA+ 1
2
[A,A] = 0 and H = dB − 1

3!
µ3(A,A,A) = ∗dΦ , (7.1)

where the local connective structures on a principal Sw
λ -bundle is described by a

spin(4)-valued 1-form A together with a u(1)-valued 2-form B. Additionally, we

have a u(1)-valued function Φ.

Note that the first expression in (7.1) is the fake-curvature condition, which im-

plies that A is pure gauge, cf. Section 6.1 and we write

A = π(v)−1dπ(v) for some v ∈ C∞(U, V1), cf. Chapter 5. Moreover, since2

dµ3(−,−,−) = 0, we have d ∗ dΦ = 0. Hence, Φ is a harmonic function on R4\{0}.

Thus, we can set Φ = 1
R2 , where R is the distance from the origin in R4. Conse-

quently, we can obtain two extreme solutions (A,B) that satisfy the second equation

in (7.1).

One is v = 1Sw
λ

, hence A = 0 and

B = 3
8
dxµ ∧ dxνεµνκλ

xκ
(
R2 arctan

(
rλ

xλ

)
− rλxλ

)
R2(rλ)3

, rλ =
√
|x|2 − (xλ)2 . (7.2)

The other being B = 0 and

π(v) =

 1

R

 x1 + ix2 x3 + ix4

−x3 + ix4 x1 − ix2

 , 1

 . (7.3)

The first one is a reformulation of the solution given in [60], the second one is

an adaptation of the standard gerbe over S3 ∼ SU(2). Note that the content of

π(v) in the second solution can be partially gauged into the other SU(2) contained

in Spin(4).

It is also easy to deduce that the above two solutions are gauge equivalent as

1See cf. e.g. [68] or [62].
2In the string Lie 2-algebra, µ3 ∈ H3(g,R) ∼= H3

dR(G).
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one would expect. This is because, we have the same Φ, hence it is gauge invariant

and thus, the same holds trivially for H. Since both solutions have the same Φ and

thus the same H, this implies that they are gauge equivalent.

Altogether, we found that a solution to the non-abelian self-dual string equation

(7.1) is gauge equivalent to the usual abelian one. The reason for this was the

imposed fake curvature relation F = 0, which guarantees that parallel transport of

strings along surfaces is reparameterization invariant, see e.g. [74].In this case, this

equation has no physical relevance for self-dual strings, as the string is perpendicular

to the space R4\{0}, there is no parallel transport within R4\{0}. For more details

on this point, see [62]. A study of non-abelian self-dual string solutions which do

not satisfy the fake curvature condition is beyond the scope of this thesis, and we

therefore postpone it to future work.

Finally, the proofs of the Poincaré lemma and the integrability conditions on

higher principal bundles, cf. Chapter 6 introduce useful approaches to establish

generalizations of the known terms and notions to higher structures that might

be of interest to both physicists and mathematicians working on higher geometry.

For instance, the conjecture in Section 6.2 might give ample motivation for further

research in the area.

To finalize this thesis, I would like to mention one important point. The most

difficult step in constructing a more general solution of an equation in higher gauge

theory in this context is finding the “appropriate” model semistrict 2-term L∞-

algebra, which is equivalent to the string Lie 2-algebra.
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Weak-equivalences in LieGrpd

A Lie groupoid functor p : G → H is a weak-equivalence if the smooth map

tpr1 : G0 p0
×H0,tH1 → H0 (A.1)

is a surjective submersion. And the following diagram is a pullback of smooth

manifolds.

G1

G0 × G0

H1

H0 ×H0

(s, t)

p1

p0 × p0

(s, t)

In other words, p is a weak-equivalence if it is a fully faithful, essentially surjective

Lie groupoid functor.
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Slice (2)-categories

We now give the definition of slice (bi)categories.

Let C be a small category together with an object X ∈ C . The slice category of

C over the object X is a category denoted by C /X and has objects f : Y → X, for

any object Y ∈ C , which are morphisms in C , and morphisms between two objects

f : Y → X and g : Z → X are commuting triangles of the form

X h //

f   

Y

g
��

Z

i.e. elements h ∈ C (Y, Z) with g ◦ h = f . This can be generalized to bicategories as

follows.

For a weak 2-category C and an object X ∈ C , the slice weak 2-category C /X

consists of the following data. The objects of C /X are the 1-morphisms of C with

codomain X. The 1-morphisms of C /X between objects f : Y → X and g : Z → X

are pairs (h, χ), where h : Y → Z is a 1-morphism of C and χ : f ⇒ gh is a

2-isomorphism in C :

Y
h //

f   

Z

g
~~

χ 3;

X

Finally, consider two 1-morphisms (h1, χ1) and (h2, χ2) between f : Y → X and

g : Z → X in C /X. The 2-morphisms from (h1, χ1) to (h2, χ2) are 2-morphisms

ξ : h1 ⇒ h2 of C such that χ2(f) = (gξ)χ1(f).
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The weak 2-category Bibun//G

The objective of this appendix is to give the definition of the weak 2-category

Bibun//G and to remark on the definition of principal G-bundles using objects of

the weak 2-category Bibun//G. We start by defining action of 2-group objects in

any 2-category C as discussed in [71].

Definition C.1. Given a 2-group object G in a weak 2-category C with finite prod-

ucts, a G-object in C is an object X in C together with a 1-morphism fB : G×X → X

as well as the 2-isomorphisms aα : fB ⊗ (m × idX ) =⇒ fB ⊗ (idG × fB) and

lB : α⊗ (e× idX ) =⇒ idX , such that the following diagrams 2-commute:

G × G × X m×idX //

idG×fB
��

G × X
fB
��

aB

qy
G × X

fB
// X

∗ × X e×idX //

pr2
��

G × X
fB
��

lB

rzX
idX

// X

Moreover, certain coherence axioms for aB and lB are satisfied, cf. [71].

We now restrict the above notion to Bibun in order to discuss the weak 2-category

Bibun//G.

Let G be a smooth 2-group. Then we can define the weak 2-category Bibun//G

as follows:

• objects are G-objects in Bibun, that is quadruples (X , BB, aB, lB), where

BB : G × X → X (C.1)
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is a right principal bibundle, can be called as the left action of G on X , and

aB and lB are bibundle isomorphisms

aB : BB ⊗ (Bm × 1) =⇒ BB ⊗ (1×BB) , (C.2)

lB : BB ⊗ (e× 1) =⇒ 1 (C.3)

satisfying some coherence conditions. See [71] for the definition of action of a

group object and the coherence conditions.

• a 1-morphism between (X , BB, aB, lB) and (Z, BB, aB, lB) is a pair (B,χ), which

consists of a right principal bibundle B : X → Z and a bibundle isomorphism

χ : BB⊗ (1×B) =⇒ B⊗BB subject to a certain coherence condition, cf. [71].

• a 2-morphism between the 1-morphisms (B1, χ) and (B2, η) is a bibundle iso-

morphism ξ : B1 =⇒ B2 subject to a commutative diagram, cf. [71].

Thus, a principal smooth 2-group bundle over a smooth manifold X consists of

objects (P , BB) and (X, pr2) in Bibun//G together with a 1-morphism (Bπ, χ) of

these objects Bπ : (P , BB)→ (X, pr2) and an equivalence (BB, pr2) : G×P → P×XP

in Bibun/X, see also Proposition 2.2.13 and Section 4.2.
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Generalized internal functors in

Bibun

Here we introduce the notion of generalized internal functors in Bibun, which is

important to generalize the previously discussed smooth 2-group principal 2-bundles,

see also Subsection 4.4. So, similar to generalized morphisms in LieGrpd, we can

define generalized internal functors in Bibun as follows.

Definition D.1. Let C and D be internal categoris in Bibun, then a generalized

internal functor R : C → D consists of internal functors in Bibun

C
∆←−− E

Φ−−→ D , (D.1)

where E is an internal category equivalent to C , and ∆ is an equivalence, which is

an equivalence of internal categories keeping the smooth structures on them. Thus,

as right principal bibundles, we demand both ∆0 and ∆1 are bibundle equivalences.

This gives a more general description of the previously known constructions. A

particular case of this definition is also found in [34]. The authors have discussed

Lie 2-groupoid generalized morphisms in order to give a general definition of strict

principal 2-bundles1 over Lie groupoids. Recall that Lie 2-groupoids are special

examples of internal categories in Bibun.

1By strict principal 2-bundles we mean principal 2-bundles with strict structure 2-groups.
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Now let us discuss some examples by considering the particular cases.

Example D.2 ([34], Ordinary principal G-bundles). Consider a principal G-bundle

P over a smooth manifold X. In the language of generalized internal functors, we

express it as

X ⇒ X

X ⇒ X

P ×X P ⇒ P ×X P

P ⇒ P

G⇒ G

∗⇒ ∗

s t s t s t
∆ Ψ

where all the bibundles are bundlizations of smooth maps. To be precise, the right

principal bibundles Ψi, for i = 0, 1 are bundlizations of the smooth maps obtained

from the principal left G-action on P and ∆i, for i = 0, 1 are also bundlizations of

the surjective submersion π : P −→ X, which is an equivalence. Here, if we take a

good cover U ↪→ X and the corresponding cocycles (gij), we will have an expression

of principal G-bundles as generalized internal functors in Bibun as we commented in

Section 4.4.

Example D.3 ([34], strict principal 2-bundles). Let H
t−→ G be a crossed module of

Lie groups. Then for a strict principal 2-bundle π : P −→ X with covering U ↪→ X,

and corresponding cocycles (gij, hijk), we can define a generalized internal functor

X ⇒ X

X ⇒ X

U [2] × H× H⇒ U [2] × H

U ⇒ U

Gn H⇒ G

∗⇒ ∗

s t s t s t
∆ Φ

where the source and target maps in U [2] × H× H⇒ U [2] × H are

s(xij, h1, h2) = (xij, h1) , t(xij, h1, h2) = (xij, h2) , (D.2)
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and all the bibundles are bundlizations of the Lie groupoid functors

∆0(xij, h) = x , ∆1(xij, h1, h2) = x ,

Φ0(xij, h) = gij(x) , Φ1(xij, h1, h2) = (t(hijk)gijgik, h1h2) ,

(D.3)

for all h, h1,2 ∈ H, xij ∈ U [2].
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Higher distributions leading to

differential ideals

In this appendix, we briefly present a relation between certain higher distributions

and differential ideals, generalizing the correspondence between ordinary involutive

distributions and differential ideals generated by 1-forms. This is a first step towards

a generalized Frobenius theorem.

Recall that a distribution D is a smoothly varying family of subspaces Dx of the

fibers TxM of the tangent bundle of some manifold M . It is involutive if the Lie

algebra of vector fields closes on sections of D . That is, for any point x ∈M , there

is a neighbourhood Ux and vector fields X1, . . . , Xr ∈ X(Ux) such that the Xi are

linearly independent and at each point y ∈ Ux, Dx is spanned by the Xi. Extending

these vector fields to a local basis X1, . . . , Xd of TM , we have

[Xi, Xj] = fkijXk with fk
īj̄

= 0 (E.1)

where the fkij are functions on Up and overlined and underlined indices ī and i denote

indices i ≤ r and i > r, respectively.

Recall that by the Frobenius theorem, such an involutive distribution induces a

regular foliation of the manifold M .

The Lie algebra of vector fields in (E.1) has a dual Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra,
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which is encoded in the relations

dθk = −1
2
fkijθ

i ∧ θj , (E.2)

where the 1-forms θi locally span T ∗M and satisfy θi(Xj) = δij. Note that because

of fk
īj̄

= 0, the 1-forms θi form a differential ideal.

This yields the modern formulation of the Frobenius theorem, which states that

for a differential ideal on a manifold M which is generated by 1-forms, there are

submanifolds e : Nx↪→M for each point x ∈ M such that x ∈ Nx and e∗α = 0 for

any α in the differential ideal.

Let us now generalize the correspondence between certain distribution and dif-

ferential ideals. We start by recalling some basic facts on multivector fields.

Consider a patch U of a d-dimensional manifold M together with the set of

multivector fields X•(U) := Γ(TU) ⊕ Γ(∧2TU) ⊕ · · · ⊕ Γ(∧dTU). On X•(U), there

is a natural generalization of the Lie bracket, which fulfills the Leibniz rule with

respect to the ∧-product:

Definition E.1. The Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket is the bilinear extension to X•(U)

of

[V1 ∧ · · · ∧ Vm,W1 ∧ · · · ∧Wn]S :=

m,n∑
i,j=1

(−1)i+j[Vi,Wj] ∧ V1 ∧ · · · ∧ V̂i ∧ · · · ∧ Vm ∧W1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ŵj ∧ · · · ∧Wn ,

(E.3)

where Vi, Wj ∈ X1(U) and ·̂ indicates an omission.

Note that the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket turns the complex X•(U) into a graded

Lie algebra L0. This graded Lie algebra has a dual Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra

description in terms of forms in Ω•(U). Given a local basis θi, ξa, . . . of linearly

independent 1-forms, 2-forms, ..., spanning T ∗xU , ∧2T ∗xU , . . . at every x ∈ U we

have

dθi = −1
2
f ijkθ

j ∧ θk , dξa = −daibθi ∧ ξb , . . . , (E.4)

where the f ijk are the structure constants of the Lie algebra of vector fields and the
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additional structure constants daib are functions on U determined by the f ijk. As the

θi, ξa , . . . form a complete basis, we can also write these relations as

dθi = −1
2
f̃ ijkθ

j ∧ θk + t̃iaξ
a ,

dξa = −d̃aibθi ∧ ξb − 1
3!
c̃aijkθ

i ∧ θj ∧ θk ,

. . .

(E.5)

where ξa = ma
ijθ

i ∧ θj and

f ijk = f̃ ijk + t̃iam
a
jk , daibm

b
jk = d̃aibm

b
jk + c̃aijk , . . . (E.6)

Equation (E.5) describes the Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of a strong homotopy Lie

algebra, see [48, 54] for a definition and more details.

Proposition E.2. The tilded structure constants in (E.5) define a strong homotopy

Lie algebra on the graded vector space of multivector fields X•(U).

In particular, in terms of a basis Xi ∈ X1(U), Ya ∈ X2(U), ... dual to that of Ω•(U)

used above, we have the following higher brackets:

µ1(Ya) = t̃iaXi , µ2(Xi, Xj) = f̃kijXk ,

µ2(Xi, Ya) = d̃biaYb , µ3(Xi, Xj, Xk) = c̃aijkYa ,

. . .

(E.7)

The two underlying Chevalley–Eilenberg complexes of the Lie algebra L0 given by

the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket and any L∞-algebra on X•(U) given by a rewriting

as in (E.5) are essentially identical. Therefore, there is an L∞-algebra isomorphisms

between these, which motivates the following definition.

Definition E.3. An L∞-algebra associated to the Lie algebra L0 is an L∞-algebra-

structure on X•(U) with higher brackets as in (E.7) obtained by a rewriting of the

underlying Chevalley–Eilenberg algebra of L0 as in (E.5).

Finally, note that we can truncate the structures introduced above from X•(U)

to multivector fields of a maximal degree n. In particular, we can evidently truncate
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the Schouten–Nijenhuis bracket to the complex

X(n)(U) = TU ←− ∧2TU ←− ∧3TU ←− · · · ←− ∧nTU (E.8)

by setting

[X1 ∧ · · · ∧Xk1 , Y1 ∧ · · · ∧ Yk2 ] := 0 (E.9)

for Xi, Yi ∈ X1(U) and k1 +k2 > n+ 1. The associated L∞-algebras come then with

higher brackets satisfying

µk(X1, . . . , Xk) := 0 (E.10)

for homogeneously graded Xi ∈ X|Xi| ⊂ X(n)(U) and k > n+ 1 or |X1|+ · · · |Xk| >

n+ 1.

We now come to a generalization of the notion of distribution based on multi-

vector fields.

Definition E.4. An n-distribution on a d-dimensional manifold M with n ≤ d is a

sequence of distributions D = (D1, . . . ,Dn) such that Di is a distribution in ∧iTM .

The notion of a pre-involutive distribution is now defined as follows:

Definition E.5. An n-distribution D on a manifold M is called pre-involutive, if

there is an L∞-algebra associated to L0, which closes on D .

In the case n = 1, the above two definitions trivially reduce to those of an ordinary

distribution and an ordinary involutive distribution.

In the following, let againXi ∈ X1(U), Ya ∈ X2(U), ... form a local basis spanning

TU , ∧2TU , ... and let Xi, i ≤ r1, Ya, a ≤ r2, ... span a pre-involutive n-distribution

D = (D1,D2, . . . ,Dn). We shall again underline indices larger than ri and overline

indices that are less or equal to ri. Using this notation, we can characterize the

structure constants of L∞-algebras on pre-involutive n-distributions in more detail.

Lemma E.6. The closure of an L∞-algebra associated to L0 on a pre-involutive

n-distribution is equivalent to its structure constants sαβ1···βk = (t̃ia, f̃
k
ij, d̃

b
ia, c̃

a
ijk, . . .)
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satisfying

sα
β1···βk

= 0 . (E.11)

Let us now switch to the dual picture and consider the Chevalley–Eilenberg

description of the above n-term L∞-algebra. That is, we have a local basis of forms

θi ∈ Ω1(U), ξa ∈ Ω2(U), ... with iXiθ
j = δji , iYaξ

b = δba, etc. Closure of an associated

L∞-algebra on a pre-involutive n-distribution amounts here to the following:

Theorem E.7. The forms θi, ξa, . . . spanning the annihilators of the distributions

contained in a pre-involutive n-distribution generate a differential ideal.

Proof. The Chevalley–Eilenberg description of the L∞-algebra associated to L0 is

of the form

dωα =
∑
k

sαβ1···βkω
β1 ∧ . . . ∧ ωβk (E.12)

for general forms ωα ∈ Ω1(U)⊕ · · · ⊕Ωn(U). With Lemma (E.6), we conclude that

− dωα =
∑
k

sαβ
1
β2···βkω

β
1 ∧ ωβ2 ∧ . . . ∧ ωβk , (E.13)

which states that the ωα generate a differential ideal.

Note that in the case n = 1, this is just the familiar statement that the annihilator

of an integrable distribution spans a differential ideal.
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